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Abstract
This dissertation examines the dense web of real and imagined relationships that linked
Jews in Livorno in Italy and Jews in Alexandria in Egypt during the nineteenth century. The
dissertation traces overlapping and intersecting Jewish families and communities, and explores
their commercial practices, national and religious identities, and cultural allegiances. For Jews in
Egypt, Livorno served as a touchstone of economic resources, information, legal status, and
solidarity. Weaving together micro-stories from the Tuscan, Italian, and British consular courts,
the dissertation demonstrates the intersectional and situational nature of nationality in Egypt.
Individuals and communities understood the power of various forms of documentation and
status, and used them to navigate their legal, economic, and social possibilities. In integrating the
history of Livorno with the history of Alexandria, the dissertation views Jewish history through a
Mediterranean lens and contributes to our understanding of Jewish experiences of modernity.
Chapter One examines the early modern history of Livorno, and emphasizes the local
framework of the Jewish community as well as its Mediterranean connections. The second
chapter explores the economic endeavors of Jews from Livorno during the nineteenth century,
looking closely at the family firm and the interconnected dynamics of trust and vulnerability
amidst the progressive economic decline of the port city. Chapter Three argues that Jewish
trading diasporas, spreading goods and information, continued to play a consequential role
during the modern era. The chapter also examines how Jewish merchants in Alexandria were
able to use the consular court as a forum for negotiating commercial relationships and
exchanges. Chapter Four focuses on the claims of nationality and citizenship that Jews mobilized
ix

in Egypt, and argues that citizenship in the Mediterranean was porous, instrumental, and flexible.
While nationality could often be ignored or disregarded in Alexandria, the final chapter explores
the associational spaces and activities Italian Jews used to give their status social, emotional, and
cultural meanings. Italian officials and nationalists often perceived Jews as an important
audience in their efforts to expand Italian imperial influence in Egypt. Italian Jews navigated
these perceptions, and created layered cultural allegiances that were rooted in the local context of
Egypt and reinforced by transnational ties to Italy and Jewish communities worldwide.

x

Introduction
In 1859, Rahamin Cesana appeared before the Tuscan consular court in Alexandria in
desperate financial straits. As a merchant involved in exporting agricultural products from Egypt,
he had the occasion to find himself in the consular courts numerous times over the course of his
lifetime. 1 However, as he faced bankruptcy in 1859, a fundamental question emerged as to
whether Cesana legitimately fell under the jurisdiction of the Tuscan consular court – was
Cesana truly Tuscan or was he a local subject? This simple question belied the rather
complicated matter of labeling someone as “foreign” or “local” in nineteenth century Egypt, and
sparked a flurry of documents and debate. After launching an investigation, the Tuscan consul
finally concluded that Rahamin Cesana was indeed a Tuscan subject, even though he “seemed
like a local subject.” 2 With this caveat, the consul implied his assumption of discernable
differences between the appearance and behavior of local and foreign subjects, while also
suggesting that foreign status could be superimposed on an individual despite first impressions to
the contrary. Although Rahamin Cesana’s exact origins in Tuscany were suspect, or at best
uncertain, since it was “unclear which one of his family members had originated in Tuscany,”
the consul recalled as proof the fact that Abram Cesana, Rahamin’s father, had often used the
consular court as a Tuscan subject; therefore, it seemed reasonable that his son had inherited the
right to be considered Tuscan in his commercial and legal affairs. The struggle to classify Cesana
as a Tuscan subject reveal the multilayered intersections of commerce, extended trading
1

Archivio Storico del Ministero degli Affari Esteri (ASMAE), Consolato del Granducato di Toscana in Alessandria
d’Egitto, b. 60 (1859), Rome, Italy.
2
ASMAE, Consolato del Granducato di Toscana in Alessandria d’Egitto, b. 60 (1859).
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networks, and foreign status in the consular courts, and hints at the complicated ways individuals
tried to navigate these forces in their daily lives.
The case of Rahamin Cesana was part of a large constellation of cases involving Jewish
historical actors in the consular court system of Egypt. For many Jewish individuals and families
who made their way through the consular court systems of Egypt, their story began in Livorno, a
Tuscan port city on the Mediterranean, a hub of international trade in the early modern period
with a well-known and well-established Jewish community. In the consular records, Livorno
appears as a concrete resource of documents or economic ties for Jews in Egypt. Yet, it also
emerges as an amorphous and almost mythical idea, a shorthand of an origin story that could be
flexibly shaped and interpreted by Jews and consular officials alike. While some Jews moved
directly from Livorno to Egypt with their families, many others traced winding paths in the
Mediterranean through several cities and generations before arriving in Egypt. In both cases, the
Jews in Livorno and Jews in Alexandria were linked by connections of trade and culture to a
network of Jewish diaspora communities throughout the Mediterranean. In weaving together
individual micro-stories from the archive, this dissertation examines the unique aspirations,
perceptions, and actions of Jewish individuals and families in “claiming Livorno” in nineteenth
century Egypt, while also exploring how they formed part of a larger modern Mediterranean
story of commerce, foreign status, and culture. 3
The development of Livorno as a port city and the growth of its Jewish community
during the early modern period has been the focus of extensive historical study. The fortunes of
the port city and its Jewish community were inextricably linked, and by the eighteenth century,

3

In Out of Egypt, Andre Aciman recalls his colorful Uncle Villi, whose origins in Livorno were suspect, but who
styled himself as an Italian patriot just the same. Andre Aciman, Out of Egypt: A Memoir (New York: Picador,
1994), 3-39.
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the Jewish community of Livorno was the largest Jewish community on the Italian peninsula and
the second largest in Europe after Amsterdam. One body of scholarship has emphasized the
privileges granted to the Jewish community of Livorno by Tuscan authorities based on
understandings of Jewish economic utility. 4 For the Jews of Livorno, trade functioned as a
vehicle of acculturation and some measure of social integration, but not political integration or
equality. In particular, Francesca Bregoli has convincingly argued that the understanding of
Livornese Jews as economically “useful” led to a protracted understanding of the Jewish
community as an autonomous corporate body in the Tuscan state and impeded a shift towards
more individually based understandings of citizenship in the Livornese context.5 Other scholars,
most notably Jean-Pierre Filippini and Francesca Trivellato, have focused on the commercial
activities and movements of Livornese Jewish merchants during the early modern period. In The
Familiarity of Strangers, Francesca Trivellato traces how Sephardi Jews built cross-cultural
trading networks beyond the family with both Jews and non-Jews, and demonstrates that the
universe of Jewish commercial ventures in Livorno was expansive and global. 6 However,
Trivellato’s story ends at the beginning of the nineteenth century, and therefore leaves room for

4

Through the livornina, Tuscan authorities granted significant religious freedoms with the hope of attracting
Sephardi migration to the city and encouraging international trade. The full text of the livornina can be found in
Renzo Toaff, La Nazione Ebrea a Livorno e a Pisa (1591-1700) (Florence: Leo S. Olschki Editore, 1990), 419-435;
Francesca Bregoli, Mediterranean Enlightenment: Livornese Jews, Tuscan Culture, and Eighteenth Century Reform
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2014); Lucia Frattarelli Fischer, “Le case degli ebrei a Livorno: interni
domestici del Seicento e del Settecento,” in La nazione ebrea di Livorno: itinerari di vita (Livorno: Edizioni
Graphis Arte, 1991), 3-39; Lucia Frattarelli Fischer, “L’insediamento ebraico a Livorno dalle origini
all’emancipazione,” in Le tre sinagoghe: Edifici di culto e vita ebraica a Livorno dal Seicento al Novecento, ed.
Michele Luzzati (Livorno: Umberto Allemandi, 1995), 33-46.
5
Francesca Bregoli, “The Port of Livorno and its Nazione Ebrea in the Eighteenth Century: Economic Utility and
Political Reforms,” Quest. Issues in Contemporary Jewish History, Journal of Fondazione CDEC 2 (2011): 46.
6
Francesca Trivellato, The Familiarity of Strangers: the Sephardic Diaspora, Livorno, and Cross-Cultural Trade in
the Early Modern Period (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009); Jean-Pierre Filippini, “Il posto dei negozianti
ebrei nel commercio di Livorno nel Settecento,” Rassegna Mensile di Israel 50 (1984): 634-649; Jean-Pierre
Filippini, “Gli ebrei e le attività economiche nell’area nord Africana (XVII-XVIII secolo),” Nuovi Studi Livornesi 7
(1999): 131-149; Attilio Milano, “Uno sguardo sulle relazioni tra Livorno ebraica e i paesi della Barberia,” in
Miscellanea di studi in memoria di Dario Disegni, ed. E.M. Artom, L. Caro, S.J. Sierra (Torino: Istituto di studi
ebraici, 1969), 139-151.
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further historical study into how the global trading horizons of Jewish merchants and firms in
Livorno both shifted and continued in the modern era.
Indeed, there remains a historiographical gap in studying both Livorno and its Jewish
community during the nineteenth century. 7 The nineteenth century marked a period of
progressive economic decline in Livorno. Advancements in transportation and the evolution of
trade routes that favored direct exchanges between producers and markets made Livorno’s
position as a port of deposit more precarious. In 1868, after being incorporated into the unified
Italian state, Livorno lost its free port status and privileged commercial standing. It is my
contention that it is just as important to study Livorno during this period of economic contraction
as it is to study Livorno during periods of growth and prosperity. In this endeavor, the
dissertation relies on David Lo Romer’s detailed account of the port activities of Livorno during
the early to mid-nineteenth century in Merchants and Reform in Livorno, 1814-1868. Lo Romer
explores how merchants in Livorno, as a community, turned their attentions to political and
economic reforms in response to the economic problems of the port city, and argues that their
limited success helps explain the fragmentary and regional nature of the Italian unification
movement. 8 This dissertation extends Lo Romer’s study beyond the framework of the
Risorgimento and self-aware reform efforts and ideologies, and rather examines the economic
behavior and trading networks of Jews in Livorno during this period of uncertainty.

7

While Carlotta Ferrara degli Uberti has studied in detail how the communal structure of the Jewish community
changed during the nineteenth century in relation to political changes and emancipation, she has left the commercial
pursuits and positions of Livornese Jews unexplored. Carlotta Ferrara degli Uberti, La ‘Nazione Ebrea’ di Livorno
dai Privilegi all’Emancipazione (1814-1860) (Florence: Fondazione spadolini – Nuova antologia, 2007); Liana Elda
Funaro has begun the project of studying Livornese Jews during the nineteenth century with several case studies, for
example: Liana Elda Funaro, “Il ruolo degli ebrei livornesi: due percorsi individuali su uno sfondo mediterraneo” in
I Laboratori Toscani della Democrazia e del Risorgimento: La ‘repubblica’ di Livorno, l’ “altro” Granducato, il
sogno italiano di rinnovamento, ed. Laura Dinelli and Luciano Bernardini (Pisa: Edizioni ETS, 2004), 79-98; Liana
Elda Funaro, “Lumi e consigli: i Bonaventura ed altri "negozianti di droghe" a Livorno nel primo Ottocento,” Nuovi
Studi Livornesi 15 (2008): 171-209.
8
David LoRomer, Merchants and Reform in Livorno 1814-1868 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987).
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The evidence from the nineteenth century suggests that despite Livorno’s economic
fluctuations, Jews acted with a large measure of continuity in their commercial practices,
importing and exporting goods through the port, relying on family firms, and creating extended
trading networks throughout the Mediterranean. The dissertation highlights how Livorno
remained significant in the commercial practices of Jewish merchants operating throughout the
Mediterranean as a source of capital, credit, and business partners despite its declining position
in international trade. These continuities do not imply that the economic pursuits of Jews in
Livorno were stagnant or unchanging, and this dissertation looks carefully at networks as
dynamic and unstable, constructed or dissolved by choices and actions, particularly in times of
economic uncertainty. The dissertation also posits that migration and mobility emerged as a key
economic strategy for merchants from Livorno during this period. While mobility had long been
an integral part of pursuing commerce for Livornese Jewish merchants, and many continued to
periodically move to and from Livorno as they had in earlier periods, the overall density of
Jewish merchants and families who chose to permanently establish their lives away from
Livorno distinguished the migrations of the nineteenth century from those of earlier eras.
Whether Jews left Livorno as individuals or as a family, every act of migration was shaped by a
larger system of cultural and commercial networks, which in turn, either reinforced or forged
anew these networks. By 1901, the Jewish population of Livorno had contracted to 2,636
individuals as opposed to 5,000 in the previous century. 9
Port cities “are a window on a wider world” and sites of dense exchanges of people,
goods, and ideas. 10 However, the historiography of Mediterranean port cities tends to consider

9

Bregoli, “The Port of Livorno and its Nazione Ebrea in the Eighteenth Century,” 50.
Brian Hoyle, “Fields of Tension: Development Dynamics at the Port-City Interface,” in Port Jews: Jewish
Communities in Cosmopolitan Maritime Trading Centres, 1550-1950, ed. David Cesarani (Portland: Frank Cass,
2002), 14.
10
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each city in isolation. Recently, historian Julia Clancy-Smith has asserted that it is crucial to
explore how “circuits of movement and varieties of networks [among port cities] converged,
thickened with increased exchange densities, or gradually became uncoupled.” 11 In taking up this
charge, this dissertation integrates the history of the port cities of Livorno and Alexandria in
Egypt. The migration of Livornese Jews to Alexandria was part of a larger story of dense
networks of trade and migration that connected Livorno with many port cities in the
Mediterranean, such as Tunis or Salonica; however, the dissertation focuses on Alexandria in
conjunction with Livorno for several reasons. For one, in contrast to the economic trajectory of
Livorno during the nineteenth century, this period marked dramatic growth for Alexandria and
the port city’s increasing role in global commerce. Alexandria’s economic development during
the nineteenth century was spurred by new global trade routes, growing agricultural exports to
Europe, including cotton, and new infrastructural developments, such as the opening of the Suez
Canal in 1869. The population of Alexandria grew from 6,000 in 1798 to 231,000 in 1882,
attracting large numbers of migrants from Europe and other parts of the Ottoman Empire. 12
Secondly, while distinct communities of Livornese Jews had formed in various cities throughout
North Africa and the Middle East during the early modern era, the permanent migration of Jews
from Livorno to Alexandria accelerated in a significant way only during the nineteenth century.
Lastly, the political and legal landscape was particularly complicated in Egypt during the
nineteenth century, with multiple and competing legal authorities and regimes. Under the system
of capitulations in place, those with foreign nationality or protection were exempt from most
local taxation, protected from prosecution before the local government, and granted access to the

11

Julia Clancy-Smith, Mediterraneans: North Africa and Europe in an Age of Migration c. 1800-1900 (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2012), 10.
12
Michael Reimer, Colonial Bridgehead: Government and Society in Alexandria, 1807-1882 (New York: Westview
Press, 1997), 5.
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consular court system. 13 While the French abrogated the capitulations after seizing control over
Tunisia in 1881, the British left the capitulations in place even after occupying Egypt in 1882,
and “extraterritoriality” remained a defining element of the Egyptian social, economic, and
political environment. 14
Alexandria’s landscape of legal pluralism emerges as a central feature of the dissertation.
While foreign protection or nationality was not always a pressing concern in daily life in
Alexandria, it was relevant in some local enterprises, interactions, and contexts. In particular, it
opened up the consular courts as a venue for doing business, managing risks, and negotiating
relationships. 15 The ways Jewish actors made use of the consular courts reveal the flexibility of
law in Egypt; consular courts often used local custom or Jewish law in their judgements. For the
purpose of this study I focus on Jews who claimed foreign nationality in Egypt, however, it is
also important to remember that these endeavors happened alongside Jews who were “local”
subjects, as well as diverse numbers of Muslims and Christians also seeking or making use of
foreign nationality or protection.

13

The Capitulations began in the sixteenth century as mutually beneficial agreements between European states and
the Ottoman Empire, granting legal, religious, commercial rights to foreign merchants, including the freedom of
worship, exemption from local taxes, and recourse of the consular court. These arrangments became less mutual as
European states grew more powerful in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Feroz Ahmad, “Ottoman
Perceptions of the Capitulations 1800-1914,” Journal of Islamic Studies 11, 1 (2000): 1-20; Ziad Fahmy,
“Jurisdictional Borderlands: Extraterritoriality and ‘Legal Chameleons’ in Precolonial Alexandria, 1840-1870,”
Comparative Studies in Society and History 55, 2 (2013): 305-329; Alexander de Groot, “The Historical
Development of the Capitulatory Regime in the Ottoman Middle East from the Fifteenth to the Nineteenth
Centuries,” Oriente Moderno 22, 3 (2003): 575-604.
14
Extraterritoriality was a larger international legal framework that applied to areas from Latin America to East
Asia. Richard Horowitz, “International Law and State Transformation in China, Siam, and the Ottoman Empire
during the nineteenth century,” Journal of World History 15, 4 (2004): 445-486. Marglin defines extraterritoriality
as “reflecting a premodern notion of sovereignty, in which rulers exercised control over individual subjects rather
than over discrete territories.” Jessica Marglin, Across Legal Lines: Jews and Muslims in Modern Morocco (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2016), 210, n.38; Clancy-Smith, Mediterraneans, 201.
15
As Jessica Marglin points out in the case of nineteenth century Morocco, Jews were able to use various court
systems, including sharia courts, rabbinic courts, and consular courts, and “law acted as a vector connecting Jews to
the broader society in which they lived.” In Egypt, consular courts and religious courts, as well as the Mixed Courts
after 1875 and Native Courts after 1885, played a prominent role well into the twentieth century. Marglin, Across
Legal Lines, 10.
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My research examines the ways in which Jews from Livorno created a space for
themselves in the economic landscape of Egypt as builders of commercial networks in and
around the Mediterranean. Egypt became a place where Jews could “make it,” and by the early
twentieth century the Jewish community as a whole was distinguished by a large middle class
and upward mobility. The intersections of commerce, nationality, and culture have not yet been
studied for the Jews of Egypt, and this dissertation explores how legal and economic practices
could converge with socio-economic status, family, and culture in forming the multilayered
social practices and social identities of Jews in Egypt. 16
In moving through oceans, cities, and empires, the Jews of Livorno crossed geographical,
political, linguistic, and cultural boundaries, and navigated their Italian, Livornese, European,
Sephardic, and Jewish identities. Jews were invested in their lives in Egypt and built a future
there, even as they often remained connected to Italy by legal, economic, and cultural bonds. The
dissertation explores the language, forms of evidence, and spaces through which Livornese Jews
articulated their claims to Italian nationality, as well as the ways they imbued this status with
meaning through their local relationships and cultural allegiances. Indeed, studying how Jews
framed their claims of citizenship and when how they carried, ignored, or flaunted this status in
the Egyptian context highlights a specific experience of negotiating the ideas of citizenship,
community, and belonging outside the nation state. At its heart, the dissertation project asks:
What did it mean to be an Italian Jew from Livorno in Egypt, at great distances from the city of
Livorno and the borders of Italy?
16

In the standard account of Egyptian Jewry during the nineteenth century, Jacob Landau offers a useful, but broad
socio-economic summary of the Jewish community. In The Jews in Modern Egypt, 1914-1952, Krämer conducts a
broad overview of the Jewish community during the twentieth century, while Michael Laskier orients his work
around the development of Zionism and growth of antisemitism during the twentieth century. Jacob Landau, Jews in
nineteenth-century Egypt (New York: New York University Press, 1969); Gudrun Krämer, The Jews in Modern
Egypt, 1914-1952 (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1989); Michael Laskier, The Jews of Egypt, 1920-1970:
In the Midst of Zionism, Anti-Semitism, and the Middle East Conflict (New York: New York University, 1992).
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Historiography
This dissertation contributes to our understanding of modern Italian Jewish history,
modern Mediterranean history, and citizenship studies. As a study of the Jews of Livorno, the
dissertation engages with the extensive historiography of “port Jews” or “port Jewry” and the
Jewish experience of modernity it suggests. Lois Dubin first proposed the concept of “port
Jews” to refer to acculturated Jews, both Ashkenazi and Sephardi, in port cities who were
distinctive in their path to integration in early modern Europe. In The Port Jews of Habsburg
Trieste, Dubin argued that in early modern Trieste, the perceived economic utility of the Jewish
merchants led to “civil inclusion” and privileges under the ancien régime, although certainly not
equality. 17 This model emerged as an alternative to previous Germano-centric historical
explanations of Jewish modernity that emphasized intellectual and self-conscious changes
through the haskallah, or Jewish enlightenment, and the prolonged struggle for emancipation. 18
In his work, David Sorkin narrowed the definition of port Jews to signify a specific “social type”
of Sephardim who settled in the port cities of the Atlantic seaboard between the sixteenth and
eighteenth century. However, other scholarship, this dissertation included, have built upon more
expansive notions of “port Jews” or “port Jewries.” In examining the figure of David Attias,
Matthias Lehmann argues that “rather than referring to the entirety of Jewish communities in the
17

For more information on port Jews, see: Lois Dubin, The Port Jews of Habsburg Trieste: Absolutist Politics and
Enlightenment Culture (Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 1999); David Cesarani, ed., Port Jews: Jewish
Communities in Cosmopolitan Maritime Trading Centres, 1550-1950 (Portland: Frank Cass, 2002); David Cesarani
and Gemma Romain, eds., Jews and Port Cities 1590-1990: Commerce, Community and Cosmopolitanism
(Portland: Vallentine Mitchell, 2006).
18
Traditional historiography of Jewish modernity often focused on exploring the figures of the early modern courtJew, wealthy and integrated on an individual basis, or the maskil, a proponent of Jewish enlightenment. In The Jews
of Georgian England, Todd Endelman offers a counter argument against this historiographical trend to view Jewish
history in terms of self-conscious, intellectual westernization as represented by these two largely atypical figures.
Todd M. Endelman, The Jews of Georgian England: Tradition and Change in A Liberal Society, 1714-1830, 2nd ed.
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1999).
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early modern Mediterranean and Atlantic port cities, or to any Jewish community living in a port
city, "port Jews" should be seen as a distinct social group within a Jewish community,” and
suggests that this framework can also be applied to certain Jews within communities in the
Ottoman Empire. 19 Recently, scholars such as Evelyne Oliel-Grauscz, have also argued that the
scholarship of “port Jewries” must shift to consider in more depth the dimension of
“communication, of relations, connections, conflicts, and more generally circulation between the
various poles and port Jewries, whether of persons, material or immaterial goods.” 20
In its examination of Livorno during the nineteenth century, my dissertation considers the
Jewish community as a whole to be a community of “port Jews.” This dissertation also shifts and
extends this framework to suggest that the Jews of Livorno during the nineteenth century can be
described as “commercial subject-citizens,” a term which reflects how the Jewish community of
Livorno was still a “suddita nazione,” or a part of the corporate body of the Tuscan state, but also
moved through Livorno and the wider world as individuals. 21 In both of these positions, as a
community and as individual subject-citizens, the Jews of Livorno perceived themselves and
were perceived by others through the lens of commerce. Even if Jews were not involved directly
in long-distance trade, they were still commercial citizen-subjects in their position in Livornese
society, although this position was in turn limited by certain disparities in power, such as gender
or poverty. The dissertation connects the idea of a “commercial subject-citizen” to the historic
19

Matthias Lehmann, “A Livornese "Port Jew" and the Sephardim of the Ottoman Empire,” Jewish Social
Studies 11, 2 (2005): 70.
20
In her definition of port Jewries, Lois Dubin includes “a network with other Jewish merchants living elsewhere”
as well as a “sense of interaction and comparison to other non-Jewish merchants in the given port city.” Cesarani
and Romain, Jews and Port Cities, 17; Evelyne Oliel-Grausz, “Networks and Communication in the Sephardi
Diaspora: An Added Dimension to the Concept of Port Jews and Port Jewries,” Jewish Culture and History 7
(2004): 62.
21
“Port Jews” is generally used as a framework for the early modern period, and therefore, the term “commercial
subject-citizens” in its formulation takes into account the political shifts of the nineteenth century. Dubin has
remarked on the conflation of the terms subject and citizen in the Tuscan context, and notes that Jews in Livorno
were both part of a corporate body and individual subjects. Lois Dubin, “Subjects into Citizens: Jewish Autonomy
and Inclusion in Early Modern Livorno and Trieste,” Jahrbuch des Simon-Dubnow-Instituts 5 (2006): 51-81.
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privilege of ballottazione, which allowed the Jewish community in Livorno as a corporate body
to grant Jewish individuals Tuscan subjecthood. The privilege of ballottazione was especially
important for Jewish merchants who could then leave Livorno as Tuscan subjects. After Italian
unification and emancipation created individual Italian Jewish citizens in Italy, Jews abroad
could rely on the history of ballottazione, a privilege rooted in the local history of Livorno, to
support their claims of belonging to the Italian nation state. After unification, Jews in Egypt were
the passive recipients of a new status as Italian subjects abroad, yet they were often active agents
in negotiating the meaning and use of this nationality in their local context.
The dominant narratives of modern Italian Jewish history tend to focus on the
emancipation, acculturation, and integration of Jews within Italian society. Italian Jews were
largely successful at integrating themselves within the social, intellectual, and economic spheres
of Italian life during the nineteenth century, and historians such as Dan Segre have traced the
intersections in the movements for Italian unification and Jewish emancipation, describing how
Italian Jews wholeheartedly felt themselves to be the “co-founders, together with the other Italian
patriots of something totally new” during the Risorgimento. 22 The parameters of emancipation,
acculturation, and integration have often relegated the Italian Jewish experience to the margins of
modern European Jewish history as an “exceptional” case; historian Paolo Bernardini explains
that Italian Jewish history “has been traditionally regarded as far less dramatic in terms of the
tensions between tradition and assimilation, community and state, personal identity as a Jew
versus social political identity as a citizen, than in other national states and regimes.” 23 Even as

22

Dan Segre, “The Emancipation of Jews in Italy,” in Paths of Emancipation: Jews, States, and Citizenship, ed.
Pierre Birnbaum and Ira Katznelson (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), 229.
23
The Italian Jewish press chronicled with pride the achievements of individual Italian Jews; there were Jewish
senators, a Jewish prime minister, and even a Jewish minister of war at the same time the Dreyfus Affair raged in
France. Giuseppe Ottolenghi was appointed minister of war from 1902-1903, and Luigi Luzzato, a Venetian Jew,
was elected prime minister in 1910. By 1902 six Jewish senators had been appointed by the king out of a total of
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the historical scholarship of modern Italy has increasingly incorporated the study of migration
and Italian diaspora communities, studies of modern Italian Jewish history have remained
constrained by the borders of the Italian peninsula and bound by the national context. 24 There is
a significant historiographical gap in examining the Mediterranean movements and experiences
of Italian Jews during the modern period. If the nineteenth century was the century of national
boundaries, Jews from Livorno moved between and among them.
Studying the Jews of Italy beyond the national context opens up the possibility of
interweaving local, national, and transnational frameworks in order to complicate traditional
understandings of Jewish transformation in the modern period. 25 Even as my research brings
issues of nationality and citizenship into the foreground, it decenters emancipation and
unification as the defining events of the modern Italian Jewish experience. This dissertation
demonstrates how both before and after unification, Italian Jews were entangled in a wide
circulation of economic, intellectual, and social currents around the Mediterranean basin. While
traditional historical accounts argue that early modern Jewish commercial networks declined
with the rise of nation states and empires, new research, such as Sarah Abrevaya Stein’s work on
Jewish involvement in the global ostrich feather market, has suggested that some trading

350, and by 1920, the number had risen to 19. Some histories of Italian Jewry that follow this strain of thought are:
Cecil Roth, The History of the Jews of Italy (Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society of America, 1946);
Tomaso DiNapoli, The Italian Jewish Experience (Stony Brook: Forum Italicum Publishing, 2000). Historians such
as Paolo Bernardini and Elizabeth Schachter have argued for a revision of the traditional assesments of nineteenth
and early twentieth century Jewry. Paolo Bernardini, “The Jews in Nineteenth Century Italy: towards a
Reappraisal,” Journal of Modern Italian Studies 1 (1996): 293; Elizabeth Mahler Schachter, “Perspectives of
Nineteenth-Century Italian Jewry,” Journal of European Studies, no. 31 (2001): 35.
24
Well-known examples include: Mark Choate, Emigrant Nation: The Making of Italy Abroad (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 2008); Donna Gabaccia, Italy’s Many Diasporas (London: UCL Press, 2000).
25
The European Jewish experience has often been privileged in the historiography, yet, as Daniel Schroeter has
pointed out, the “Jews of the Arab world traveled along a different road to modernity than the Jews of Europe.”
European Jewish history has stressed the importance of haskalah, emancipation, antisemitism, and Zionism,
however these moments and movements had different meanings in Middle Eastern communities. Shroeter argues
that historians have to take into account the context of the Arab world and colonialism. Daniel Schroeter, “A
Different Road to Modernity: Jewish Identity in the Arab World,” in Diaspora and Exiles: Varieties of Jewish
Identity, ed. Howard Wettstein (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2002), 159.
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networks survived and even expanded in the nineteenth century. 26 My research shows that
Livorno survived as a central node of Jewish trading networks despite the city’s declining
financial position, and adds to our understanding that trading diasporas could be an effective
pattern of economic behavior in the modern period.
This dissertation also explores how the Jews who migrated from Italy to North Africa
and the Middle East consistently linked Europe and the Mediterranean in both new and old ways.
Identifiable communities of Livornese Jews could be found throughout North Africa and the
Middle East, known as francos in the Ottoman Empire and grana in Tunisia, and often
cultivating social and cultural differences of language, dress, marriage patterns, and education
that marked them as distinct from the broader Jewish community. 27 During the nineteenth
century, Jews migrating from Livorno joined diverse and often divided Jewish communities, and
as before, often considered themselves distinct from “local” Jews. In their commercial and
cultural practices, Italian Jews in the Mediterranean often maintained multiple allegiances and
loyalties.
In extending the framework of the Mediterranean to include Italy, this dissertation also
adds to historical understandings of the modern Mediterranean. In his historiographical essay,
“Mediterranean Excuses: Historical Writing on the Mediterranean since Braudel,” Peregrine
26
Sarah Abrevaya Stein, Plumes: Ostrich Feathers, Jews, and a Lost World of Global Commerce (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2010). Historical scholarship has often constructed Sephardi, Levantine, Mediterranean Jews as
“cultural and commercial intermediaries” who benefited from this position during the colonial period, however
recently historians have complicated this view point. A good example is Joshua Schreier’s case study of Jacob Lasry
in Algeria: Joshua Schreier, “From Mediterranean Merchant to French Civilizer: Jacob Lasry and the Economy of
Conquest in Early Colonial Algeria,” International Journal of Middle East Studies 44 (2012): 632.
27
For more information on communities of Livornese Jews in the early modern Mediterranean, see: Minna Rozen,
“Contest and Rivalry in Mediterranean Maritime Commerce in the first half of the eighteenth century: the Jews of
Salonika and the European Presence,” Revue des Etudes Juives 147, 3-4 (1988): 309-352; Minna Rozen, “The
Leghorn Merchants in Tunis and their Trade with Marseilles at the end of the 17th century,” in Les relations
intercommunautaires juives en Méditerranée occidentale: Actes du colloque international de l’Institut d’histoire
XIII-XX siècles (Paris: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1984), 51-59. Schroeter notes that Sephardi
Jews in particular were made up of multiple identities; they cultivated a specific cultural identity even without the
ability or desire to return to the Iberian Peninsula. Schroeter, “A Different Road to Modernity,” 152.
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Horden asserts that historians need to “put ‘the Mediterranean’ within our frame rather than
assume it as the frame itself,” pointing out that the “idea of the Mediterranean as a region”
emerged in the nineteenth century with both explicit and implicit implications for European
imperial ambitions. 28 As a theoretical framework, “the Mediterranean,” can often be ambiguous
and tinged by romanticism. 29 In her recent study of Tunisia, Julia Clancy-Smith has proposed
understanding the Mediterranean as a borderland, or as “layered zones of contact” characterized
by “fluctuating degrees of internal social coherence forged by high exchange densities, while
remaining subject to ‘pushes and pulls’ from larger, external forces.” 30 This dissertation builds
on the idea of the Mediterranean as a contact zone or “a sea of connectivity,” as Peregrine
Horden and Nicholas Purcell have put it aptly. 31 Although a number of scholars have suggested
that “Mediterranean” and modernity are irreconcilable, Naor Ben-Yehoyada has argued
convincingly that the political, economic, and cultural conditions of life in growing port cities
such as Istanbul, Salonica, Tunis, Beirut, and Alexandria could be considered both modern and
Mediterranean. 32 Recently, Dario Miccoli has argued that Alexandria and its inhabitants did not
experience a single understanding of modernity but rather “a plurality of dynamic modernities”
connected to many factors, such as gender, ethno-religious identity, and social status. 33

28
Peregrine Horden, “Mediterranean Excuses: Historical Writing on the Mediterranean since Braudel,” History and
Anthropology 16, 1 (2005): 1.
29
One example of a romantic approach to the Mediterranean is: Predrag Matvejevic, Mediterranean: A Cultural
Landscape (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999).
30
Clancy-Smith, Mediterraneans, 11.
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Peregrine Horden and Nicholas Purcell, The Corrupting Sea: A Study of Mediterranean History (Oxford:
Blackwell, 2000); Manuel Borutta and Sakis Gekas, “A Colonial Sea: the Mediterranean, 1798-1856,” European
Review of History: Revue Européenne d' Histoire 19, 1 (2012): 1-13.
32
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Modernity?” in A Companion to Mediterranean History, ed. Peregrine Horden and Sharon Kinoshita (West Sussex:
Wiley Blackwell, 2014), 117.
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Dario Miccoli, “Moving Histories: The Jews and Modernity in Alexandria, 1881-1919,” Quest: Issues in
Contemporary Jewish History (2011): 2; Dario Miccoli, Histories of the Jews of Egypt: An Imagined Bourgeoisie,
1880s-1950s (New York: Routledge, 2015).
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Using a Mediterranean frame is particularly helpful for this dissertation as a means of
bringing European imperial expansion during the nineteenth century into view, but not relying on
it as the dominant explanatory framework for the movements and activities of Jews in Egypt. 34
Much of the scholarship of the modern Mediterranean tends to orient itself around two poles,
either emphasizing conflict and strife based on nationalism and imperialism or emphasizing
peaceful coexistence and interethnic exchange. 35 In the case of Alexandria, Michael Reimer
argues in Colonial Bridgehead that Alexandria “was a colonial city” even before British
occupation, and suggests the existence of two separate Alexandrias – one for Europeans and one
for Egyptians. 36 Reimer’s study reveals important changes to the spaces and structures of
Alexandria during the nineteenth century, however everyday life in the city was not as clearly
divided between Europeans and Egyptians as he suggests. As Jessica Marglin has pointed out in
her study of the “transimperial” Abraham Ankara, the modern Mediterranean was defined by the
“interaction between new political structures (the colonial state) and older forms of transregional
connectivity and authority.” 37 Neither nationalism nor imperialism accurately or fully
characterizes Alexandria during the nineteenth century. By shifting the focus away from strictly
defining Alexandria as a colonial space, the dissertation is also able to take into account the
various imperial rivalries in the region, incorporating Italy’s ambitions and thus including an
imperial position often forgotten in the historiography.

34

The nineteenth century was the age of European expansion in the Mediterranean. Britain occupied Sicily between
1806-1815, the Ionian Islands in 1809, Corfu from 1815 to 1864, Cyprus in 1878, and Egypt in 1882. France
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2002).
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“Cosmopolitanism” has often served as a guiding conceptual frame for engaging with
the social, political, and cultural history of the Mediterranean. In particular, Alexandria is often
portrayed in memoirs, art, and literature as the paradigm of a cosmopolitan city; these works tend
to emphasize the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century as a period of peaceful
interethnic coexistence and interactions before rising nationalism tore this world asunder. 38 As
both a category of analysis and descriptive tool, “cosmopolitanism” is often colored by
ambiguity, nostalgia, and romanticism. 39 Historians such as Khaled Fahmy and Will Hanley
have recently issued important critiques of using “cosmopolitan” as a framework for nineteenth
century Alexandria, arguing that it obscures the colonial power underpinning the concept,
privileges the elite over the lower classes, and excludes the Muslim and Arabic speaking
majority from history. 40 This dissertation largely eschews the term cosmopolitanism, weighed
down as it is by its history and qualifications. However, several recent and interrelated arguments
using this term offer perspectives that are useful for this study. In his work on the Hadrami
migrant community in the Indian Ocean, Enseng Ho has proposed the term “local
cosmopolitans” to understand “persons who, while embedded in local relations, also maintained
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connections with distant places.” 41 For Italian Jews in Egypt, crossing the Mediterranean opened
up the possibilities of multiple frames of belonging. The individuals in this study were both
“local” and “foreign,” embracing an instrumental foreign nationality in some spaces of the city,
establishing present and future lives for themselves in Egypt, yet also cultivating attachments
with both Italy and other Mediterranean Jewish communities.
With the term “vulgar cosmopolitanism,” Will Hanley has argued that “ordinary people
employed a broad range of social categories and boundaries in their cosmopolitan interactions,”
and sect, class, language, and nationality were “neither constant nor universal” in movements
around the city. 42 This is a key point, and this dissertation engages with this understanding of
situational and contextual categories even as it focuses on Italian Jews as a case study in
Alexandria. I understand the “cosmopolitanism” of modern Mediterranean port cities as
characterized by linguistic, religious, and ethnic diversity, and the ability of individuals to move
between different cultures and spheres in everyday sites around the city with both ease and
conflict. 43 Yet by not using “cosmopolitanism” as a category of analysis, this dissertation is able
to carefully consider the moments and spaces in which historical actors in Alexandria relied on
categories of nationality, religion, or language to sort themselves and others, and those in which
they ignored them.
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My dissertation also complements a growing field in history on citizenship and legal
pluralism in the Mediterranean. 44 As historians Sarah Abrevaya Stein and Laura Tabili have
pointed out, the ways states defined nationality and citizenship and the ways they took shape in
daily life often diverged, and it is important to explore these terms from the perspective of the
“subtle degrees of belonging an individual could occupy.” 45 Nationality and citizenship both
describe relations among individuals and states, yet there are differences between them.
Nationality is a legal term or designation that attaches an individual to a state, acquiring
particular significance in an international frame of reference, while citizenship implies the rights
and duties of an individual towards the nation state. 46 In the case of nineteenth century Egypt,
citizenship did not imply political rights or obligations, but it did define elements of the
relationship between the individual and the state and among individuals in society. Italian Jews
in Egypt did not have the “rights” usually associated with the term citizen, but they were selfstyled citizens, often embracing the term in the consular court and using it to frame their
relationship to the Italian nation and to Italian authorities and associations in Alexandria. In
Egypt, it becomes evident that specific boundaries of meaning between legal categories such as
protégé, citizen, subject, and foreign national were often unclear or unstable. Although
nationality and citizenship have specific purviews and applications by definition, in reality, they
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played out in a great variety of sites, administered “by ordinary people in the course of everyday
life, using tacit understandings of who belongs and who does not, of us and them.” 47
In their studies of European citizenship, historians such as John Torpey and Gérard
Noriel have traced the codification of identities through documents, such as the passport, in the
years surrounding World War I. 48 This dissertation shows that nationality emerged during the
nineteenth century as a powerful force; individuals in the Mediterranean understood the power
and flexibility of various forms of documentation and status, using them to navigate and
negotiate their legal, economic, and social possibilities. In this way, the Mediterranean is central
to our understanding of citizenship and nationality. Although it is difficult to establish with
clarity national origins or identities in nineteenth century Egypt, individuals were able to deploy
assertions of a coherent nationality to gain access to legal rights and to build up economic
solidarities or break them apart.
French scholar Robert Ilbert claims that in Alexandria “nationality was never a sufficient
definition,” and posits that there was “a certain fluidity of identity in a city that saw itself as
neither totally of Egypt nor determined by a European sense of nationality.” 49 In making this
important qualification, however, Ilbert tends to romanticize Alexandria during the late
nineteenth century, and he does not develop how historical actors defined or experienced
nationality, religion, or social class in their everyday lives. In his recent body of work on
Alexandria, Will Hanley has contributed much to our understanding of how nationality
47
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functioned in in Alexandria, particularly among various classes and groups of people. 50
However, he leaves largely unexplored the ways various religious communities navigated the
different definitions of nationality and belonging in the city. Also, by beginning his work in
1880, Will Hanley orients his discussion around the British occupation in 1882 and the
institution of the Mixed Tribunals in 1876. In taking a longer view of the development of
nationality over the course of the nineteenth century, I have found that while British occupation
shifted the context of nationality in Egypt, it was certainly not a rupture. Taking into account the
early to mid-nineteenth century also allows the dissertation to examine the consular courts during
the highpoint of their operations between the 1840s and 1870s.

Sources and Terms
In order to follow the commercial and cultural pathways forged between Livorno and
Alexandria, this dissertation relies on a breadth of archival material, including Tuscan, Italian,
and British consular court records, Jewish communal sources, business accounts and
correspondence, personal letters, and organization reports, as well as newspapers and other
published sources. The dissertation uses Jewish communal sources from Livorno in order to
explore the individual and communal responses to the social, economic, and political changes of
the nineteenth century in the port city, as well to examine how the Jewish community interacted
with non-Jewish communities in the city, political authorities, and other Jewish communities
throughout Italy, western Europe, and the Mediterranean. Business letters submitted to the
Chamber of Commerce of Livorno often deployed formulaic and standardized language, but I
read their established discourse carefully as evidence of a shared commercial culture between
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merchants in the city that allows glimpses at how merchants were positioning themselves in a
changing Livorno.
In particular, documents from the Tuscan and Italian consular courts in Alexandria form
the backbone of this dissertation. The consulate was an important mechanism of extending or
restricting foreign status, and the dissertation explores the archive to reveal how official
understandings of nationality, status, and commerce both converged and diverged with the
practices and experiences of individual historical actors. By their nature, consular court records
are fragmentary and tend to emphasize moments of conflict or tension in an individual’s life. But
in capturing the conflicts that developed between neighbors, families, business partners, or
strangers, the consular courts offer a wealth of information about daily life in Alexandria. For
example, bankruptcy cases in the consular court system contained detailed records of the loans,
assets, and business dealings of an individual, revealing at least in part the ways an individual
conducted business and constructed his economic networks, while a robbery of an upper-class
home by a carriage driver involved lengthy interrogations, revealing household dynamics,
consumption patterns, and class divisions in a rapidly developing city. The dissertation brings
together smaller case studies from the consular records, and examines each case in its
particularities. The close reading of each case gives the historian a window on the specific
meanings and experiences of larger themes such as commerce, citizenship, and culture and how
they operated on local, national, and transnational scales.
It is also important to clarify a few terms I use throughout the dissertation, namely
“foreign status” and “Italian Jewish diaspora.” In tracing the economic, legal, and cultural lives
of Jews both in Livorno and Alexandria, status emerges as a complicated and protean underlying
theme throughout the dissertation. Status means a relative social or economic position, or
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“standing,” as well as an official classification given to a person implying their rights, roles, or
responsibilities. 51 For the purpose of this dissertation, I draw on both definitions of the term
status and explore how it functioned on these two interconnected levels. Historical actors
attributed status to themselves and others, while also interacting with official legal
classifications. 52 Status was flexible, and could be experienced differently as an individual and as
a community; it could be used to bond a community together or mark a community as different
from others.
During the nineteenth century, increasing European political and economic interventions
in Egypt and the growing role of Egyptian goods and trade in global markets meant that
designations of “foreign status” became even more important. In her work, Shana Minkin has
clearly demonstrated the flexibility and instability of meanings of foreignness, and conversely
localness, in Alexandria. 53 While a foreigner typically described a person who held a nationality
other than Ottoman (or Egyptian), these definitions were not always so clear in real life. 54 An
indigenous Muslim could be a protégé of a European state, while some with foreign nationality
might have lived in Egypt for generations. Minkin points out that the terms local and foreign in
the Egyptian context also often had a religious undertone. Religious minorities, such as Jews,
were perceived as foreigners, while the majority of Muslims were perceived as local, even
though this did not necessarily map onto the truth. 55 With these caveats in mind, I use “foreign”
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to describe a non-Muslim who held nationality other than Ottoman or Egyptian. Under its
umbrella, foreign status in Egypt involved the interrelated classifications of protection,
nationality, and citizenship.
The dissertation is also defined as a study of “an Italian Jewish diaspora.” In using the term
“Italian Jewish diaspora,” I do not mean to imply a singular community of Italian Jews in Egypt,
but rather as a description for individuals with a range of experiences who were able to claim
protection or citizenship from Italy. This category includes those who had personally emigrated
from Italy, as well as those whose parents or grandparents had been the ones to emigrate and had
never actually lived in Italy themselves. It could also include those whose families spent
generations living in various parts of the Ottoman Empire. It is impossible to distill being an
Italian Jew in Egypt to a particular set of characteristics or to a single collective identity.
However, the dissertation captures a certain range of social, economic, and cultural behavior, in
particular, an instrumental and situational understanding of nationality, as well as certain shared
experiences with the rise of the nation state, growing imperial rivalries in Egypt, and new
religious, social, and ethnic movements.
In the introduction to her transnational study of the Jews of Bialystok, Rebecca Kobrin
asserts that while Jews have long been associated with the idea of diaspora, few scholarly works
“understand how diaspora, or dispersal, actually informed twentieth century Jews’ affiliation and
self-conceptions.” 56 Rather than understand a diaspora community as unified or singular, I use
the term to suggest a multilayered framework for belonging and behavior. Using the term
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diaspora brings into focus the relationship of the Italian Jewish community in Egypt to a
Livornese or Italian homeland, the role of the Italian state, and the dynamics of local community
life. 57 The Italian Jewish diaspora was not static, and often individuals redefined themselves both
in terms of their local surroundings and ideas of solidarity with other Italian or Jewish
communities beyond Egypt.
In addition, using the term “diaspora” connects this study to recent work on the history of
Italian migrations throughout the world during the nineteenth and twentieth century. In her study
of Italian anarchists in Egypt in 1898, Lucia Carminati finds that nation states “were
circumvented but not torn down by turn of the century mobility,” remaining a central reference
point even for individuals living transnational lives. 58 Scholars have also argued that Italy was a
nation constructed in diaspora, suggesting that individuals “became Italians” in their own eyes
and in the eyes of others only after they moved elsewhere. 59 In her work, Donna Gabaccia has
emphasized the continued relevance of local and regional attachments in the lives of Italians
living abroad; suggesting that there were “many” Italian diasporas, rather than one. 60 Although
relatively small numbers of Jews left Italy, they were a distinctive element within the wider flow
of Italian migration and became notable parts of Italian communities in North Africa and the
Middle East. Jewish migration and mobility from Italy has remained largely invisible in the
historiography of Italian emigration, and bringing this experience to light reveals how migration
57
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to Egypt did not displace Jews from identification with Livorno, but rather had the potential to
reinforce both local roots and transnational belonging.
Chapter Overview
The dissertation is organized both thematically and chronologically. The chapters are
each organized around a thematical framework – commercial networks, foreign status, and
culture – while also moving forward through the long nineteenth century. After a discussion of
the historical background of Livorno during the early modern period, the dissertation begins in
1815 in order to examine the progressive decline of Livorno and the acceleration of mass global
migrations during the nineteenth century, and ends in Egypt in 1914, when World War I and
national movements across the Middle East fundamentally changed the legal framework and
conceptions of nationality in Egypt.
The first chapter synthesizes the vast secondary literature on early modern Livorno in
order to provide crucial context for the dissertation as a whole. Examining the economic and
political development of Livorno and the growth of its Jewish community, the chapter explores
how the Jews of Livorno were rooted in their local environments and connected to expansive
global commercial networks. The chapter suggests that the Jewish community of Livorno cannot
be understood as a monolithic entity, and therefore highlights the diverse sub-groups, economic
activities, levels of acculturation, and divides between poor and wealthy in the community. This
detailed understanding of the Livornese Jewish community helps lay the groundwork for
subsequent chapters that follow individual Jews in their commercial practices and migrations
away from the city. In addition, a close reading of Jewish communal documents from the early
nineteenth century sets the stage for understanding how economic fluctuations and political
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changes during the nineteenth century challenged the foundations of the Jewish community of
Livorno.
The second chapter turns its attention firmly on the commercial pursuits of Jews in the
early to mid-nineteenth century. Using records from the Jewish community and Chamber of
Commerce in Livorno, this chapter focuses on the organization of Jewish commercial firms and
the creation of a Jewish commercial culture in Livorno. Despite changes in the economic
fortunes of Livorno, Jews represented themselves in relation to the city and Tuscan authorities as
“commercial subject-citizens.” Jewish firms continued to be organized around familial
relationships, but in turning to limited partnership agreements more frequently and registering
firms with the Chamber of Commerce, Jews sought to account for the vulnerabilities, as well as
the trust, that were part of these relationships. Through communal documents and emigration
registers, the chapter examines the migrations of Jews to and from Livorno in the nineteenth
century, and identifies a key shift in demographic patterns. While moving to pursue economic
opportunities had long been a part of Jewish life in Livorno, there was a sharpening trend of
movement away from the city during the nineteenth century.
Chapter Three moves from Livorno to Alexandria, and demonstrates how Jews in Egypt
looked to Livorno for trading partners, capital, and credit during the nineteenth century, even as
Livorno’s fortune as a port city was waning. My research demonstrates that even for those who
left Livorno generations earlier, claiming Livornese origins was expedient in commercial
practices in Egypt, particularly for gaining access to legal institutions such as the consular courts.
The chapter argues that commercial networks based on ethnic networks can neither be taken for
granted nor can they be discounted. In considering consular courts as institutions for regulating
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markets, the chapter reveals how individuals negotiated, created, or dissolved their commercial
networks through their actions in the court.
The fourth chapter moves chronologically from the mid nineteenth century to the late
nineteenth century and is oriented around exploring themes of nationality and citizenship. My
research looks carefully at how and when Jews in Egypt mobilized claims of foreign nationality
and examines the significance and consequences of making these claims. My research finds that
the nineteenth century was a period when the categories of foreign national, protégé, and citizen
were still very much in flux, but when having access to this status had increasing impact. The
chapter takes into account the political changes of the unification of Italy and the British
occupation of Egypt, but it does not place these two events at the center of its argument. Instead,
the chapter explores the individual experience of foreign status, and the ways Jews and consular
officials interpreted and negotiated it.
Chapter Five examines the cultural pursuits of “Italian Jews” in Egypt during the late
nineteenth to early twentieth century. The chapter posits that nationality did not go hand in hand
with national identity and could be disregarded or ignored in daily life. However, it also takes
seriously the affective dimension of claiming nationality, and its power to be influential in
certain spaces and situations. Italian outreach efforts directed at the Jewish community revealed
an image of the Jewish community as a separate entity, and yet one that was particularly open
and receptive to Italian concerns and issues. With a particular focus on schooling initiatives and
cultural associations, the chapter shows that Italian Jews were invested in their lives in Egypt,
but also imagined themselves as part of broader Italian and Jewish communities based on a
framework of solidarity. In examining the situational experience of nationality in Egypt, the
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chapter argues that Italian Jews serve as an important case study of multiple and fragmented
identities in the modern Mediterranean.
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Chapter One
Livorno and Its Jewish Community: Between Local Roots and Mediterranean Networks

In a cycle of poems published in 1886, poet Raffaello Ascoli described “The Jews who
Came to Livorno” from distant lands:
Jews left their homelands, crying
but here they were saved from the terrible power
of the Inquisition or governments
that coupled ill-will with cruelty;
In the heat of the summer or in the middle of winter
they came of every sex and every age
wanting to pray to God as they desired
and in Tuscany they found peace and quiet! 1

Surveying the origins of the Jewish community of Livorno from the vantage point of the late
nineteenth century, Ascoli vividly described battered and persecuted Jews from all corners of the
world finding a place of refuge in Livorno. Even as the nineteenth century brought increasing
economic uncertainty to Livorno and its Jewish community, the image of Livorno as an “oasis”
of religious toleration and economic opportunity for Jews who settled there continued to loom
large. The fate of the port city of Livorno and its Jewish community were intrinsically connected.
Jews were not only shaped by the milieu of Livorno, but they were also active in shaping the
economy and culture of the city. This chapter will rely on the extensive secondary literature on
early modern Livorno as well as Jewish communal sources in order to explore the city’s
development as a central node in Mediterranean trade and to trace the economic and social
foundations of the Jewish community of Livorno within its local context and Mediterranean
1
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connections. This chapter will examine the ways Jews were both embedded in the fabric of
Livornese society and entangled in a wide circulation of economic, cultural, and social currents
around the Mediterranean basin, laying important groundwork for the following chapters that
analyze the ruptures and continuities of Livornese Jewish life in the nineteenth century.

The Origins and Foundations of the “Jewish Nation” of Livorno
In 1591 and 1593, Ferdinand I, Grand Duke of Tuscany, issued a set of charters to attract
settlers to the port city of Livorno. Known as the livornina, these charters addressed “all you
merchants of any nation, Levantine, Ponentine, Spanish, Portuguese, Greek, German and Italian,
Jewish, Turkish, Moorish, Persian and others” and invited them to “come, settle, trade, pass
through, and dwell” in Pisa and Livorno. 2 The privileges guaranteed by the livornina were
explicitly and primarily formulated to bring the families and capital of the Sephardi diaspora to
Livorno. 3 The livornina permitted settlers to return to Judaism in Livorno without fear of the
Inquisition, even if they had lived or traded as Christians elsewhere. The charter provided certain
guarantees to the Jewish community, including the freedom to practice their religion, and
extensive amounts of administrative and judicial autonomy in internal matters. In addition, the
livornina prohibited the forced baptism of any Jewish child under the age of thirteen and allowed
parents and relatives to confer with any family member over the age of thirteen before a baptism
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was carried out. Jews in Livorno were not required to wear any distinguishing items of clothing
or to live in an enclosed ghetto and were permitted to own property in the city and freely exercise
any trade except for that of dealing in second-hand clothes. 4 The charter also allowed Jews to
earn degrees from the University of Pisa, Jewish doctors to serve both Christian and Jewish
patients, and Jewish households to employ Christian servants and wet nurses. 5 Except for a brief
interlude during the Napoleonic period, the livornina remained continuously in effect until the
mid-nineteenth century, thus serving as the foundation of the Jewish community in Livorno for
over two centuries.
Between 1530 and 1650, state authorities throughout Western Europe sought to harness
the supposed commercial potential of Sephardi Jews by granting them generous privileges and
promoting their “return.” 6 In Livorno, the livornina was predicated on the fundamental idea that
attracting Jewish merchants went hand in hand with promoting international trade in the city;
Tuscan authorities believed that bringing Sephardi Jews to Livorno would be crucial for its
development as a port. Other port cities on the Italian peninsula such as Ancona and Venice also
competed to attract Sephardi merchants during the sixteenth century; however, Livorno’s charter
offered the most favorable terms to potential Sephardi migrants. 7 In Livorno, the charter lasted
4
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for a twenty-five-year period, and was renewed quasi-automatically, while in Venice, the charter
was only in effect for a five-year period and its renewal was often cause for debate. The
livornina was also unique in granting Jews and New Christians immunity from the Inquisition
and allowing them to pursue various branches of commerce without any restrictions. In his 1838
Dizionario Geografico fisico storico della Toscana, Emanuele Repetti declared with a flourish
that the charters of Livorno had “benefited more than any other the Jewish nation, which almost
came to see in Ferdinand I the desired Messiah and to find in Livorno another Jerusalem.” 8
Attracted by the possibility of practicing their religion and pursuing commerce in a tolerant
environment, Jewish individuals and families began to make their way to Livorno. The Jewish
community, or nazione ebrea, of Livorno expanded rapidly, growing from 134 individuals in
1601, to 700 in 1632, to 1,250 in 1645. 9
The nazione ebrea was one among many foreign nations in the social, political, and
economic landscape of early modern Livorno. The livornina was designed to attract both Jewish
and non-Jewish merchants to the new port of Livorno, and its provisions offered foreign
merchants immunity from prosecution for debts contracted outside Tuscany and certain tax
exemptions. Even after the tax exemptions for foreign merchants were revoked in the 1640s,
Livorno’s atmosphere continued to be tolerant of and favorable towards immigrants of various
origins and backgrounds. Religious minorities, foreign traders, debtors, outlaws, and enterprising
youth all made their way to Livorno looking for economic opportunities during this period. The
city grew steadily; in 1590 it was a small village of 500, by 1642 it had a population of about
12,000, in 1689, this number was 20,600, and by 1793, there were more than 40,000 people
8
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living in Livorno. The Jewish community consistently made up nine to twelve percent of the
total population, perhaps unequaled in any other city in western Europe during the early modern
era. 10
Under the ancien régime, the term “nation” was used to designate and recognize various
corporate bodies of foreign or minority communities. Foreign communities each had their own
consular representation, and they could elect deputies and collect taxes for charitable support of
their community. And yet, the nazione ebrea of Livorno held a unique position among the other
nations living in Livorno. The French, British, or Dutch merchants who settled in the city, even
for extended periods of time, remained French, British, or Dutch subjects, and their countries of
origin continued to serve as important cultural and economic reference points. The authorities in
Florence explained the difference in a letter to the governor of Livorno in 1774: “It is indeed
noteworthy that the Jewish Nation, unlike the other [foreign nations], represents in Livorno a
body politic, governed with its own laws and virtually separate jurisdiction. The reason for the
aforementioned difference lies in the fact that the Jewish Nation is regarded in Livorno as a
subject nation [that is, the Jews are regarded as Tuscan nationals], which is not the case with the
others.” 11 As a subject-nation or “suddita nazione,” the Jewish community was considered “a
non-foreign political body possessing a set of rights, a step upward from merely tolerated
individuals or community.” 12 Critically, the Jewish community, despite its recognized autonomy
and status, was not a “foreign nation” in Tuscany. The Jewish “subject-nation” was at once a
distinct and integral part of the political and social structure of the Tuscan state.
10
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The livornina granted privileges not only to wealthy Jewish individuals, but to all
members of the Jewish community, and provided for the establishment of an autonomous Jewish
communal administration in Livorno. A small oligarchy of Sephardi Jewish families selected
from their midst five lay leaders, or parnasim, which in Livorno were known as massari
(stewards). The massari had the authority to adjudicate civil, commercial, and minor criminal
cases between a Jew and another Jew without the intervention of state authorities, while a special
judge was called upon to adjudicate cases between Jews and Christians. The massari could
decide cases on the basis of Jewish law and custom; however, they were under no obligation to
follow the recommendations of rabbinical authorities. The massari frequently relied on civil,
municipal, and maritime law to decide cases, particularly since the majority of cases that came
before them were commercial disputes. 13
As the Jewish community of Livorno grew in size, so did the structures of communal
leadership. In 1667, an assembly of governanti was instituted to assist the massari. 14 In 1693, the
institution of the congresso della nazione created another governing assembly. Its sixty members
were elected for life and could pass their position on to their descendants for three generations.
With the reforms of Cosimo III in 1715, the grand duke attained for himself the right to select the
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massari and other communal leaders from a list submitted by the congresso della nazione,
further strengthening the ties between Tuscan state authorities and the Jewish community. 15 The
governanti and deputies of the congresso della nazione were responsible for tax collection and
tax negotiations with the Tuscan authorities, administering charitable societies and distributing
charity, managing the Jewish school system, and maintaining the synagogue and the Jewish
cemetery. In their role selecting the leadership of the Jewish community, the congresso generally
sought to increase the number of Sephardim holding positions of power in the community while
preventing Italian and North African Jews from having access to these positions.
While the nazione ebrea of Livorno was never exclusively composed of members of the
Sephardi diaspora, Spanish and Portuguese Jews held a dominant position in the community until
the mid-eighteenth century. Unlike Venice, Rome, or Amsterdam, where different congregations
of Jews were organized based on customs and places of origin, in Livorno the community was
united by a single governing body and prayed in a single synagogue in the Sephardi tradition. 16
Hereditary leadership positions allowed a Sephardi oligarchy to retain control over the
communal offices and charitable institutions of the Jewish nation. Sephardi elites also played a
predominant role in determining the cultural values of Jewish religious and public life in
Livorno. In fact, Portuguese remained the official language of the Jewish community until 1787,
when Grand Duke Pietro Leopoldo decreed that rulings of the Jewish tribunal had to be written
in Italian.
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However, as the Jewish community grew in size and diversity, internal conflicts and
tension also developed. Beginning in the first half of the eighteenth century, the Sephardi
leadership faced growing struggles over control of the community’s leadership. A few wealthy
and powerful Italian families, such as the Recanati, began to challenge the Sephardim for
positions on the governing bodies of the community. Protesting proposed changes to the
leadership of the community, the massari, in the name of the nazione ebrea portoghese e
spagnola of Livorno, wrote to the Grand Duke in 1697 that they had always governed the Jewish
nation in Livorno “with the utmost peace and quiet” and “neither by justice or by grace” should
Italian Jews be allowed to participate in the government of “our Portuguese and Spanish
nation.” 17 Alongside this strongly worded letter, the massari donated 120,000 ducati of silk over
six years “for the benefit and relief of the poor of Florence,” which altogether persuaded the
grand duke to decree that anyone who did not have Iberian origins was to be excluded from the
community leadership. In 1715, the Grand Duke abrogated the ruling of 1697 and allowed for
wealthy merchants to participate in the government of the nazione ebrea regardless of their
origin, and in 1769, the grand duke abolished the hereditary quality of the offices. Initially, there
were very few Italian and North African members of the community with enough wealth, status,
or influence to enter the newly accessible leadership positions. However, of the 487 new
members who were admitted to the Jewish community between 1753 and 1807, 33 percent came
from other parts of the Italian peninsula, 29 percent came from North Africa, 16 percent from the
Levant, and 11.8 percent from Europe, while only 3 were said to have come from Iberia. 18 By
the time of the 1808 census, North African Jews made up 13 percent of the community and
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controlled 42 percent of the Jewish commercial houses in Livorno. 19 Beginning in the last
quarter of the 1700s, Italian and North African Jews were able to use their eminent position in
the world of affairs to become members of the community’s leadership and charitable
associations. The origins, organization, and growth of the Jewish subject-nation of Livorno
reveal the ways the Jewish community developed in relation to Livorno’s evolution as a free port
city critical in Mediterranean trade.
The Meanings and Possibilities of the Free Port of Livorno
Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth century, Livorno became a major hub of
international trade, providing a crucial trading link between Western Europe, North Africa, and
the Ottoman Empire. Given the danger of sea travel, the limited capacity of ships to carry cargo,
and the difficulties of communication during the early modern period, free port cities
conveniently positioned on trade routes were increasingly important for the conduct of
commercial transactions. Livorno was strategically located on the western coast of the Italian
peninsula, and it was therefore easier for ships entering the Mediterranean from Spain, France,
England, Holland, or the Americas to sail to Livorno rather than circumnavigate the Italian
peninsula to sail to Ancona or Venice. Livorno came to function both as a regional port serving
Tuscany and Italy, and an international port open to the Mediterranean. During the seventeenth
century, Livorno grew from a sleepy village into a bustling port city, a central node in the
exchange of goods between near and far-flung markets.
The creation and development of Livorno as a port city was a social, political, and
economic experiment. The Medici princes intentionally set out to establish Livorno as the trading
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center of the Tuscan state. 20 However, for the first part of the seventeenth century, the Medici
princes or state authorities did not pursue a coherent economic policy in regard to Livorno.
Historian Corey Tazzara has argued convincingly that despite the livornina’s influence on
Livorno’s development, “ascribing Livorno’s success to its formal legislation is a gross
oversimplification.” 21 There was no single collection of decrees or laws that defined procedures
in the port, and Livorno’s free port status developed in a largely ad hoc way as a “complex of
formal and informal practices embedded in a larger institutional matrix.” 22 Local officials and
merchants strategically employed the idea of a free port in order to argue for policies that would
promote international trade in the city and protect merchants, ship captains, and their goods.
Although classified as a “free port (or portofranco),” Livorno was never truly a free trade
zone. Rather, Livorno’s free port status was based on a combination of light customs duties with
political neutrality and tolerance for foreigners and minorities. 23 In 1646, the grand duke
declared the absolute neutrality of Livorno in order to assure a secure and steady flow of goods
for the port. In turn, Livorno tended to prosper during times of plague, famine, or war. It had
well-developed quarantine facilities for goods from regions suspected of plague and large storage
areas for grain during times of famine, while its politically neutral status allowed Livorno to step
in whenever war disrupted the commercial traffic of rival port cities. 24 In another crucial reform
for the port, the grand duke eliminated taxes on imports in 1676, imposing in their place a small
20
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and fixed stallage tax (stallaggio) for depositing and storing goods in Livorno’s warehouses.
After merchants paid the stallaggio, they could store, exchange, and export goods without paying
further duties. These light and uniform duties made Livorno ever more attractive and important
as an entrepôt, a port of deposit and re-exportation.
In 1757, economist Gian Rinaldo Carli visited Tuscany, and wrote, “I would like to say
of Livorno that it is a lovely city with a large and secure port, governed and directed with the
nuanced refinement of commercial spirit. Thanks to this no less than favorable situation, in a
short time it has become the emporium of goods from the Levant and the Ponente, as well as the
most convenient port of call for vessels from all powers that trade on the sea.” 25 Livorno
occupied a critical position in Mediterranean commerce and many ships made Livorno one of
their primary ports of call. In the 1590s, deep structural changes in international trade increased
the number of British and Dutch ships circulating in the Mediterranean. Beginning in the 1620s,
the British chose Livorno as their principal base in the Mediterranean. In 1700, 34 percent of
ships entering Livorno were flying the British flag, in 1715, 56 percent, and in 1730, 79 percent.
Even with a slight decline in the second half of the eighteenth century, the number of British
ships in the port remained notable. 26 Many of the British ships did not sail directly to Livorno
from the British Isles, but rather came from the American colonies or the Levant. European ships
trading in the Mediterranean tended to operate a “commerce of triangulation,” calling at
numerous ports during a voyage, and loading and unloading goods at each stop. Raw materials,
manufactured products, and luxury items were constantly circulating in and out of Livorno.
Orders from Northern Europe would arrive in Livorno for products from the Levant and North
25
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Africa. The goods were then sent to Livorno, distributed to the various merchant houses, and
then shipped to the buyer. 27 Europeans sought out wool, vegetable dyes, wax, leather, cotton,
ostrich feathers, wax, grains, and other food stuffs (olive oil, rice, legumes, cheese, etc.) from
North Africa and the Levant. And through Livorno, Europeans shipped to the Ottoman Empire:
fashion textiles, chemical products, perfumes, metals (steel, copper, lead, iron), colonial products
(sugar, coffee, indigo), manufactured items (ceramics, glass ware, soap, knives, scissors, coral
beads, paper), and some food stuffs (salt fish, fruits, liquors). 28 In a letter to Tuscan authorities in
the mid-eighteenth century, the Dutch consul stated, “The position of our port – the convenience
of the warehouses, of the canals, of the exchanges, the credit – is the foundation that will always
give us superiority over new ports because the difference [in shortcomings] will not prevail over
all of these advantages.” 29 Writing at a time of growing competition from other port cities, the
Dutch consul voiced his confidence in the “advantages” Livorno offered and its continuing
importance in international trade.
Although economic policies helped develop Livorno as a port of deposit, they also
solidified Livorno’s status as an exceptional port city distinct from the rest of Tuscany.
Economic policies in Livorno prioritized the easy exchange of goods and materials over policies
that would develop a Tuscan merchant marine or stimulate industry in the Tuscan hinterland. 30
Merchants in Livorno tended to charter cargo space for their goods on the large number of ships
docked in the port flying French, English, or Dutch flags, rather than Tuscan, and the shipping
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sector of the economy was firmly in foreign hands. 31 There were tariffs for moving raw materials
and goods from the city to the hinterland and vice versa; however, in Livorno itself, firms could
import raw materials, rework them, and export the finished products without having to pay any
tariffs. 32 Therefore, commerce and industry tended to complement each other in Livorno, and
merchants and manufacturers often worked together. The main industries in Livorno were related
to the goods that passed most often through the port, such as the reworking of coral, shipbuilding, and the production of clothing, hats, liquor, candied fruit, glassworks, soap, sails, and
ropes. 33
During the early modern period, Livorno was not only famous as a free port for its
reduced duties on imports and exports, but also for its openness to immigrants of all nations.
Historians have pointed out that port cities were not by definition tolerant of foreigners or
religious minorities. For example, Marseilles was governed by patently protectionist policies. In
this respect, Livorno was rather unique in the early modern world. Historian Thomas Kirk has
pointed out that in Genoa, “the term portofranco was used with reference to material goods,
while in Livorno it was used with reference to persons,” and Livorno could be considered a free
port well before the customs reforms of 1676. 34 By the mid-seventeenth century, the population
of Livorno was made up of small, yet dynamic communities of Greek, British, Dutch, Armenian,
and Jewish merchants. The tax registers from 1642 reveal that of 219 merchants, ten were
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British, eight were Flemish, thirty-three were French, twenty-eight were of various nations,
twelve were Florentines, and eighty were of “the Jewish nation.” 35
Many foreign merchants chose Livorno as a base or branch of their commercial
endeavors. A 1765 report entitled, “The Port of Livorno, its commerce, privileges, advantages,
and neutrality,” explained the preeminence of foreign merchants in international trade in the city:
“There is a fundamental reason why there have not been and are not at present a large number of
Tuscan commercial houses. To be a successful merchant in Livorno you need good
correspondents outside the city. Three or four London houses, for example, will direct so much
merchandise, will recommend so many ships, and will give so many orders to an English
merchant [in Livorno] that these transactions in themselves will produce at the end of the year a
considerable profit without his [the English merchant’s] having risked anything of his own. It is
difficult for Tuscans to have contacts and correspondents of this sort.” The exception was the
Jewish population of Livorno, for according to him, “although they can be considered Tuscan
they are not in this regard at the same disadvantage. Not only do they have an infinite number of
correspondents but they also have branch offices in many foreign countries.” 36 This report points
out that navigating the risks and rewards of international commerce required a wide range of
relationships and sources of knowledge. In order to extend the field of their activities, merchants
in Livorno had to establish contacts of varying degrees with other merchants in different
markets. Francesca Trivellato has shown that Jewish merchants in Livorno were able to recruit
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business agents in other ports because of their position as both Tuscan subjects and members of
an extended trading diaspora. 37

Jewish Merchants, Commercial Networks, and Mediterranean Trade
Jewish merchants in Livorno played an enormously influential role in developing the
economy of the city and its position in international trade. Jewish merchants generally made up
the largest group active in commerce in Livorno. According to the calculations of Jean-Pierre
Filippini based on the almanacs of commercial firms, out of roughly one hundred commercial
partnerships in the first half of the eighteenth century, 30 were run by Jews, twenty by Dutch or
Germans, fifteen by Frenchmen, ten by Englishmen, and ten by Italians, as well as a few by
Armenians and Greeks. In 1793, Jewish firms accounted for 44 of a total of 143 firms in the city
and 44 of total 199 in 1796. 38 These calculations reveal the consistently large number of Jewish
individuals and firms involved in commerce in Livorno, although relying only on these numbers
can obscure certain important fluctuations. Both Jewish and non-Jewish firms in Livorno rarely
had a long life, and bankruptcy was fairly common. In fact, only 12 of the last names of Jewish
merchants from the list in 1733 reappear in lists from 1809, and many of the firms in 1809 were
directed by North African and Italian Jews rather than Spanish or Portuguese Jews, which
suggests a transition in their economic position in the community and the city.
Jewish merchants were not only significant numerically in the economy of Livorno, but
also in the diversity of their economic activities and breadth of their commercial networks.
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Reflecting this importance, the commercial newspapers of Livorno not only kept merchants
informed of political and economic news such as price fluctuations, currency exchange rates, and
ship arrivals, but also on the Jewish calendar and holidays in order to ensure the smooth
functioning of business in the city. 39 Jewish entrepreneurs also played a role in developing the
industries of Livorno, and were particularly involved in the manufacturing of tobacco, brandy,
paper, hats, silk, leather, soap, and coral. In other parts of Italy, Jewish merchants were only
permitted to be involved in commercial endeavors; however, in Livorno they had the ability to
work imported materials without restriction. 40
In Livorno, Jewish commercial firms mobilized capital and formed partnerships largely
within the context of familial relationships. For example, David Busnach and Salomone Coen
Bacri were partners and brothers-in-law, while Salomone Aghib joined his brother and nephew
in carrying out affairs in Livorno, Venice, Genoa, Alexandria, and Cairo. For Jewish merchants
in Livorno, marriage became an act of commercial strategy, with large dowries often forming the
basis of commercial firms. For Sephardi Jews in particular, marriage amongst close relations
helped ensure that capital remained secure and transferable to future generations. But in general,
business and family tended to be tightly linked, and often “marriage contracts substituted for
partnership contracts.” 41 In 1750, Lazzaro and Rebecca Recanati swore in front of a Christian
notary that the large dower and dowry of six thousand pieces would be registered in the ledgers
of the Recanati firm after their marriage. 42 Although on rare occasions widows managed their
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family firms for short periods of time, Jewish women rarely played a direct role in managing the
business affairs of family firms. However, women were certainly involved behind the scenes,
particularly in the formation and preservation of business relationships and capital. As a growing
number of North African and Italian Jewish merchant families began to settle in Livorno,
marriages between Sephardi, North African, and Italian Jews of the same social class became
more common as a way to help cement their developing commercial relationships.
In her studies of early modern Livorno, Francesca Trivellato has argued that this reliance
on the family structure helps explain why so many Sephardi merchants chose to use general
partnerships rather than limited liability partnerships in their commercial endeavors. After the
sixteenth century, limited liability partnerships (such as accomandita) spread among non-Jewish
merchants as a way to increase legal protection and reduce risks in a partnership. 43 In a general
partnership, there was no set expiration date for the firm and all members shared full liability. At
the same time, all members had the agency to act on the firm’s behalf, which meant that
decisions could easily be delegated to partners in different markets. In limited liability
partnership arrangements, agents operating abroad needed written permission to act and were
therefore limited in seizing opportunities as they arose. Only a few Jewish merchants in Livorno
signed accomandite agreements, and those who did generally were not related and were creating
firms based on smaller investments. 44 Rather than rely on legal mechanisms for protection,
Jewish merchants tended to use shared social norms and relationships to form the foundation of
their partnerships. While a few limited liability partnerships between Jews and Christians began
to appear after 1770s, they remained extremely rare. Since limited liability partnerships gave
43
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partners legal protection in a joint business endeavor, it is the endurance of social and cultural
barriers between Jews and Christians that explains the infrequency of their partnerships. 45
Limited liability partnerships increased among Jewish merchants only during the second half of
the eighteenth century, when the growing number of North African and Italian Jewish families in
Livorno meant that ties of marriage and business were not as endogamous as before. By the end
of the eighteenth century, Jewish merchants based in Livorno were beginning to use diverse
partnership agreements, both general and limited liability, in an attempt to adapt flexibly to the
changing dynamics of international trade.
Jewish merchants in Livorno participated in extended trading networks that circulated
goods, information, and people around the Mediterranean. Jewish merchants were highly mobile,
moving to different port cities to conduct business and to take advantage of new opportunities.
Aleppo and Smyrna in the Levant, Tunis and Tetuan in North Africa, Livorno and Venice in
Italy, as well as Amsterdam, London, Bordeaux, and Hamburg in Western Europe were all nodes
of dense networks of exchange and communication for Jewish merchants in Livorno. They relied
heavily on both Jewish and non-Jewish correspondents in various ports to help carry out their
business affairs. In studying the correspondence of the Ergas-Silvera firm and their cross-cultural
trade in coral and diamonds, Trivellato has found that “the creative combination of group
discipline, contractual obligations, customary norms, political protection, and discursive
conventions” helped the family form business relationships with other members of the Sephardi
diaspora, as well as with Christian and Hindu merchants. 46 Sephardi merchants such as the
Ergas-Silvera family were frequently in long term business deals with non-Jews, while Jewish
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merchants who traded primarily with North Africa mainly relied on relatives or coreligionists as
correspondents. 47
Historians have asserted that after 1685 merchants involved in the Atlantic trade began
to specialize in single commodities, single geographic regions, or on imports, exports, or reexports alone. In contrast, most Livornese merchants trading in the Mediterranean developed
flexible and diverse approaches to their commercial activities. There was generally a wide range
of partnerships and goods involved in Mediterranean commerce, although some Jewish
merchants in Livorno specialized to some degree by focusing primarily on trading either with
North Africa or the Levant. 48 North African Jewish merchants based in Livorno tended to orient
themselves toward their countries of origin or other North African ports. Sephardi Jewish
merchants tended to reinforce their connections with London and Amsterdam, which helped
them acquire colonial products, find markets for Levantine products, enter into the international
coral and diamond trade, and buy stocks and bonds. 49 Trivellato notes that after 1760, many
Sephardi Jewish merchants registered their wills in London in order to protect their investments
in the city. Although this practice was rare among non-Sephardi Jews, some Jews who focused
on trade with North Africa also invested in London. 50 Despite the different strategies between
Sephardi and North African Jewish merchants in Livorno, by the mid-eighteenth century many
of their commercial networks began to overlap. The diversity in the Jewish community of
Livorno and the ways their business practices began to converge and be shared across origins
was a principal element of the commercial culture of Jews in Livorno during the nineteenth
century.
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Over the course of the eighteenth century, Jewish merchants based in Livorno were
central actors in a vital trading network that developed between Livorno, North Africa, and the
Levant. Livorno was a main port in the commerce of triangulation in the Mediterranean; for
example, goods moved frequently between Livorno, Tunis, and Marseilles. 51 In 1748-1750, a
treaty between Tuscany and the Ottoman Empire made trade between the Grand Duchy and other
parts of the Mediterranean more secure. During this period, a growing number of Jewish families
migrated to Livorno from all across North Africa in order to insert themselves more effectively
into the routes and rhythms of Mediterranean trade, while Jews from Livorno moved to Aleppo,
Salonica, Smyrna, Tripoli, Algiers, and Tunis. 52 For example, in 1721, Salomone Aghib created
a commercial firm in Cairo with Isach Racah. In 1724, Salomone Aghib “was obligated for
reasons of his health to repatriate and return to this city (Livorno),” leaving the administration of
the firm in Cairo to Isach. In 1727, Isach Racah also repatriated to Livorno, leaving the firm in
the hands of Abram Aghib, Salomone’s brother, only to return to Cairo in 1738. 53 Livorno, like
Venice, was one of the only western European ports where merchants from the Middle East and
North Africa could conduct commerce freely. For these merchants, Livorno became an important
access point to European markets. For example, the Abudarham family stationed family
members in Livorno and Gibraltar in order to reach French and British markets. The Coen Bacri
family, originally from Algeria, moved to Livorno and used their new base to turn their business
not only towards the Levant, but also France and Britain. In last quarter of 1700s, members of
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Coen Bacri family could be found in Livorno, Marseilles, Genoa, Napoli, and Tunis. 54 In
Livorno, Jewish merchants could find capital, suppliers, transportation, and markets. By the
eighteenth century, Livorno had become an important center of finance and insurance, and
family members representing North African firms in Livorno helped navigate the transfer of
funds for their partners, as well as arrange the boats and insurance for sending goods towards
their target destination. 55
For Jewish merchants, Livorno not only offered the framework for expanding their
commercial networks, but also the attractive possibility of Tuscan subjecthood and political
protection. Beginning in 1614, the massari had the power to naturalize Jews as Tuscan subjects
through a procedure called ballottazione, and accord them protection of their persons and
property under Tuscan law. 56 Becoming a Tuscan subject through ballottazione offered
individuals immunity from debts accrued and crimes committed prior to their move to the port as
well as access to consular protection outside of Tuscany. Many immigrants chose not to go
through this official naturalization process. Indeed, most of the ballottati were businessmen and
merchants; in 1809, over half of the sixty individuals who went through the process of
ballottazione were merchants, and if brokers and exchange agents are also included in these
calculations, three quarters of the sixty belonged to the world of commerce. However, there were
some less prosperous individuals who applied for ballottazione and were officially admitted to
the Livornese Jewish community; a tenth of the sixty ballottati in 1809 were “poor,” including
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two beggars, two smalltime merchants, and two laborers. 57 The exact reasons why these beggars
and laborers bothered to undergo ballottazione remains unclear, except perhaps the fact that it
freed them from debts or other troubles elsewhere.
In 1815, Moise Morpurgo submitted his request for ballottazione to the massari, writing
that he had moved from Salonica to Livorno, “where he has settled and established a commercial
firm under the names of Morpurgo, Father, Son, and Company….and [is now] wanting to enjoy
the privileges of Tuscan citizenship…[and] all of the privileges and immunities that have been
conceded to members of the Jewish nation of Livorno.” 58 Morpurgo’s letter echoed any number
of other requests for ballottazione, tracing his origins, his economic activities, and above all, his
desire to “enjoy privileges” as both a Tuscan and a member of the nazione ebrea of Livorno. As
naturalized Tuscan subjects, Jewish merchants could then trade in the Ottoman Empire as foreign
protégés under the protection of the French, and later Austrian and Tuscan consuls. 59 In 1771,
Hillel Picciotto, a Jewish merchant from Livorno with a firm in Aleppo, was granted a certificate
from the grand duke directing the Tuscan consul in Aleppo and “wherever [Picciotto] moves to
regard him and protect him as a true subject.” 60 This description of protection and its
documentation underscored the importance of ballottazione for merchants. Merchants could also
choose to be naturalized in order to become full members of the Jewish community of Livorno,
hoping to assert their social status or become part of the communal leadership. In order to
conserve the privileges of ballottazione, it was necessary to reside in Livorno and to ask
permission to leave. In practice, the importance of international commerce made the massari
57
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largely tolerant of Livornese and neo-Livornese who were absent from the city for long stretches
of time. The connection between residence in Livorno and Tuscan citizenship also became an
incentive for Jewish immigrants to root themselves in Livorno and make Livorno the base for
their commercial operations. 61
A brief examination of the commercial firm formed by the Enriques and Franchetti
families helps illuminate how Jewish merchants used Livorno in conjunction with other
Mediterranean port cities in order to navigate their commercial endeavors. On April 15, 1782,
Salomone Enriches and Joseph Franchetti created a commercial partnership in Tunis “to trade
from here with Smyrna and Livorno and whichever other parts.” 62 The partnership consisted of
ten members, although not all of the members shared equal authority and responsibility.
Salomone Enriques was the director of the firm and at his death that right passed to his son Isach,
while the right to buy and sell was reserved for four members, and one member, Abram
Franchetti, was in charge of the accounts. Tunisia was the central office of the firm, but there
would also be branches established in Livorno and Smyrna that could make independent
decisions for the benefit of the firm. The main focus of the business was on the production and
trade of hats “alla levantina” (fez); the firm imported Spanish wool through Livorno,
manufactured hats in Tunisia, and distributed them in Smyrna. According to the contract, “Il Sig.
Abram di Salomone Enriques is obligated to set forth for Livorno…in order to become a Tuscan
subject through ballottazione,” and as soon as he accomplishes this, “he should embark promptly
on the first boat flying a peaceful flag for Smyrna to assist there in the trade” of the firm. The
contract clearly reflects an instrumental understanding of Livorno and Tuscan subjecthood;
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Abram Franchetti was to pass through the city only long enough to gain the benefits of a
European passport, consular protection, and commercial contacts. In the 1790s, the Franchetti
family relocated to Livorno. The outbreak of the plague in Tunis in 1785 and the decline in
Tunisian hat production, as well as Livorno’s higher position in the hierarchy of the mercantile
world, were all deciding factors in Franchetti’s move to Livorno. 63 Like many other Jewish
commercial firms operating in the Mediterranean, the Enriques-Franchetti business partners and
family members traced paths and shaped networks that crisscrossed the Mediterranean through
Livorno.
Indeed, Jews from places such as Tetuan, Smyrna, and Aleppo came to do business in
Livorno, and “colonies” of Livornese Jews could be found from Amsterdam to Salonika to
Tunis. The Jews from Livorno maintained a sense of distinctiveness in these “colonies,”
distinguished by a sense of socio-economic superiority and unique cultural patrimony that often
included wearing European clothes and preserving the ability to speak Italian. 64 In a notable
example, the Livornese community of Tunis, referred to as the Grana, from the Arabic term for
Livorno, strongly differentiated themselves from the Twansa, or native Tunisian Jewish
population, and maintained their own synagogues, schools, and communal leadership. While
deep cultural differences divided “Livornese Jews” and “native Jews” in the Ottoman Empire,
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the colonies of Livornese Jews abroad retained deep connections with the Jewish community of
Livorno.
In 1822, the Jewish community of Livorno wrote to Tuscan authorities regarding some
distressing news brought by the most recent vessel from Tunis. A peace treaty signed between
Tuscany and Tunisia included an article directed at Tuscan Jews who moved to Tunis, declaring
that “after one, or… two years they can no longer be regarded as Tuscan subjects under the
protection of our consul but instead must be regarded as Tunisian subjects and therefore pay
taxes and other duties as Jews.” Felice Padova, the chancellor of the Jewish community, asserted,
“I believe that our government in its policies and justice will not agree to such a condition so
prejudiced against some of its subjects and so injurious to commerce.” 65 Arguing against the
potential treaty, the chancellor referenced the large, distinct, and vital community of Livornese
Jews in Tunisia, and emphasized the commercial importance for the Tuscan economy of
continuing to consider these Jews, even if living abroad, as Tuscan subjects.
The Port Jews of Livorno: Emancipation, Acculturation, and Integration in a Port City
The important economic and cultural role that Jews played in Livorno shaped the
political discourse of Jewish emancipation and transformation in Tuscany. Lois Dubin and David
Sorkin have both used the conceptual framework of “port Jews” to offer an alternate model of
Jewish emancipation to the better-known cases of Germany or France. In Dubin’s studies, the
Jews of Trieste and Livorno were prime examples of “port Jews” whose “civil inclusion” was
based on perceptions of economic utility. 66 In the debate over emancipation in eighteenth and
nineteenth century France and Germany, non-Jewish authorities and intellectuals, as well as
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some Jewish intellectuals, perceived the pronounced involvement of Jews in commerce as
distorted and unhealthy. In his famous 1781 essay, “On the Civil Improvement of the Jew,”
Christian Wilhelm von Dohm asserted that the development of Jews had been stifled by centuries
of persecution and limits, and that Jews needed to reform their moral, physical, and economic
conditions before they could hope to achieve political emancipation. 67 Jews needed to be
“regenerated” before they could be considered equal and receive the rights enjoyed by non-Jews.
In contrast, in Livorno, there was never a “Jewish Question” or a discourse of emancipation that
revolved around Jewish transformation or improvement. 68 Rather, Tuscan authorities understood
Jewish involvement in commerce as a useful and positive attribute, one to be fostered in order to
stimulate the economic growth of the port city. The Jewish elite of Livorno saw no need to
“regenerate” themselves; they expressed no need to turn away from commerce nor any desire to
move way from a distinct and separate Jewish community. 69
In Western Europe, calls for Jewish emancipation drew on the principle that Jews needed
to renounce any sense of national distinctiveness and communal autonomy if they wanted to
enjoy equal rights as citizens. As Count Cleremont-Tonnerre declared at the French national
assembly in 1789: “One should deny the Jews as a nation everything and grant them everything
as individuals.” 70 In revolutionary France, the legal emancipation of Jews hinged on dissolving
the ancien régime formulation of Jewish community as a corporate body and on assimilating
Jews as individuals into the nation. In Livorno, however, Jews continued to be treated and
considered as a separate and autonomous communal body. 71 In fact, the concept of Jewish
commercial utility ensured that throughout the eighteenth century, Tuscan reformers, authorities,
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and Jews continued to understand the nazione ebrea as a separate corporate community in
Livorno, and continued to insist that privileges should be granted to the Jews of Livorno as a
community, and not as individuals. 72 In her research, Francesca Bregoli has suggested that
ironically, the distinctive privileges of the port Jews of Livorno “did not promote their transition
from civil inclusion to political emancipation.” 73 Rather, their “privilege and economic
usefulness contributed to the arrested political integration of Livornese Jewry” as compared to
other Jewish communities. 74
During the 1770s and 1780s, the reform-minded Grand Duke Pietro Leopoldo instituted
municipal councils composed of property owners throughout Tuscany. 75 Initially, there were
suggestions that non-Catholics who owned property, of which Jews made up a significant
number in Livorno, would be eligible to participate equally in the magistracy. Instead, the final
decree in 1780 reserved a seat for a Jewish deputy who would be chosen by the grand duke from
names submitted by the massari to represent the interests of the entire nazione ebrea. The
privilege of having a Jewish deputy on the council in Livorno was a step towards political
integration in that it gave the Jews of Livorno a public voice and vote. However, this reform
certainly did not signify political equality. The Jewish community continued to be considered as
a collective with communal interests, and “the guaranteed Jewish seat remained exceptional,
outside the regular norms and procedures.” 76 A 1789 decree allowed both non-Catholics and
Jews to hold municipal office throughout Tuscany, however in Livorno, the special provision for
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the separate selection of a Jewish representative lasted until 1845. Livorno and its Jewish
community remained a singular case, apart from the rest of Tuscany.
By the eighteenth century, Livorno was the largest Jewish community on the Italian
peninsula and, next to Amsterdam, the largest Sephardi community in Western Europe. The
Jewish community grew over forty percent over the course of the eighteenth century, and at its
end comprised approximately ten percent of the total population of the city; the community
numbered over 4,300 in 1784 and over 5,300 in 1809. Visitors to Livorno often visited the
“Jewish quarter,” regarding it as a kind of tourist attraction. A French traveler in 1719 referred to
Livorno as “paradise of the Jews,” while in 1764, Edward Gibbon described Livorno “as a
veritable land of Canaan for the Jews,” although he also noted there was a latent “religious
hatred” in the city. 77 Non-Jewish descriptions of Livorno tended to exaggerate the population of
the Jewish community to be anywhere from “some thousand Jews” to twenty thousand. 78 With
these inflated numbers, observers insinuated the economic power and marked influence of Jews
in the port city, sometimes with appreciation and more often with animosity. Taken as a whole,
these exaggerated visitor accounts were built on the premise that the Jewish community held a
prominent place in Livorno, but they certainly did not truly reveal the tenor of daily life in the
city. Jews were part of the social and urban landscape of Livorno, navigating its spaces,
opportunities, and tensions every day.
A formal ghetto was never introduced in Livorno, but the Jews there were concentrated
in a neighborhood in the southern part of the city, just behind the Duomo. The first Jewish
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migrants to Livorno had initially had settled along the main street, via Ferdinanda (later via
Grande), and set up a small synagogue inside a wealthy merchant’s home. 79 In 1603, in an
attempt to make via Ferdinanda more distinguished, Ferdinand I designated the area behind the
Duomo as the “Jewish quarter,” and construction on a synagogue began in 1607. 80 Already in
the seventeenth century the synagogue building was visible from outside of the city. The
synagogue became one of the principal buildings in Livorno and the second largest synagogue in
Europe after that of Amsterdam. As Saskia Coenen Snyder has articulated in the case of
Amsterdam, where its two prominent synagogues were “acceptable and familiar structures
integrated with the urban landscape” and “expanded, rather than tested the limits of toleration,”
the visibility and prominence of the synagogue in Livorno stood as a symbol of Jews’ sense of
security in the city. 81 Raffaele Ascoli wrote of the synagogue: “this great monument conveys/ the
piety of all the Jews that here in Livorno/ found peace…Of marble, silver, tapestry, all is
adorned…[and] everyone admires it.” 82 Ascoli emphasized the importance of the richly
decorated and prominent synagogue as a symbol of the Jewish community, one that was both
markedly distinct and integrated into the landscape of the city.
As the Jewish community of Livorno grew, the designated Jewish streets surrounding the
synagogue grew into a virtual Jewish neighborhood. Nuclear families often lived in the same
building or on the same floor as their extended families, and their standard of living was quite
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similar to that of their Christian neighbors. 83 As one non-Jewish visitor in May 1740 observed,
“the Jews live cleanly in a certain part of this city and one cannot see a difference between them
and other Christian citizens;” the acculturation of the Jewish community of Livorno was in
marked contrast with communities of Ashkenazi Jews elsewhere in Europe. 84 At times Tuscan
authorities attempted to introduce firmer boundaries between Jewish and Christian living spaces.
For example, a 1625 decree stated that Jews and non-Jews were to use different staircases when
living in the same building, and a 1708 decree forbade Jews and non-Jews from living on the
same street. 85 Considering the density of living arrangements between Jews and non-Jews, this
was more wishful thinking than practical. In daily life, the borders of the Jewish quarter could be
easily crossed. Christians also lived in the neighborhood behind the Duomo, sometimes in the
same buildings as Jews, while some Jews lived outside the Jewish neighborhood and had shops
and warehouses scattered throughout the city. For example, Andrea Merelli, owner of property
in via San Francesco, rented to thirteen people, eleven of whom were Christians and two of
whom were Jews; Giovanantonio Franzese rented the ground floor of his building and two floors
above it to Isach Baruch Losada and the third floor to a French Christian. Donna Rachele Baruch
Eminente rented an apartment on via Santa Giulia where she was the only Jewish resident on the
entire street. 86 Although concentrated in the Jewish quarter, the wealthiest Jews were always able
to live or buy property anywhere in city, including the main thoroughfare of via Ferdinanda. In
the late eighteenth century, the wealthiest Jewish families began to live in villas outside the city
center.
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Unlike most other places in Europe, Jews were able to own property in Livorno, and Jews
were major participants in real estate investment both inside and outside of the old city walls. By
the 1820s, the Abudarham family possessed no fewer than six large buildings in the old city and
paid over 247 scudi annually in property taxes, while the Bacri family held titles of three large
buildings and other properties (warehouses and parts of buildings), and paid over 165 scudi, 148
of it for property within the walls. 87 Although Jews owned a large amount of property in
Livorno, only in a small number of cases was the income from property enough to sustain an
entire family, and most Jewish landowners continued to rely on commerce as a main source of
financial support. 88 For wealthy Jewish merchants, real estate was both an economic and a social
investment. It allowed them to earn income from rents while simultaneously asserting their
position and social standing within the city.
In 1790, Isaac Euchel, a maskilic writer, wrote: “The Jews of Livorno live together in
peace and security in comfortable homes among the nobles of the land, their houses are built of
granite, most of them are respected merchants, clean shaven with curly hair; their clothing does
not differ from that of the other people, and they speak the vernacular tongue as lucidly and
elegantly as their rhetoricians.” 89 Writing a fictional travelogue for a Prussian Jewish audience,
Euchel held the Livornese Jews up as the ideal of an acculturated and integrated Jewish
community. Indeed, just as their granite homes were integrated into the urban landscape, the
Jewish elite of Livorno was highly attuned to and participated in the cultural life of the city. As
in Amsterdam, the well-to-do Jews of Livorno lived in spacious and well-furnished homes,
frequently attended plays and operas, and traveled by carriages. Jews owned twenty percent of
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the theater boxes in Livorno; the Franchetti family bought four for themselves. The library of
Giuseppe Attias (1672-1739) was widely visited by both Jewish and non-Jewish scholars, and
contained books on natural sciences, theology, moral and political philosophy, jurisprudence,
lexicons and grammars, history, literature, geometry, and geography. 90 Jewish merchants shaved
their beards and dressed in fine clothes, but they did not conduct business on Saturdays and kept
the dietary laws in their homes.
From inventories of Jewish households that were compiled after death or bankruptcy, it is
clear that affluent merchants in Livorno saw their possessions as a way to display their cultural
attainments and social status. In 1687, Abram Barzilloi Surat’s store in the Jewish quarter sold
oil, cotton, silk, writing pens, and sugar. In the living room of his home upstairs, he had ten
chairs with arms, a walnut dinner table with six chairs, a large mirror, damask curtains, and
ornately framed paintings with scenes from Jewish history and the Ten Commandments. The
number of chairs and table settings in the homes of Jewish merchants such as Surat suggest that
they entertained friends and family in their homes. 91 While it is impossible to capture everyday
interactions between Jews and non-Jews in the streets, taverns, cafés, and customs house of
Livorno, it does seem that on some occasions, non-Jewish acquaintances would join members of
the Jewish elite for dinner. In 1770, foreign consuls, notable merchants of various origins, and
the governor of the city all attended the lavish marriage of Giacob Aghib and Anna Aghib. One
non-Jewish attendee described the “house, ornate with paintings and furniture of the best taste,”
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and seven days of celebrations complete with musicians, dinners, and dances in great halls
illuminated by silver and crystal candelabras. 92
Significantly, as Jews negotiated their integration into the surrounding society, the
authority and influence of Jewish communal structures in Livorno continued to maintain
communal boundaries. In this way, “more self-sufficiency for Jews in Livorno also meant less
social integration.” 93 While there were some conversions to Catholicism, there was not a marked
drift away from the community as there was for upwardly mobile Jews in eighteenth century
England; between 1764 and 1790, there were fourteen Jews who converted, mostly women and
poor young men. 94 Highly acculturated, wealthy Jews were inclined to participate in the
leadership of the nazione ebrea, rather than fall away from the Jewish community. There were
over sixty voluntary charitable associations in Livorno, each directed by deputies who used their
philanthropic participation to assert their social standing. When the synagogue of Livorno was
renovated in 1695, wealthy merchants contributed large sums for the decoration of the building,
and requested that their names be engraved on the marble as a testament to their generosity. 95
While wealthy merchants became the emblem of the commercial and cultural success of
the entire nazione ebrea of Livorno, they certainly were not representative of the Jewish
community at large. About forty-two percent of Jews in Livorno were involved in commerce in
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some capacity, but this included not only overseas merchants, but also petty merchants, cashiers,
clerks, financial intermediaries, interpreters, storage, packing and shipping professionals, and
porters. Another twenty-three percent of the Jewish population supplied services to the
community, working as shopkeepers, grocers, tailors, printers, or secondhand clothes retailers,
while about six percent of Livornese Jews depended directly on the community for a salary as
rabbis, teachers, and public health care providers. 96 As in many large Jewish communities during
the early modern period, a great number of Livornese Jewry were earning low wages or living in
poverty. The many charitable organizations of the community were responsible for clothing the
indigent, educating the poor, giving dowries to poor young women, offering medical services,
burying the dead, and providing for deserving young students. Access to education was
determined by gender and social class. While the elite of the Jewish community were educated at
home by private tutors, the majority attended the Talmud Torah. 97
Historian Carlotta Ferrara degli Uberti observes that overall, by the end of the eighteenth
century, there was “a marked polarization between a very well-to-do, well-integrated elite
increasingly involved in the life of the city, including its cultural sphere, and a mass of poor
persons bordering on indigence, dependent on the charitable associations.” 98 Despite the wide
gulf between the rich and the poor in the Livornese Jewish community, the poor showed some
measures of integration and acculturation with wider society; they dressed similarly to the nonJewish poor in Livorno and spoke in Italian. For example, all segments of Jewish society
attended comedies in the theaters of Livorno. In her study of coffeehouses in eighteenth century
Livorno, Francesca Bregoli notes that while Jewish and non-Jewish authorities sought to
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maintain ethnic and religious boundaries, individuals often crossed them in their daily life. 99 If in
early modern Germany, Jews and Christians sat at the same tavern or coffeehouse, but at
different tables, Bregoli speculates that this was probably the overarching framework for
socializing in Livorno as well, noting, however, that Jews and non-Jews certainly shared public
spaces and activities and did on occasion drink and gamble together. 100
The Jewish community of Livorno was divided not only by wealth, but also by ethnic
origins. As we have seen, changes in the demographic makeup of the community led to bitter
competition over communal leadership positions during the eighteenth century. In 1769, Lazzaro
Recanati was still the only Italian among the nine most prominent Jewish merchants in town. The
others were five Sephardim (Joseph Franco, Isaac Attias, Joseph Leon, Jacob Ergas, and Jacob
Bonfil) and three North African Jews (Judah Farro, Michel Pereira de Leon, and Jacob
Aghib). 101 The pluralism within the Jewish community of Livorno complicates any suggestions
of a singular and unified community. Social relationships and business partnerships between
Jews from different ethnic groups developed over time, but only among families of similar rank;
divisions between the wealthy and the poor counted for more than ethnicity. And yet, symbolic
gaps often remained. In a bitter lawsuit of 1760, Isaac Saccuto replied to an accusation of forgery
made by Joseph Nataf of Tunis with the words: “We are not in Barbary,” prompting the reply
from Nataf: “I may be a Barbarian but I am no thief.” 102
The members of the Livornese Jewish community were rooted in the social, economic,
and cultural milieu of Livorno, yet their daily lives also had global reach. As individuals,
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families, and a community, the Jews of Livorno were deeply connected with relatives, business
partners, and Jewish communities around the Mediterranean basin and beyond. The nazione
ebrea of Livorno was a central reference point for Jewish life in the Mediterranean. Jewish
families operated nine different printing presses in Livorno that distributed books all across
North Africa and the Levant. 103 Liturgical books for Jewish communities of Baghdad,
Constantinople, Tunis, Tripoli, Algiers, Alexandria, and Tetuan, were all printed in Livorno. 104
The famous rabbinical school of Livorno trained rabbis in the Sephardi rite who then served
different congregations throughout the world. The Sephardi community of London had a
particularly strong relationship with Livorno, sending regular requests for rabbinical and
cantorial applicants from Livorno to fill open positions in their congregation. 105 The charitable
associations of Livorno also often extended their reach to Jews in need well beyond the local
community. The association responsible for distributing dowries to poor girls initially only
allowed Sephardim to sit on its board; however it did not discriminate against any Jewish woman
on the basis of her origins, unlike its counterpart in Amsterdam, which distributed funds only to
those of Spanish or Portuguese origins. Between 1670 and 1704, ten percent of its beneficiaries
were Italian or Ashkenazi girls, while fourteen percent resided in foreign Jewish communities,
such as Alexandria, Jerusalem, Amsterdam, Smyrna, Aleppo, Tunis, Venice, and Genoa. Livorno
also served as a main hub for the collection and transfer of charitable funds to the Jewish
communities of Palestine and as a node for emissaries of this philanthropic network. 106 In order
to understand the local and global practices of the Jewish community of Livorno, it is necessary
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to further examine the social makeup of the city in general, the status and activities of Jewish and
non-Jewish merchants, as well as the economic and cultural values of Livornese society.

Social Classes, Social Mobility, and Conflict in Early Modern Livorno
Both Jews and non-Jews believed that the bustling port city of Livorno held the
intertwined promises of economic opportunity and social mobility. 107 At the same time, Livorno
was a highly stratified early modern society. A small number of nobles and men of citizenship
rank (cittadinanza) were at the top of the social ladder. 108 Next in rank were a small number of
bankers, ten in 1809, and then a larger number of international traders. Bankers and merchants
were generally wealthier than nobles and citizens, but they were usually foreign and ineligible
for municipal office. Bankers tended to emerge from the merchant class, usually towards the end
of a long career in international commerce. After twenty years, Salomone Coen Bacri passed
from international commerce to banking. 109 Next in rank were “merchants of the second order,”
a class of local merchants who were engaged in regional trade or who dealt in merchandise
purchased from other merchants. 110 A wide gulf separated international merchants from the
merchants involved in retail trade. Those involved in retail were ineligible to serve in the city’s
chamber of commerce, and, few, if any, shopkeepers could be found in the membership lists of
the city’s philanthropic associations, which suggests a social division between the various
merchant classes. Another significant social group in Livorno were the mezzani, or commercial
agents, who were responsible for drawing up contracts for the sale and shipment of merchandise
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as well as facilitating currency transactions. 111 Other social groups in Livorno included:
professionals, porters, artisans, and tradesmen. Much of the population of the city was involved
in activities of the port, and in 1790, there were 220 merchants, 250 brokers, and a vast number
of clerks, secretaries, apprentices, warehouse workers, porters, stevedores, sailors, etc. 112
A 1790 engraving entitled, “The merchant in his office who listens and gives
commissions to the mezzani,” captures a Livornese commercial firm at work. 113 The merchant
sits in the center of the office at his large wooden desk, quill in hand, ready to sign his orders for
the mezzani he’s addressing. Everyone around the merchant is captured in motion – the cashier is
counting currency, and one clerk is writing a letter while another clerk files paperwork amidst
the ledgers and letters on the shelves. On the walls hang a city plan of Livorno, maps of Italy and
the Iberian Peninsula, as well as notices of currency exchange rates and commercial edicts. To
engage in commerce, merchants needed to know how to read, write, do figures, as well as have a
broad understanding of geography, trade routes, legal systems, bills of exchange, insurance
policies, and markets. Because Mediterranean trade tended towards the simultaneous exchange
of many different goods rather than one good or another, merchants had to be able to judge the
weight and quality of a large variety of merchandise and evaluate their fluctuations in price and
demand. Merchants had to navigate transactions in pezzi, ducati, scudi, franchi, lire, zecchini, or
a host of other currencies; a merchant could take advantage of differences in the exchange rates
by buying his goods with one currency and selling them for another.
The merchants of Livorno belonged both to their nation and to a broader community of
those engaged in the practice of commerce. Both the “nation” and the community of merchants
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were powerful and often overlapping spheres of belonging. They could also function separately
or in tandem as lobbies defending the interests of their members. When the chamber of
commerce was created in 1801, seats in the chamber were allotted by nation – four Tuscans and
six from “the nations most representative of the commerce of the city” – two English, one Greek,
one Northerner, and two Jews. 114 The chamber of commerce not only reflected the continued
influence of foreign merchants in Livorno, but also the continued relevance of the “nation” in
Livornese society. Carlotta Ferrara degli Uberti has pointed out that both Jewish and non-Jewish
merchants came to place meaning in the concept of commercial utility. They shared “a wholly
secular definition of virtue... [where] to contribute to maritime commerce meant to be useful,
which in turn meant to be virtuous.” 115 The concept of utility, which both the Jewish community
and Tuscan authorities used to justify the economic and social position of Jews in the city, also
“opened the way for the Jews to be integrated” through a powerful system of values, shared
among the merchant class of the port city. 116
When the Medicis issued a new gold coin in 1676, they chose an image of Livorno’s fort
with the motto “diversis gentibus una” (many diverse people, one city) inscribed on it. 117
Walking through the streets of Livorno, one would encounter people from many different
nations, who sometimes looked, dressed, and spoke very differently from one another.
Individuals living and working in the city, particularly the very wealthy or the very poor, could
interact on a daily basis with people of different religions or origins. Francesca Trivellato has
proposed the term “communitarian cosmopolitanism” to describe the “familiarity with strangers
common to the least and the most privileged strata of the population of Livorno as well as the
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logic that defined and enforced corporate identities.” 118 Indeed, despite the openness of Livorno,
boundaries and divisions between various corporate groups continued to exist. For most
individuals, “the nation to which they belonged constituted the horizon of expectations,” and
upward economic and social mobility happened within the context of the community. 119 Jews
could hope to achieve elite status by serving as a deputy for a Jewish charitable association or
moving from the Jewish quarter to a larger home on via Ferdinanda, but this trajectory of success
remained within the framework of the Jewish community.
And although many historians associate port cities with open and tolerant environments,
in most port cities including Livorno, there were fissures and fractures between segments of the
population. In Livorno, legal, social, and cultural divisions continued to exist between Jews and
Christians. Jews from Livorno could serve as a Tuscan vice-consul in the Levant, but they
continued to be excluded from some professions, such as the practice of law, and certain spheres
of society, such as the elite Accademia, which only began accepting Jewish members in 1779.
Jews were not the only ones who could perceive themselves to be hindered with their
relationships to other groups in the city. In 1834, a Christian commercial agent (mezzano)
addressed a revealing letter of complaint to the Jewish community. He wrote, “I have noticed the
partiality of Jewish merchants for mezzani di cambio that profess the same religion as them to
such an extent that it can be considered a true exclusion against the mezzani di cambio of our
religion, since there is no Christian mezzano who is currently employed. This partiality does not
have, nor can reasonably have any just cause…I don’t want to believe that it results from a
misguided spirit of religious intolerance… this spirit of intolerance would be in true opposition
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to the most tolerant customs and opinions of our time.” 120 He warns that “maintaining these
prejudices would be dangerous to the civil well-being of our city, and [sow] in commercial
operations a seed of discord.” The author blames his economic troubles and unemployment on
what he perceives to be the divisive actions of Jewish merchants, and although he gestures to an
idealized vision of a tolerant Livorno, he undercuts this image with his anti-Jewish sentiment and
his vaguely ominous forecast of “seeds of discord” in the city.
Occasional outbursts of violence revealed the tensions that often existed right below the
surface in Livornese society. In 1722, an angry crowd threw stones at some Jewish houses, and
in 1751, a random shooting set off an attack against the Jewish neighborhood. 121 Whenever the
holiday of Purim fell during Lent, the Tuscan government offered the Jewish community armed
protection, and the processions of the eucharist through the streets of the Jewish neighborhood
was similarly seen as potentially dangerous occasions. 122 There were also larger outpourings of
antisemitic violence in 1790 and 1800, times of revolutionary turmoil. In 1790, Jews were
accused of using marble meant for a church to decorate the face of the synagogue and of
colluding with pirates by feeding them information on the movement of ships. The community
had to buy the intervention of the authorities by donating 2000 pezze da otto reali to the poor of
Livorno. Historians have understood this attack as a reaction to larger economic reforms and
concern over skyrocketing grain prices. It certainly also had elements of an urban and class
conflict; most of the participants were proletarian warehouse and port workers from the “little
Venice” area in the north of town. 123 In 1800, a mob entered the Jewish quarter to look for an
allegedly stolen cache of arms. This attack happened during the second French occupation of the
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city, a period of tension in the city and a time when the Jews were associated with French
revolutionary principles. This time, the intervention from the authorities was more robust, if
belated and initially ineffective. 124 In general, however, it seems that antisemitic violence was
much rarer in Livorno than in other European communities.

A Port City in Transition: Livorno’s Economy during the Late Eighteenth and Nineteenth
Century
Throughout the seventeenth century, Livorno developed into a vibrant port city and came
to occupy a pivotal position in international trade. However, by the last quarter of the eighteenth
century, its economic health was less robust. It faced growing competition from other ports on
the Italian peninsula, such as Genoa, Ancona, Civitavecchia (outside Rome), and Naples, in
addition to competition from other Mediterranean ports, most notably Marseilles, whose
ascendancy began in the 1720s. The other port cities served more productive and populous
hinterlands than Livorno did, and despite attempts under the House of Lorraine to integrate
Livorno politically and economically with the larger grand duchy, it remained rather separate
from Tuscan production and agriculture. Other port cities began to capture some of the
commercial traffic from Northern Europe and the Atlantic, but Livorno was able to compensate
by increasing its commerce with the Levant and North Africa. Livorno remained the port of
northern European merchants in the Mediterranean, particularly the British, and continued to
function as an important financial center for international trade. 125 In 1789, Livornese exports to
northern Europe were still greater than Marseilles’. Despite elements of positive growth in the
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economy of the city, this period overall was characterized by rising uncertainty due to wide
fluctuations in the activity of the port.
The nineteenth century, in turn, can be characterized as a time of broad scale change for
the economy of Livorno. The French revolution and the prolonged conflict between France and
Britain fundamentally disrupted the rhythm of port activities. The French briefly invaded
Livorno in 1796 and 1799, although during these years Livorno continued to trade, as it often did
during times of war. The British blockaded Marseilles and Genoa, so Livorno became the prime
port of the Mediterranean, especially for transporting grain and cotton. However, all this changed
when Livorno was annexed to the French empire under Napoleon in 1808. The period of
annexation and integration into the French empire (1808-1814) exists as a parenthesis in
Livorno’s history as a free port. The French invasion violated the long-treasured neutrality of
Livorno, and many in the city fell on hard times. The blockade immediately caused a dramatic
drop in the number of ships entering the port and severely limited the goods merchants could
import, particularly colonial products. 126 From 1809 to 1813, the number of merchants in the city
decreased from 212 to 98, the number of brokers decreased from 190 to 21, the number of
wholesale merchants went from 36 to 6, retailers dropped from 1267 to 498, and many porters
and laborers were unemployed. All spheres of the economy were affected; manufacturers
decreased from 570 to 199, hoteliers went from 284 to 151, wagon drivers from 138 to 27, and
even those in the liberal professions dropped, from 58 to 21. 127 The port’s stagnation was not
offset by supplementary industrial activity, and this sector of the economy also entered a period
of crisis. Factories and workshops closed, and while there were 2500 workers employed in
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industrial work in 1810, in 1812, there were only 532. 128 Consumption of meat and wheat
dropped radically in the city, indicating the overall decrease in the standard of living during this
troubled time.
The Napoleonic era was undoubtedly a period of economic difficulty and turmoil in
Livorno. However, as Silvia Marzagalli has argued, most of the historiography has incorrectly
assumed the total ruin and paralysis of merchants during this period. Merchants were in many
ways able to adapt to these drastic market changes by drawing on their international commercial
connections or adopting not quite legal trading practices, such as bribery or smuggling. 129 They
continued to extend themselves despite the British blockade, trying to profit from the small
amount of goods entering the port or from grain speculation. There was still some mobility
among merchants coming and going from Livorno for viaggi di affari during this period,
demonstrating that the port of Livorno did not just cease to operate, as often claimed in the
historiography. Usually, these were small merchants accompanying merchandise from North
Africa to Livorno, rather than the inverse. Livornese merchants could rely on connections with
their correspondents in other cities to avoid relocating during this time. 130 Although some
merchants chose to leave Livorno or abandoned commerce during these hard times, a large
number of the population of Livorno was still involved in commerce. From 1809 to 1813, 46
percent of merchants paid the tax for patents to pursue commerce.
In general, historians have described Livorno as a “port city in decline” for much of the
nineteenth century. Mario Baruchello, writing during the fascist period, pessimistically traced the
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decline of Livorno from the 1750s on, while Giorgio Mori, writing much later from a Marxist
perspective, linked the overall decline of commerce in the nineteenth century to the later
expansion of the industrial economy in the city. In contrast, David LoRomer and Samuel Fettah
have more recently argued that it is essential not to view the history of Livorno’s economy solely
through the lens of decline, from the perspective of changes associated with Italian unification
and its loss of free port status in 1868. 131 In fact, they point out that a close analysis of the data
complicates simple characterizations of Livorno’s economy in the nineteenth century. The
following chapter will build on this understanding of Livorno’s economy.
After the reinstitution of its free port status in 1814, commerce in Livorno began to pick
up again, and prosperity once more seemed like a tangible possibility. The number of sailing
ships and steamships entering the port from 1815 to 1850s increased steadily. In 1811, during the
French occupation, the number of large sailing ships entering Livorno had fallen to a low of 81.
Immediately after the restoration of the grand duchy in 1814, the number of ships jumped to 422,
and increased again to 943 in 1815, peaking in 1816 at 1124 ships, before dropping to 891 in
1817 and 682 in 1818. 132 The population of Livorno also grew during the nineteenth century;
there were 57,446 individuals in Livorno in 1815 and 83,537 individuals in 1850. Of this
population growth, 19,989 was from natural increase, and 13,493 was from immigration to the
city. 133 Except for the cholera outbreak of 1835, the natural increase of the population was rather
steady, and Livorno’s population was still growing by an influx of migrants to the city. 134 While
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population statistics do not necessarily reveal the health of the economy of Livorno, they do
suggest that there was no rapid, precipitous decline of the city’s economy.
Indeed, many economists in the nineteenth century took optimistic views about the state
of affairs in Livorno. In 1838, Luigi Serristori wrote: “Who does not in fact recognize in
Livorno’s population many of the external characteristics of prosperity and even of wealth?
Houses in large number are being erected that are larger and more pleasant than the old; furniture
is increasing in quantity, value, and elegance; there exist a considerable number of carriages of
which not a few are deluxe; private foundations have been set up to offer instruction, charity, and
credit…Without losing ourselves in figures, are these facts not enough to convince us that the
actual condition of the inhabitants of this city is more prosperous than in the past?” 135 Tension
emerged between those who looked at the economic situation of Livorno rosily and those who
interpreted it negatively. An 1818 report considered Livorno to be still superior to Genoa in
terms of imports, and, in 1839, while Livorno’s traffic had fallen behind Genoa’s, Livorno was
still in fifth place among Mediterranean ports, after Marseilles, Trieste, Constantinople, and
Genoa. In the Marseilles newspaper, il Semaphore, Emanuele Repetti reported on the number of
ships from the Levant in European ports during the last semester of 1832: 388 ships had entered
the ports of England, 392 had entered Genoa, 350 had entered the port of Marseilles, and 428 had
entered the port of Livorno. 136 In his 1838 Dizionario, Repetti reflected on the difficulty of the
age, but was hopeful for the future of Livorno: “they have predicted the decline of the commerce
of Livorno since 1758…But still, from that period on, and then with the exception of unforeseen
cases of fiscal or political emergencies, Livorno has advanced step by step, prospering in
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population, wealth, and commercial activity.” 137 While port statistics from the period could send
mixed messages for Livorno’s prospects, Repetti was insistent on presenting an optimistic image
of Livorno’s future as a port city to his readers.
Even as Livorno lost its preeminent position to rival port cities such as Marseilles, Genoa,
and Trieste, it continued to function as a Mediterranean entrepôt during the nineteenth
century. 138 In 1838, Edoardo Mayer, director of Livorno’s discount bank, prepared a long
memorandum for Emanuele Repetti as he put together his Dizionario. Mayer traced the path of
the city’s imports and exports. He reported: Of goods from the Levant (an average annual value
of 6,500,000 Tuscan lire), Egyptian raw cotton was almost entirely reshipped to manufacturing
centers in Switzerland, England, France, and Belgium; two-thirds of the wool went to France,
England, and Piedmont; the silk was primarily for either Tuscany or Genoa; wax and linens were
consumed in large part in Tuscany, though wax was also sent to Sicily; gall nuts, saffron, and so
on were re-exported to England, Belgium, Holland, and Germany; and opium was re-exported to
England, France, and America. Of goods from the West and the North, salt fish, metal, wood,
pitch, tar, linens, and cowhides (valued at 6,750,000 lire) were consumed in Tuscany or shipped
to other areas of the Italian peninsula. Three-fourths of manufactured goods from England,
France, and Switzerland, a “rich branch of the market” valued overall at 23,000,000 lire, were reexported to the Levant, while one-fourth remained in Tuscany or other parts of Italy. Mayer
concluded that “Livorno is a central point, where, with a bustle of activity, products arriving by
sea from opposite points are exchanged.” 139 For Livorno, the depot trade and re-exportation of
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commodities, especially of grains and manufactured goods, remained important well into the
1840s.
Yet, by the mid-nineteenth century there were certainly changes in the dynamics of
international trade that caused concern and uncertainty for those doing business in Livorno. Over
the course of the nineteenth century, declining profits, port activity, and sources of credit all
contributed to a growing sense of uneasiness amongst those living and working in Livorno.
Chapter Two will continue to examine Livorno’s economy and position in Mediterranean trade
during the nineteenth century, and will explore commercial strategies pursued by Jewish
merchants in this shifting economic context.

The Jewish Community of Livorno during the Nineteenth Century
Before investigating the migrations and commercial strategies of Jewish individuals and
families from Livorno in the following chapter, it is worthwhile to examine the Livornese Jewish
community within the context of social, political, and economic changes taking place during the
nineteenth century. These changes had a deep impact on all aspects of the Jewish community.
During the period of French control over Tuscany, Livornese Jews were “emancipated,” and the
community was reorganized under the consistorial system of French Jewry. 140 However, with the
restoration of the Grand Duchy in 1814, the Jews of Livorno successfully petitioned the
authorities to reestablish the “Jewish nation” under the old privileges. While theoretically the
Jewish community remained under its own autonomous leadership, the institutions and their
responsibilities changed dramatically in their restoration. The congress was reduced to forty
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members, and only 13 of 40 were from old Spanish families. There were only three massari
instead of five, and they were no longer judges of the nazione ebrea. Beginning in 1814, the
Jews of Livorno were under the same civil and municipal laws as the rest of the population of
Livorno, and they were judged as individuals when they appeared in court.
However, there remained elements of administrative autonomy for the Jewish
community, particularly in the spheres of marriage, divorce, and ballottazione. Within the highly
mobile Jewish population, ballottazione continued to be an important way of policing the
boundaries of the community. For example, in 1818 the chancellor of the Jewish community
wrote a letter to the governor of Livorno about a possible Jewish arrival to Livorno: “Haim
Curiat, North African, self-styled as a rabbi and coming from Smyrna with his wife and
children…last year he was here and had a suspect character. From various reports it seems that
he has formed a plan to repudiate his wife and blame her for infidelity in order to marry another
woman…The personal character of said Curiat is dangerous and therefore his permanence in this
city would be absolutely scandalous and injurious to the community because it is almost certain
that he would abandon his family. The illustrious massari have charged me to procure from you
an agreement blocking said people from setting foot in Livorno.” 141 With these words, the
leadership of the Jewish community expressed their concerns about admitting newcomers who
would be a drain on the resources of the community or tarnish its reputation. The Jewish
community vigorously defended their right to oversee the admission or exclusion of Jewish
migrants to Livorno throughout the nineteenth century. In 1836, the Tuscan government
abolished the general safe conduct provision of the livornina and raised the possibility of
abolishing the special ballottazione procedure, but they abandoned the proposal in the face of
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forceful protests from the Jewish community. The leadership of the community contended that
the possibility of becoming Tuscan subjects continued to attract Jewish merchants to the city,
emphasizing how important this was for the economy of Livorno. The Jewish community
retained this distinctive privilege; when in the 1830s and 1850s some Jews turned directly to the
Tuscan authorities to be naturalized, they were instructed to follow the procedures of
ballottazione through the Jewish community. 142
Throughout the nineteenth century, the concept of utility continued to form the
theoretical foundation for the Jewish community of Livorno. In 1814, a Jewish man was accused
of having sexual intercourse with a Christian woman and arrested. The Jewish administration
immediately sent two prominent delegates, David Busnach and Salomon Tedeschi, to Florence to
defend him against this “slanderous claim,” which in their minds represented an attack on “all
Jewish merchants.” They pointed out, “And at a time when the recovery of trade in the port of
Livorno attracts Jewish commercial houses from abroad, and especially from the Levant, to
enjoy the beneficial effects of the governments of your Imperial and Royal Highness, such
harassments could halt it in its course. We supplicants therefore flatter ourselves to think that
your Imperial and Royal Highness will deign to take the matter into consideration….in order that
the individuals of the Jewish nation may apply themselves to their trade untroubled and in safety,
and prove useful to the city and the state as indeed they have done at all times.” 143 With these
words, the community delegates once more relied on the conceptual framework of the utility of
the Jewish community of Livorno and its connection with commercial networks abroad. These
factors had become even more important in the context of the port’s economic difficulties, and it
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was ever more crucial that the Jewish community retain certain privileges and protections in
order to continue to contribute to the Tuscan economy.
In her studies of Jewish emancipation in Livorno, Carlotta Ferrara degli Uberti has
argued that there was a fundamental shift in the Jewish communal leadership’s attitude towards
special corporate privileges in the mid-nineteenth century. From the 1820s to the 1840s, the
Jewish elite moved from staunchly defending Jewish privileges to loudly supporting equal rights
for the Jews as individual citizens. As members of the Jewish community absorbed more fully
the general political culture, there “gradually emerged a liberal conception of the state
institutions and an ever stronger national ideology with low tolerance of separate bodies.” 144
Ideas about Jewish economic utility and commercial success as justifications for communal
privilege started to lose their appeal. Undoubtedly, this ideological shift was also connected to
the general economic context and declining fortunes of the port, however, Carlotta Ferrara degli
Uberti leaves this implication of her argument unexplored. David LoRomer points out that in
general, “the commercial elite gradually left behind that ‘extraterritorial status’ that had formerly
made its fortune,” and became more involved in supporting the urban economy and
consolidating ties between the city and its hinterland. 145 In response to the revolutionary fervor
of 1848, the Grand Duke Leopold II issued a statute that declared: “Whatsoever religion they
may practice, the Tuscans are all equal before the law, contribute without distinction to the
revenues of the state in proportion to their property, and are all equally eligible for civil and
military employment.” 146 Although the statute only remained in place for four years, it effected a
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complete reorganization of the Jewish community in Livorno, one that would continue with the
unification of Italy and the emancipation of Italian Jews.
The census of 1841 reveals a Jewish community made up of 4,771 individuals, 2,327
men and 2,444 women in 1,178 families and 264 houses. 147 The census of 1841 also reveals the
occupational structure of Jewish community. The Jewish community never consisted solely of
merchants involved in international trade. The active population made up 60.9% of the total
population (2907 individuals), and their economic activities can be divided into seven main
categories: industrial workers and artisans, merchants, service workers (such as transportation,
teachers, domestic servants), housewives, clergy, students, and the non-active (those without a
profession, poor, landowner). 148
While many Jews were still concentrated in the Jewish neighborhood behind the Duomo,
by the mid-1830s, some of the wealthiest Jews had started to move from the center of the city to
the suburbs. In 1833-1834, the community issued a report describing this migration and the
concerns it raised for the community in the future: “the movement of Jews to the suburbs, and
the current proximity of the homes of Jews to those of gentiles…renders it indispensable from a
prudent perspective to forbid that a Yeshiva can be instituted in any location a person
chooses…We would hasten to observe that according to the privileges it is not conceded to us to
have more than one Temple, a sage edict issued in order to maintain the unity of our Corporation
that has helped avoid fatal divides and schisms in times before.” 149 Even though Jews in Livorno
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had frequently lived next door to or in the same building as non-Jews, the accelerating trend of
moving away from the Jewish quarter caused concern among the leadership of the Jewish
community. The migration towards other parts of the city had the potential to disrupt the
dominant place of the synagogue and its surrounding neighborhood as the center of Jewish life in
the city, which in turn could potentially diffuse the power and meaning of the Jewish community
as a whole.
Even during this period of economic uncertainty, Livorno was still a destination for
Jewish migration from abroad and other parts of the Italian peninsula. Jews came to Livorno to
flee antisemitism and epidemics, establish partnerships or settle family affairs, or seek
employment or education. 150 In 1834, 108 individuals came to Livorno from Tunisia, 90 from
Algeria, 52 from Tripoli, 33 from Morocco, and 19 from Egypt. 151 The 1841 census reveal the
important impact of immigration on the growth of the community, particularly from other parts
of the Italian peninsula, Germany, and North Africa. 152 Immigrants did not have trouble inserting
themselves into the Jewish community, rather easily finding spouses. By the nineteenth century,
social class, rather than origin, had decidedly become the determining factor in marriage
decisions.
Throughout the nineteenth century, there was a notable growth in the number of the poor
supported in some way by the Jewish community. 153 The registers of the Jewish community are
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full of periodic requests for the reduction of taxes from struggling individuals, such as Samuel,
son of Abram Lattes, wine dealer and shopkeeper, or Angelo, son of Moise Orefice, who sold
poultry. Some were too poor to be taxed altogether, such as Salomone, son of Fortunato Taib,
who sold buttons, or Isache di Giuseppe Coen, who sold bread. 154 At its lowest point, in 1816,
only 313 families in the community paid the family tax. Although the number of those paying
the tax increased, it remained fairly low (425 in 1834, 473 in 1837, and 421 in 1841). 155 In 1834,
of 1438 Jewish families, 310 families were considered miserabili and supported by fixed
subsidies and charitable donations, and 603 families (or 2305 individuals – almost half of the
community) received free matzah for Passover. These occasional emergency handouts as well as
the number of families receiving regular relief indicates a certain lack of economic well-being in
the community. The Jewish communal leadership increasingly focused their attention on
religious matters, charity and assistance for the poor, and the civil and religious education of the
lower classes. 156
During the nineteenth century, the discourse around education for the poor reflected the
values and concerns of the Jewish community as the economic structure of Livorno changed
around them. In 1818, the deputy of the “school of letters, arithmetic, and commerce that the
university itself maintains for the benefit of the indigent classes,” wrote to request for more funds
and resources to help teach the students of the school foreign languages. He asserted that the
school was “a useful establishment that demands every regard and protection of our public…the
knowledge of some foreign languages could contribute in a town of commerce like ours and
open doors…” 157 The Jewish community had long maintained a school that taught commercial
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skills to the lower classes, and for the author, the need to teach students foreign languages was
pressing “in a town of commerce like ours.” By 1844, Sansone Uzielli had a different vision for
the educational needs of the poor of the Jewish community. Himself an important banker and
businessman, Sansone Uzielli pleaded for the establishment of an arts and crafts school in the
community, arguing: “We must not lose sight of the fact that the promotion of arts and crafts
among us has the all righteous aim of not throwing all our young poor into the careers of
business clerks or small tradesmen – careers growing harder by the day as competition waxes
keener, careers full of contest and conflict, and far less improving for the poor than a craft or a
mechanical skill.” 158 While Uzielli never explicitly raises the idea of “regeneration,” his push for
an arts and crafts school does seem to suggest that he was trying to move away from the
profound association of Jews and commerce in the city. As the city’s position in economic trade
faltered, the association of Jewish morality with commercial utility was no longer taken for
granted as the foundation of Jewish communal life in Livorno.

***

This chapter has explored the economic and social foundations of the port city of Livorno
and its Jewish community. The unique degree of self-governance of the Jewish community,
including the ability to grant its members nationality, meant that Livorno held both literal and
figurative importance for Mediterranean Jews. The economic and cultural position of the Jewish
community as well as the almost total absence of a “Jewish Question” in the political atmosphere
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of the city also contributed to the symbolic meaning of Livorno for Jews. Throughout the early
modern period, Livorno was a central destination for Jewish migration; during the nineteenth
century, for the first time in more than two hundred years, more Jews left Livorno than arrived
there. There remains much to be studied about transformations of the community and the city in
the nineteenth century, and the following chapter will explore in depth how the Jews of Livorno
navigated shifting commercial cultures and endeavors, and traced economic opportunities to the
Mediterranean port cities of the Ottoman Empire such as Cairo, Alexandria, Tunis, and Salonica.
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Chapter Two
Navigating the Winds of Commerce: Jewish Commercial Culture in Nineteenth Century
Livorno

In 1826, the leadership of the Jewish community of Livorno issued a lengthy report on
the economic condition of Jews in the city. The report emphatically declared that “the
conspicuous advantages that the port of Livorno offers, its commercial conditions, and in
particular the privileges of the Jewish Nation, have beckoned, and continue to beckon many
foreign coreligionists in order to pursue commerce or to enjoy peacefully the fruits of their
labor.” 1 Over the course of the previous two centuries, Livorno had grown to be the secondlargest Jewish community on the Italian peninsula after Rome, and had emerged as a vital center
of Jewish economic and cultural life in Western Europe and the Mediterranean. In the report,
Jewish communal leaders repeatedly emphasized economic opportunities for Jews in Livorno
and linked the achievement of financial prosperity to the advancement of moral progress in
society. Although the image of financial prosperity did not necessarily align with reality for
many in the Jewish community, the very possibility of prosperity served as a foundational idea
for the Nazione ebrea of Livorno. And yet, in 1826, the Jewish community of Livorno could no
longer rely on even the image of prosperity. The report is filled with an undercurrent of concern
for the financial stability of the Jews of Livorno, and concluded on a disheartening note:
“confirming a deplorable truth, that all of us already know, that is, for some time the finances of
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the Nazione have signaled a notable and progressive decline, a decline that this year has
surpassed that of past years.” 2
The community report of 1826 was not the only voice in nineteenth-century Livorno
expressing fear about economic decline in the city, rather than progress. Shrinking profit
margins, periods of limited credit and currency, and declining amounts of goods destined for
export all signaled that ominous changes were afoot in the port city. However, pat
categorizations of Livorno during the nineteenth century as a “port city in decline” obscure the
rapid fluctuations in the city’s economy from year to year and the complexities of navigating
daily life amidst these vicissitudes. Everyone, from merchants to dockworkers to midwives,
observed and interpreted the city’s changing economy, each doing his or her best to survive or
even succeed. This chapter will explore further the choices and challenges facing those living
and working in Livorno during the mid-nineteenth century, and will examine in particular the
evolving economic strategies of Livornese Jews in the Mediterranean.
As Livorno declined in importance as an international port, the international connections
of Livornese Jews became even more important. They traced both familiar and new patterns of
exchange across the Mediterranean basin. The circulation of goods and people between Livorno
and the ports of North Africa and the Levant, although common during the early modern period,
accelerated in the modern era. Historians, focusing on the growth of the Jewish community of
Livorno during the early modern period, have often ignored the impact of mobility and migration
on the community during the nineteenth century. While Livorno had long been a destination for
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Jewish migration, this trend gradually reversed in the nineteenth century, and this chapter argues
that it is essential to examine this phenomenon closely. As the economy of Livorno contracted
and the economy of other Mediterranean ports, such as Alexandria or Tunis, expanded, Jews
from Livorno created patterns of circular migration between port cities, alongside paths of
permanent emigration. This chapter focuses on the mobility of Jews to, through, and away from
Livorno in order to explore their commercial practices at the intersection of mobility and
rootedness. In her study of Tunisia, historian Julia Clancy-Smith has noted that studying
movements across the Mediterranean is never in isolation, but rather “tracks from ‘below’ the
grand rhythms” of history such as “nation state construction, imperialism, industrialization,
boom and bust capitalism, world market consolidation, war and violence, [and] Great Power
rivalry.” 3 Even after Livorno became part of the modern Italian nation state in 1861, the city and
its Jewish community were open to the Mediterranean in ways that fostered transnational contact
and exchanges.
Studying Jewish history through an economic lens has often been a fraught endeavor;
recent scholarship has tended to avoid describing the role of Jews in the economy in the shadow
of antisemitic tropes associating Jews with capitalism, greed, and power. However, considering
the economy is essential to the Jewish experience in Tuscany and across the Mediterranean, for,
as anthropologist Maurice Godelier has pointed out, economic activities are “organically linked
with other activities – political, religious, cultural, family – that along with it make up the
content of a life of a society.” 4 In my understanding, the boundaries of the economic are not
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limited to transactions of goods or credit, but are part of a broader context that includes familial
relationships, social practices, and commercial institutions. This chapter argues that family,
ethnicity, and religion all influenced the business strategies and economic pursuits of Jews in
Livorno, while also examining the ways migration, networks, and political changes contributed
to building a commercial culture in the port city.
Recently, Ina Baghdiantz McCabe, Gelina Harlaftis, and Ioanna Pepelasis Minoglou have
suggested that trading networks function by “the elaboration of a common commercial strategy
which relied first on the organizational structure of the firms and second on the method of
trading.” 5 However, by asserting that “a common commercial culture is transmitted from
generation to generation” and “cohesion is at the heart of extensive commercial networks,” these
scholars simplify the process of building, maintaining or dissolving commercial cultures and
networks. Examining how the Jews of Livorno maintained and adapted their commercial culture
during the economic shifts of the nineteenth century counters this idea by demonstrating how
complex and contingent these practices really were.
During the nineteenth century, Jews in Livorno continued to rely on structuring their
firms around familial relationships as they had in past generations. Many historical studies of
family firms have taken for granted that family firms were built on a foundation of trust and
kinship that reduced uncertainty and risk. Recently, historians have questioned these
assumptions, asserting that family relationships can not only reduce risk in economic endeavors,
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but also create or exacerbate conflicts. 6 The evidence from Jewish firms in Livorno
demonstrates that family firms were flexible in reacting to the economic and political instability
of the nineteenth century, while also revealing the incredible tension individuals and families
faced in holding these firms together and envisioning their future.
In his study of jewelry towns in Italy, Dario Gaggio proposes understanding economic
practices as “embedded in networks of interpersonal relations” through which historical actors
can “can capitalize on family ties, the bonds of friendship, or the complicity of political
affiliation to gain access to resources and opportunities.” 7 In Livorno, Jewish merchants were
deeply embedded in the social, economic, and political framework of the port city and the Jewish
community. Jewish merchants relied on a commercial culture that was tied to historic pathways
of trade through the port city and the traditional relationship of the Jewish community to Tuscan
political authorities. Yet, they also adapted these relationships and activities to the decline in
international trade in the port city, increasing migration, and the formation of the Italian nation
state, creating a hybrid commercial culture that combined old and new patterns of behavior. The
chapter will begin by analyzing the changes in Livorno’s economy during the nineteenth century
and the reactions of the broader merchant community and political to these changes. This chapter
will then bring together records from the Jewish community and the Chamber of Commerce of
Livorno in order to examine how Jews in Livorno acted in layered economic spheres as
individuals, as families, and as a community to pursue commerce, build networks of trust and
vulnerability, and migrate elsewhere.
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A Free Port City’s Changing Fortunes: Livorno’s Economy in the Nineteenth Century

Throughout the nineteenth century, Livorno’s position as a central port of international
commerce shifted precipitously. The Restoration of the Grand Duchy in 1814 brought with it the
restoration of “free port status” to Livorno; however, the significance of being a free port city for
international trade was in the process of changing. During the early modern period, Livorno had
been characterized as a “free port” because of its vaunted policies of political neutrality, religious
tolerance, and low tariff charges. Yet the period of relative international peace post-1814 meant
that Livorno’s political neutrality was less consequential in determining trading practices. And
although the commerce of Livorno showed signs of recovery after the turmoil of the Napoleonic
period, the stallaggio tax remained in place on imported goods and the city continued to be
separated from its hinterland by tariff zones. In his 1876 work, The History of Free Trade in
Tuscany, James Montgomery Stuart argued that although Livorno had long been praised as a free
port, it was “in truth” governed by “protectionist” policies during the nineteenth century. 8 While
Stuart’s understanding of Livorno’s history was certainly colored by his perspective as a liberal
proponent of free trade ideology, it also reflects how the meaning of Livorno’s free port status
was never fixed or constant. As the context of international trade changed in the period after
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Restoration, economic actors in Livorno scrambled to adapt economic practices and policies to
the evolving framework of the “free port city.” 9
The traditionally low tariffs in Livorno such as stallaggio no longer seemed low enough
to be advantageous. They were increasingly a source of anxiety for the merchant community, and
merchants in Livorno pressured the government to change its policies in order to encourage the
growth of commerce. In 1834, merchants presented the Tuscan government with letters from
correspondents that suggested that because of charges levied on goods in Livorno it was more
profitable to send merchandise to and through other ports. 10 At the same time, a report from the
Tuscan Administrative Council used data from the customs house to point out that deposits in
Livorno had reached critically low levels. The decline of imports of colonial products such as
coffee and sugar also meant that it was more difficult to export Tuscan silk, rags, linen, oil and
marble as return cargo on ships. In response, the government issued a decree on July 23, 1834,
that guaranteed the “entire freedom to foreign merchandise introduced into Livorno by way of
sea.” 11 Not everyone in Livorno reacted favorably to the decree of 1834; one correspondent
wrote to the Secretary of Finance that it had “produced an infinite number of laments and
protests and a sense of smoldering discontent in the merchant community” since it tended to
benefit those engaged in foreign commerce and placed a heavier burden on small merchants and
traders. 12 Many in the merchant community were also troubled because the decree ruled that
compensation for the lost revenue to the state would come from a personal levy on members of
9
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the merchant community. The 1834 debate over tariff reform was a moment in which merchants
and the government attempted to work together to protect the traditional economic basis of
Livorno as a port of deposit, even as it simultaneously exposed tensions between various classes
of merchants and government officials over the future of the free port.
Throughout the nineteenth century, the growth of rival ports on the Italian peninsula
increasingly challenged Livorno’s commercial preeminence. Regional divisions on the Italian
peninsula exacerbated competition between port cities, as each state tried to establish the
dominance of its designated port city; Ancona for the Papal States, Venice and Trieste for
Austria and Lombardy-Venetia, and Genoa for Piedmont. The decree of 1834 was a direct
attempt to make Livorno a more attractive port of deposit than Naples, Genoa, Trieste or
Ancona. The Corriere Mercantile, the local newspaper in Genoa, immediately noted the impact
that the elimination of duties in Livorno had on the flow of commerce, for “after publication of
the edict of 23 July [1834], an American ship unloading coffee in Genoa has been ordered to
immediately weigh anchor and carry the remainder of its cargo to Livorno.” 13 Giuliano Ricci
observed in 1837 that Livorno was not the only port city on the Italian peninsula struggling to
find its footing amongst the changes of the nineteenth century, and asserted that in the current
circumstances, “Every sovereign is studying how to make the commerce of their state more
active.” 14 However, he concluded that despite the best attempts of the Tuscan government and
merchants to protect Livorno’s share of international trade, such as the decree of 1834, the
significance of other port cities was rising, while Livorno’s was waning.
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Economists, merchants, government officials, and port workers of various levels all
struggled to interpret Livorno’s role as a port city amidst changing patterns of international trade.
In his 1838 Dizionario Geografico Fisico Storico della Toscana, Emanuele Repetti concluded
that Livorno still held a vital place in international commerce as a clearinghouse for imports and
exports and as a central landing point for ships trading in the Mediterranean. He emphasized the
large number of ships and products entering the port, reporting that 831 cargo ships flying
various flags had arrived in Livorno in 1836 and 1,075 in 1837, and marveled at the fast pace of
exchanging raw materials and manufactured goods in Livorno. 15 Other observers were not so
optimistic. Enrico Mayer, one of Repetti’s central correspondents and director of the discount
bank in Livorno, recognized the difficulties Livorno faced as a port of deposit. He wrote that one
“could no longer talk about the regularity of arrivals of diverse products that was true once upon
a time…affairs are more uncertain” and “in general the circumstances will be and are
fundamentally different from what was.” 16 Others echoed Mayer’s observations of increasing
uncertainty in the activity of the port and what it meant for the future of the city. 17 In a letter to
an acquaintance, Amadio Bonaventura, a drug and spice merchant in Livorno, described his
personal experience of economic difficulty, writing: “The many ups and downs suffered by my
firm in the past few years, and especially declaring bankruptcy in September 1838 have made me
absent myself from Livorno for almost two years.” 18 Upon his return to Livorno, he perceived
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with shock a marked decrease in port activity, observing that “Livorno is no longer amongst the
primary markets of commerce of Europe, no longer even amongst the secondary since Genoa
and Trieste have reduced trade almost to nothing and what little does come is a
miracle…Americans don’t arrive here with their cargoes of drugs to sell and their orders of drugs
to buy, and one doesn’t see any more the great portions of drugs or spices arriving from the
Levant.” Bonaventura’s pharmacy was built on the assumption of a steady flow of goods through
Livorno, and he was filled with despair at observing changes that he believed signaled the utter
collapse of his way of life.
Alongside concerns over Livorno’s place in international trade, there were signs of
recovery - or even growth - in some sectors of port activity. In the 1820s and 1830s, Livorno was
a central port for transporting and distributing wheat and other cereals from the Black Sea to
other parts of Europe. 19 In turn, Livorno functioned as an important port for British
manufactured items; after delivering grain to England, ships would stop in Livorno with a return
cargo of textiles and other manufactured products. The widespread famines that began to affect
Europe in the fall of 1846 provided the stimulus for a short period of even greater economic
growth in Livorno. The grain trade was one clear bright spot in the shifting economy of Livorno.
In 1844, Carlo Bargagli, the captain of the port, declared that “the deposit of grain is today the
principal branch of commerce in this city,” and in 1850, the chamber of commerce firmly stated
that “experience had demonstrated that the city of Livorno is considered the principal cereal
depôt of the Mediterranean.” 20 In 1847, 1,043 large ships carrying grain from Russian ports in
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the Black Sea docked in Livorno. 21 In June 1847, so many ships had arrived in Livorno at once
that they could not all be admitted into the port. However, the famines of the 1840s also signaled
long-term changes in the commercial policies of many European states. Many governments
began removing protective tariffs on grains, such as the repeal of the Corn Laws in England in
1846, and moved towards removing tariffs and trade restrictions on other goods. In 1854, the
captain of the port of Livorno, Cantini, observed: “if the movement of cereals in this city has
been extraordinary, this must be attributed to the unlimited freedom that has been given to
speculators of this and similar goods for which this port has become a center of activity. One can
predict that insofar as the principal of free trade spreads, Livorno will lose its extraordinary
advantage, given the tendency of things left to their natural course to balance themselves out.” 22
The extension of free trade policies across Europe displaced Livorno from its special position in
international commerce as a “free port city.”
The outsized role Livorno played in the grain trade in the 1840s also did not compensate
for the political and economic difficulties facing the city. While the arrival of large square-rigged
sailing ships in the port had increased to 2,201 in 1847, it dropped to 1,587 in 1848 and 1,307 in
1849. A high percentage of unemployment, particularly among port workers, created an
explosive atmosphere in the city, and riots broke out in September 1847 between dockworkers
and foreign port workers. During the widespread revolutions of 1848 and 1849, European
political turmoil dramatically disrupted the Tuscan economy. Normal commercial patterns and
activities were interrupted, and Livornese residents paid high costs both during and after the
period of revolutions. After the Austrian army quelled the revolutions and occupied the city, the
population was forced to pay onerous fiscal burdens as punishment for the city’s rebelliousness.
21
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The Austrians imposed on the city “a contribution for the war” of 1,200,000 lire to be paid in
twenty-four hours, and taxed merchants in the city heavily. 23
By the mid-nineteenth century, there was a growing sense of uneasiness amongst those
living and working in Livorno about the prospects for economic prosperity. As a port of deposit,
or emporium, Livorno historically stored goods arriving from disparate origins and shipped them
on to other destinations. 24 The limits of transportation and inconsistent flows of information
during the early modern era contributed to the important role that ports of deposit played in
international commerce, since shipments of goods could not be completed in a single voyage and
needed to stop in ports like Livorno to be stored, traded, and transferred to different markets.
However, technological advancements in transportation and communication over the course of
the nineteenth century changed trade routes drastically, making entrepôts such as Livorno less
necessary, if not cutting them out completely. In particular, steamships reduced the time of
international shipping, railroads helped move goods domestically between ports and markets,
and telegraph lines opened up reliable and direct networks of communication. Economists note
that the impact of these changes was not instantaneous or absolute; steamships tended to be used
at first only for certain goods and routes, and sailing ships were still in use on some routes until
1894. 25 However, overall, transportation costs and long-haul freight rates declined in the second
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half of the nineteenth century, and trade routes shifted to emphasize the direct connection
between producers and consumers. 26
As commerce shifted towards a more direct connection of products and markets, port
cities that were supported by large markets and productive hinterlands became more prominent.
In this case, the low industrial and agricultural productivity of Tuscany became a serious liability
for Livorno, since it did not have as productive of a hinterland as other port cities. In the 1830s,
merchants in Livorno and Tuscan authorities did try to orient their trade more towards Tuscan
products, but these efforts only had relative amounts of success. 27 Foreign ships had less cause to
stop in Livorno, and many were concerned that British merchants would leave the city
altogether. Even though British merchants continued to trade in and through Livorno, they also
began to direct their attention more towards ports where they could exchange products directly
with consumers. 28 An 1837 article published in the Milanese journal Annali universali di
statistica explained, “Now, however, the English were going directly to Smyrna, Constantinople,
and Alexandria to make their exchanges. They were carrying their sugar and salted meat
products to Civitavecchia, and they would go to the mouth of the Arno if they believed that they
could sell a cargo there,” bypassing Livorno completely in the process. 29 This fundamental shift
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in commercial patterns is crucially important to understand Livorno’s progressive decline as a
port city.
The wares passing through Livorno were the same in the mid-nineteenth century — grain
from Russia, manufactured items from England, cotton from the Levant, etc. — however, less
than twenty-five percent were destined for deposit and successive re-exportation. In a dramatic
reversal for this well-established entrepôt, most of the goods that arrived in the port stayed in
Livorno and Tuscany. In 1858, the captain of the port of Livorno described the situation the city
found itself in: “Our port has felt the general consequences of the new commercial
transformations caused by steamships and the telegraph. Since large deposits were made
impossible after the almost universal adoption of free trade, traffic had to be limited to
consumption, especially after speculation disappeared because of the rapidity with which the
telegraph carries news of the prices of goods.” 30
Many in Livorno hoped to develop the city’s future profile as a “port of transit,” focused
on moving goods to and from Tuscany and other regions of Italy, in contrast to its history as a
“port of deposit,” focused on transferring goods to international markets. In order to support
Livorno’s future, local merchants and officials sought to expand both Livorno’s port facilities
and railroad line connections. The first section of the railroad line built between Livorno and Pisa
was viewed as highly successful; between March 1844 and January 1845 approximately half a
million people were conveyed between the two neighboring cities. 31 The railroad line continued
to be expanded between different towns and cities in Tuscany, and in 1848, Livorno was fully
30
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connected with Florence. A telegraph line also linked Florence and Livorno beginning in 1847.
However, the railroad system remained an unrealized promise for Livorno. The national railroad
line bypassed Livorno for many years, cutting the city off from participating in commerce
conducted along transport routes. The long-awaited enlargement of the port in 1851 also did not
bring about the sought-after consequences. Livorno was able to accommodate a greater quantity
of ships and larger vessels at a time when the declining commerce of deposits made the
expansions less necessary.
In a speech given at the Georgofili Academy in Florence in 1856, historian and archivist
Francesco Bonaini reflected on the economic future of Livorno and asserted that Livorno should
pursue a strategy as a connector port, whose geographic location would be even more
advantageous for Mediterranean commerce than it was in the past. He looked to developments in
Egypt as an answer for Livorno’s uncertain position in international trade. With the proposed
Suez Canal, Livorno had the opportunity to serve as an important gateway port to central Italy as
well as the Mediterranean Sea. Although Bonaini was vague on the details of how exactly this
would come to fruition, he anticipated “both the Mediterranean and Red Sea [would] be newly
connected with Italy.” After the Suez Canal opened, Livorno, now “separated from the Orient by
14,700 leagues, would not be divided even by 5,400 leagues,” which would bring considerable
benefits to the people and port of Livorno, for not even the British would be able to transport
goods as competitively as the Livornese. 32 Relying on the trope of mare nostrum, Bonaini
repeatedly asserted that the Mediterranean sea was an “Italian sea,” before concluding on the
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hopeful note that the Livornese would “retake among commercial people a degree of importance
and honor.” 33
Amidst the turmoil of commerce in the mid-nineteenth century, many also pinned their
hopes on creating a new Livornese economy more heavily reliant on industry and manufacturing.
In his speech, Bonaini proclaimed that “one does not doubt the ability to establish [in Livorno] a
new and second Manchester.” 34 While the traditional industry of working coral in Livorno had
waned by the mid-nineteenth century, other industries were expanding, including: shipyards,
refineries of boric acid, and factories for soap, felt and straw hats, tartar, saltpeter, lead, sails, and
ropes. In his 1859 work, Dell’avvenire del commercio europeo, Luigi Torelli reasoned that
although the economy of Livorno was built on the foundation of commerce throughout most of
the city’s history, “in our century” many industries had been successfully established. 35
According to Torelli, industry in Livorno was based on access to foreign raw materials and
foreign markets, and Livornese goods and products were destined “not only for local
consumption but also advanced for foreign export.” 36 Torelli pointed to the textile trade, through
which “rags and fabrics were imported from diverse ports of the Mediterranean, and then
separated into various categories, and sent off in large packages, especially to America” and the
clothes in Livorno was fabricated for export to the Eastern Mediterranean and the Levant.
However, historians have debated the degree to which Livorno truly transitioned from a “port
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city” into an “industrial city.” It seems clear that even as industries expanded in the city in the
mid-nineteenth century, many operated in close conjunction with commerce in the city. 37
In 1859, Tuscany became part of the Italian nation state. Although Italian unification did
not represent the death knell of Livorno, it certainly aggravated the crisis situation of the port
city. Historians of the Risorgimento have demonstrated that the unification of Italy and the
creation of a modern nation state was a difficult and fraught process. The unification of Italy
attempted to unify the peninsula not only politically, but also economically, and a key facet of
the unification project was creating a single national market from the various extant regional
markets. The fragile and tenuous nature of Italian unification heightened the stakes for creating
an economic union and imposing fiscal standardization on the peninsula. Although Italy’s first
customs regulation in 1861 stated that existing free ports in the peninsula would remain intact, in
1863 the Chamber of Deputies ruled that Ancona, Livorno, and Messina would “cease to be free
cities” by 1868. 38 It is important to note that Jews in Livorno regarded these changes
ambivalently, for while unification brought them emancipation, it also challenged the economic
and political system they had benefited from. 39
While the free port city of Livorno had evolved throughout its history, the ruling
represented the end of an economic framework that had existed for centuries and presented the
people of Livorno with a great unknown for the future. In response, the Chamber of Commerce
commissioned Giovanni Baldasseroni, a prominent attorney, to prepare a pamphlet on the
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damage that Livorno’s economy would suffer as a result of the suppression of its free port
status. 40 Baldasseroni, writing with authority as “an old Livornese,” described Livorno as a city
“born only for commerce,” and dependent on commerce not only for its prosperity but for its
entire survival. 41 For Baldasseroni, the government ruling represented an existential threat,
asserting that whoever had “lived under the French government could not have forgotten the time
in which almost all the warehouses in Livorno remained empty.” 42 The ruling promised that the
administration of the former free ports would be modeled after Genoa and assured the cities that
they would be compensated for their losses with the building of new customs warehouses and
docks. Baldasseroni countered that with these provisions, the port would find itself “under the
absolute and severe custody of Customs” with goods taxed immediately upon entry in the port,
and concluded that instituting a free deposit zone in a portion of the port (as in Genoa) would
simply depress overall economic activity in the city. 43 He concluded that although the
government formulated the ruling as a repudiation of the “old system” and an important step in
the way of progress and liberal institutions, for Livorno the “the old system of privileges and
prejudices was the foundation of true commercial liberty and the source of prosperity.” 44
Without free port status, he warned, Livorno would lose the ability to support its growing
population. He emphatically repeated that with the abolition of the free port in Livorno, “the
commercial flowering of the port would be destroyed, and with the decline of the port, the well-
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being of the city would be greatly compromised, until the feared time when the expression ‘the
higher the rise, the harder the fall’ will come true.” 45
Many voices joined Baldasseroni in questioning how Livorno would find its economic
footing in the future, decrying the Italian government’s ruling in newspapers, pamphlets, and
letters. Despite the protests, the free port of Livorno was gradually abolished between 1865 and
1868. Not all in the city were necessarily opposed to the change. Under the new policies, some
thought that industry in Livorno had the potential to grow further and reach national markets.
Some commercial interests in the city also believed that Livorno could continue to serve as a link
in transporting goods between Northern Europe and the Mediterranean, particularly with the
anticipation of joining the national railway system. However, Livorno failed to secure a place
major rail line running north-south until 1907. The Italian government concentrated its money
and policies on building up Naples and Genoa as the national ports of Italy, rather than Livorno.
Additionally, while the former free ports of Ancona and Messina were granted a concession that
allowed them to introduce their manufactured products into Italy freely, Livorno was denied this
allowance. In historian David LoRomer’s characterization, it “posed a painful dilemma, for the
relatively free access to other states of the peninsula which Livorno had enjoyed when these
states were technically foreign no longer applied now that they were Italian.” 46 By the last
quarter of the nineteenth century, Livorno, despite its strategic location, was no longer a
dominant force in the commercial endeavors of the Italian peninsula. While Livorno was tenth
among European ports in 1832, it had dropped to thirty-first place in 1887 and to forty-seventh in
1898. 47
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Commercial Subject-Citizens and Economic Actors: Representations of the Jewish
Community of Livorno during the Nineteenth Century
Throughout the nineteenth century, the Jewish community of Livorno confronted the port
city’s shifting political and economic landscape, searching for ways to adapt and strengthen their
commercial practices and identities. Commerce had long been linked to the very foundations of
the community, and the new frequency of commercial insecurity and uncertainty shook the
community to its core. Yet individuals within the Jewish community continued to define their
place in society through commerce, particularly in the years preceding the unification of Italy
and the concomitant emancipation of Italian Jews. As described in the previous chapter, the
principle of the commercial utility of Jews for the economy of the port city consistently framed
understandings of Jewish legal status and emancipation in Livorno. During the nineteenth
century, when Jews throughout Europe were arguing for their emancipation on the basis of their
rights as individual citizens, the Jews of Livorno conceptualized themselves as a community of
“commercial subject-citizens” instead. 48 Jews in Livorno framed their membership in the Tuscan
state through commerce; it became the foundational principal of belonging to the Livornese
Jewish community, to the Tuscan state, and to a larger community of Livornese Jewish
merchants worldwide. Two salient moments of debate from the mid-nineteenth century shed
light on how the Jewish community carved out a distinct space for themselves as commercial
citizens and economic actors within the broader environment of the city.
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In 1835, representatives of the Jewish community, addressing the Grand Duke as
“faithful subjects,” weighed in on the need for a commercial tribunal in Livorno in order to “give
commercial disputes a more uniform and rapid process” and to follow “the example of so many
other commercial centers of Europe, in which similar disputes are brought before a special judge,
different than those who judge other civil disputes.” 49 The Jewish community petitioned to have
a representative of the Jewish community on the new commercial tribunal, contending that it
would be extremely “odd” to exclude Jews from this institution. 50 The Jewish community built
their argument on the basis of the long tradition of tolerance shown towards Jews in Livorno, the
overall heterodox environment of the city, and the respected service of Jews as members of the
Chamber of Commerce of Livorno and as consular representatives of Tuscany in the Levant. The
Jewish communal leadership did not shy away from reminding the Grand Duke that “for their
fortunes, their knowledge, their relations, and their conduct,” members of the nazione ebrea
“constituted the most considerable and most numerous portion of the commercial class,” a
distinct and important presence in the port. Conducting commerce required a legal infrastructure,
and if the Jews in Livorno did not have recourse to justice through the fair judgement of the
commercial tribunal, it would be “damaging to their interests and credit in Tuscany and abroad.”
In formulating their petition, the Jews of Livorno argued for their ever-further integration into
the commercial institutions of city with the presumption of their ever-unique position in society.
In 1859, the place of the Jewish community within the commercial framework of Livorno
again came to the forefront. A group of Florentine merchants proposed that the Tuscan practice
of feriato, or the suspension of business in Livorno on important Jewish holidays, ought to be
done away with, and argued that Jews should pay their commercial obligations before they
49
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expired to avoid any delays based on the Jewish calendar. The Jewish communal response to this
proposal was swift and decisive. In drafts of letters and petitions sent to the Tuscan government,
Jewish leaders outlined their objections to the abrogation of a longstanding privilege. These
measures would have a negative impact not only for the Jews of the Grand Duchy, but for
“commerce in general,” leading to either the “paralysis of commercial and banking contracts or
[causing Jews] to violate constantly their own religion.” 51 The proposal would require Jews to
act differently as creditors and debtors than non-Jews, complicating even further the already
complex practice of circulating bills of exchange, which would harm transactions of goods and
credit in Livorno and abroad. 52 In another draft of the petition, the Jewish community protested
that the ruling would be “contrary to the moral center and interests of Tuscan subjects” on two
important counts. For one, obligating Jewish merchants to pay in advance of expiration dates
“would put Jews, their traffic, and their banking operations in a worse condition as compared to
other subjects” and obstruct their commercial operations. The Jewish community objected that
the measure represented the undue regulation of the free carrying out of commerce and
subordinated Jewish subjects involved in commerce in relation to other subjects, both violations
of the guiding principles of the free port of Livorno. Secondly, the provision of feriato “served as
a good thing for everyone…operating as a means of public morality and a provision of social
security because religion is the most effective of all civil orders.” The Jewish community
asserted their right to practice both their religion and their commerce – proposing that in doing so
they would continue to be productive and decent subjects. The petitions from 1834 and 1859
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demonstrate that the Jewish community of Livorno had developed a common language to discuss
their economic rights and articulate their position in the free port. As “commercial subjectcitizens,” Jews conducted commerce as individuals and belonged as a community within the city
of Livorno and the Tuscan state.
Jews in Livorno remained at once distinct economic actors and part of a broader
merchant community throughout the nineteenth century. The Chamber of Commerce of Livorno,
founded in 1801, was made up of four Tuscan members and six members from “the nations most
representative of the commerce of the city”; two English, one Greek, one Northerner, and two
Jews. 53 Jewish members of the chamber of commerce were included on the basis of representing
Jewish commercial interests; yet, in their service on the chamber of commerce, they articulated
and fought for the interests of the merchant classes of Livorno as a whole. Nineteenth-century
observers of the Livornese economy consistently pointed out the numerical significance of
Jewish commercial firms operating in the city. In 1838, Emanuele Repetti reported that out of a
total of 293 merchants of the first class in Livorno, 100 were Jewish, 95 were Tuscan or
“nazionali,” 25 were English, 23 were Greek, and 50 were German, Swiss, or other Europeans.
In the second category of commercial firms, which included retail merchants, shopkeepers, and
manufacturers, there were 450 nazionali, 110 Jews, and 71 foreigners; and the major brokers
were comprised of 230 nazionali and 115 Jews. 54 In his report from 1858, Luigi Torelli felt fit to
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mention that of the small number of firms (twenty-four) in Livorno that had a minimum capital
of at least one million francs, “there were six Tuscan (five of which were Jewish), eight Greek,
and ten others (English, French, Dutch, and non-Tuscan Italians).” 55 Although Torelli
categorized the Jewish merchants as Tuscans, he also classified them as a slightly separate entity
within the group. Beyond their numerical significance, Jewish commercial firms participated
notably in shaping the broader commercial culture of Livorno. The next section will examine the
dynamics of the Jewish family firm in Livorno and the evolution of Jewish business practices.

The Search for Binding Connections: The Creation and Dissolution of Jewish Family
Firms in Livorno
In 1816, thirteen-year old Moise Vita Bonaventura wrote a letter to Antonio Targioni
Tozzetti, a well-known doctor, botanist, and professor of chemistry in Florence, and asked for
advice on expanding his scientific knowledge. He introduced himself by explaining, “I belong to
a family dedicated to commerce, in which I am being principally instructed, which makes it
impossible to benefit from the Academy... it is therefore necessary for me to turn to books and to
erudite friends like you.” 56 Despite his youth, Moise Vita Bonaventura firmly and emphatically
situated himself within a particular context, a “family dedicated to commerce,” and suggested
that this context delineated both his present and future way of life. In the Livornese Jewish
community, Moise Vita Bonaventura was not unique in conceptualizing his place in the world
through a family of commerce. Decades later, in 1854, the Abudarham family informed the
chamber of commerce that after the death of the family patriarch they “desired to continue in the
information on the tax system in place in Livorno during the 1830s, see LoRomer, Merchants and Reform in
Livorno, 113-120.
55
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practice of the ancient and traditional system of our family,” and would continue to operate a
family firm together. 57
Although traditional narratives of economic history of the nineteenth century focus on the
movement away from family firms towards more anonymous business organizations, such as the
joint-stock company, historians such as Andrea Colli, Mary Rose, and Sylvia Yanagisako, have
observed the general prevalence of family firms in Italy throughout the modern period. 58 For
Jews in Livorno, family relationships were interwoven with economic endeavors, and the
boundaries of many partnerships were explicitly framed by the purview and lens of family.
Partnerships that formed along the lines of extended kinship or friendship could act with a
certain flexibility in extending their business affairs outside of Livorno and expanding their
capital resources. In January 1826, Samuel Picciotto informed the chamber of commerce that
“wanting to demonstrate my approval of the marriage between Moise d’Illel Picciotto with my
beloved niece, Laura, daughter of my dead brother of blessed memory…I am determined to
associate my commerce with this youth, forming a new firm under the name Samuele Moise
Picciotto.” 59 Presenting himself as the paterfamilias fulfilling his duties, Samuele Picciotto
broadened the sphere of his commercial partnership to accept his new nephew as a full
participant in their commercial affairs. As Sylvia Yanagisako notes in her study of the Italian silk
industry, family firms often combined different rationalities and motivations, including affection,
profit, and competition. 60 Commerce was risky and uncertain, and many Jews in Livorno
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continued to believe that relying on a family firm structure represented the best potential for the
financial stability or success of the family.
Although discussions of the family firm often emphasize shared interests and trust
amongst family members and business partners, it is important to note how complicated these
relationships of family and business could be; there often was no clear boundary between the
“economic” and the “family.” Historians note that there are often “tensions between the family
sphere and the business sphere,” and that family relationships and concerns can add instability to
already difficult economic situations. 61 Moments of rupture, such as death and divorce, could
have profound reverberations beyond the family. And the very bonds that offered trust and
stability also created obligations and vulnerabilities that had the potential to threaten more than
just economic assets. 62 The 1826 ketubah between Giuseppe Vita Cingoli and Giuditta Rosselli,
outlined clear expectations for a commercial relationship between Cingoli and his father-in-law,
Angelo Rosselli, the owner of two commercial firms, one in Livorno and one in Rome. The
ketubah obligated Cingoli to reside “in Livorno or in another city of Tuscany,” and implied that
he would work in his new father in law’s firm. 63 When Angelo died several months after the
wedding, Cingoli and his wife moved to Rome, despite the provisions of the ketubah, where he
founded a new commercial firm with his wife’s brothers and the capital from his dowry, but
under his own name. The evolution of Cingoli’s firm also suggests that despite the elusive
evidence of women in business archives, women had a hidden, yet prominent role in a firm’s
survival through marriage, kinship connections, and as a source of information and capital. 64
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Out of the thousands of documents submitted by Jewish firms to the Chamber of
Commerce of Livorno during the nineteenth century, only a handful were submitted by women.
In most of the cases, women inherited firms from their dead fathers or husbands, and received
permission to carry on the commerce of the firm on behalf of their children, usually with the aid
of a male relative. Only three files demonstrate a woman running a business endeavor in her own
name. In 1873, after the death of her husband, a time of uncertainty for her family, Regina
Abeniacar took over her husband’s commercial operations in the interest of her two young
children. Having a woman expressly direct the commercial operations of a firm was atypical in
Livorno, and in her letter to the chamber of commerce, co-signed by her father-in-law, she
described herself as “trustworthy because of her zeal and proven capacity as a shop assistant, and
[because she was operating] with the assistance of her father-in-law.” 65 Seven years later, Regina
Abeniacar clarified to the chamber of commerce that she would continue to engage in the buying
and selling of furniture and tapestries, but this time solely under her own name. Initially framing
her activities within the needs of her family and auspices of her father-in-law, Regina Abeniacar
was then able to parlay her experience into commercial independence.
Family firms were not static entities, nor did the bonds of family did guarantee trust or
reliability. In capturing firms at moments of transition, the documents that merchants submitted
to the Chamber of Commerce reveal glimpses of Jewish economic strategies in pursuing trade in
and beyond Livorno. In January 1823, L. Tedeschi informed the chamber of commerce of
changes to the structure of his family’s commercial endeavors. He wrote:
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Wanting to lessen my mercantile concerns, I am determined to renounce affairs of
commissions and involvements abroad, and to continue with only local operations on my
own behalf. My oldest son, instead, wants to continue to occupy himself usefully in other
branches of commerce, and with my satisfaction and approval, and supplied with
sufficient capital, he will be united in a firm with my good friends, Sig. I. Morpurgo and
Son, already established here for many years. The new firm, Morpurgo e L. Tedeschi will
cultivate for their own behalf my old relations and will acquit themselves with the same
zeal and care employed by me every time. 66
Although L. Tedeschi was stepping away from the risks and stress of international commerce in
his old age, he emphasized the continuity between his abilities and pursuits abroad with the
abilities and pursuits of the new firm and stressed that his son was following in his footsteps,
well-prepared in terms of knowledge, skill, and capital. In creating the new firm, Morpurgo and
Tedeschi echoed L. Tedeschi, explaining that they had found it “of mutual benefit to tighten our
bonds of interests and friendship, already extant between the two families, [in order to] continue
with the same business both in this market and abroad.” Morpurgo and Tedeschi intertwined
“bonds of interests and friendship,” relying on their long-term relationships and shared contacts
as the “stable” foundation for their venture. However, there were no guarantees of stability either
in business or in their relationships, and interpersonal relationships were layered onto contractual
ones.
Although some Jewish family firms in Livorno continued to use general partnership
agreements, there were a growing number of firms that relied on limited partnership agreements
instead. Limited partners helped provide part of the total capital of the firm, while leaving the
daily direction and personal liability to managing partners. Partnerships were established for
specific purposes and usually for a specific length of time with agreed-upon terms for review and
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evaluation of the firm’s finances. The structural changes in Livorno’s economy meant that firms
had to take into account added uncertainty when forming joint business ventures, and the
evidence suggests that Jews in Livorno began to enter into more limited partnership agreements
during this period.
Although Jews in Livorno occasionally entered into limited partnership agreements with
non-Jews, the majority of their business partnerships continued to be formed within the context
of the Jewish community. Jewish and non-Jewish merchants occupied “two coexisting cultural
spheres” in Livorno; they relied on a common language of trust and honor and a shared
understanding of belonging to a community of merchants, even as many of their trading practices
and partnerships remained divided. 67 According to economist Mark Casson, developing and
articulating a shared culture in commercial centers functioned as a recognizable economic asset,
with the potential to reinforce trust, help with decisions, and monitor business activities. 68
However, bonds of family, friendship, or marriage, while often the basis for entering into
partnerships, were not guarantees of cohesion or stability. As Francesca Trivellato has pointed
out, “networks of trust” in partnerships “were not amorphous, boundless, and spontaneous, but
inscribed in social norms, legal customs, and rules for communication that gave them
stability.” 69
The letters submitted to the Chamber of Commerce of Livorno were framed in formulaic
language that consistently reinforced a sense of belonging to a community of Livornese
merchants, with relationships bound together by shared values and honorable conduct.
Athanasios Gekas has found that the establishment of chambers of commerce in Greek port cities
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“gave merchants agency” and allowed them to create networks between themselves, authorities,
and other groups in the city. 70 In Livorno, notifying the chamber of commerce of new
commercial firms or changes in the composition of a firm was completely voluntary during the
nineteenth century. 71 Yet it was an extremely widespread practice for merchants in the city.
Merchants seemed to feel as though they gained an added safeguard by submitting contracts and
firm changes to the chamber of commerce. The chamber of commerce also became a stage for
performing a firm’s reputation, and served to portray the firm and merchant’s investment in
Livorno. In informing the chamber of commerce of their affairs, merchants repeatedly describe
their “enthusiasm,” “honor,” and “reliability” in their commercial relationships and endeavors.
Through these letters they became part of a defined community of merchants in the city, and had
outlet for presenting complaints and concerns about conducting business in Livorno. During
times of stress, change, or fracture, merchants concluded their letters to the chamber of
commerce with the “hope that you will continue to honor us with the trust and favor you have for
many years,” emphasizing continuity and solidarity in relationships amongst the merchants of
Livorno.
However, the dissolution of family firms and bankruptcies happened frequently, with all
of their attendant disruptions in the lives of merchants. In 1857, Daniel Fernandes wrote to the
chamber of commerce that “the recent catastrophe, commercial difficulties…make it necessary
for me to suspend payments immediately” and he would liquidate his goods and patrimony in
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order to satisfy his creditors. He nursed the “most profound conviction of trying to do honor to
his name, and of not retiring from commerce until totally and completely satisfying his
creditors.” 72 In his declaration of bankruptcy, Fernandes stressed the struggle to conserve his
identity and reputation as a trustworthy merchant and the tension of maintaining relationships
during times of difficulty.
Bankruptcies were moments that cast into sharp relief issues of honor and responsibility
in the marketplace. In encompassing business affairs carried out both in local and foreign
markets, bankruptcies disrupted relationships of trust and networks of exchange, and revealed
their contradictions. In a commercial conflict in Alexandria in 1839, Isache Sonnino accused
Carlo Moritch of declaring bankruptcy three times over the last few years, twice in Livorno and
once in Alexandria. 73 Carlo Moritch countered these accusations indignantly, writing to Sonnino,
“How do you know what happened in Livorno? Perhaps I didn’t go through bankruptcy?” and
professed his honesty repeatedly in his testimony before the consular court. Moritch claimed that
there was a disconnect between the local economic life of port cities and merchants with them.
However, Sonnino’s accusations show how trust and mistrust, good business practices and
malfeasance functioned simultaneously on local and international registers.
In their considerations of Livorno, nineteenth century economists Luigi Serristori and
Guiliano Ricci both outlined a profound change in the ways merchants carried out business in
Livorno in the nineteenth century and the commercial opportunities they seized. During the
eighteenth century, commerce in the city was dominated by a few large foreign firms with the
resources and capital to carry out international business directly, while smaller merchants needed
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to rely on foreign firms in order to do business abroad. However, during the nineteenth century
there was an overall increase in the number of merchants and firms in the city. Serristori noted
that “many of the approximately 280 wholesale merchant and banking firms in the city are in
direct contact with foreign firms, and some had also opened branch offices in other cities.” 74 And
according to Ricci, merchants had proved their ability to adapt successfully and evolve despite
difficult economic circumstances in Livorno.
By the mid to late nineteenth century, the economic endeavors of Jews in Livorno can be
framed by two separate processes, that sometimes converged and sometimes diverged. Many
Jewish families rooted themselves in Livorno, investing in real estate or manufacturing. For
example, Isaac Tedesco, born in Rome in 1812, moved to Livorno as a young man to flee the
hard conditions for Jews in Rome and to pursue commerce. In Livorno, he bought an office and
house in the city, as well as a villa in the countryside. 75 However, as Samuel Fettah has pointed
out the ownership of properties, even factories or spaces of industry, cannot be considered as a
signal of turning away from commerce. Rather than buying land to enhance their social status,
merchants often invested in property as part of a commercial business strategy. Owning property
served as “a refuge and a guarantee,” and important proof of a merchant’s faithfulness and
reliability, so much so that possessing real estate was essential for constructing business
relationships and a mortgage was critical for engaging in the local credit market. 76 The tax
declarations of Salomone Abudharam, brother of the prominent merchant Samuel, demonstrate
how commerce and real estate investment functioned together. In 1849, the firm submitted net
earnings of 52,145 lire toscane, composed of 10,786 lire from real estate earnings, 11,358 lire
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from credit payments, and 30,000 from capital engaged in commerce; four-fifths of
Abudarham’s earnings were from movables, showing how important commerce remained in
determining his income despite the large amount of property he owned.
Other Jewish families Livorno turned even more decidedly towards alternate economic
paths. In the case of the Franchetti family, historian Mirella Scardozzi has traced a gradual
movement away from the port and away from commerce. The family moved from Tunisia to
Livorno at the end of the eighteenth century, and operated a successful international firm with
branches in Tunisia, Livorno, and Smyrna. 77 However, beginning in the 1830s, the family left
the port and commercial affairs. By the end of the century, none of the branches of the large
family were involved in commerce or lived in Livorno; the extended family included
professionals, politicians, and ennobled landowners in Piedmont. The process of turning away
from commerce can also be found in the case of Jews who remained in Livorno. In 1880, three
brothers, Angelo, Sabatino, and Pellegrino Rosselli, met in the living room of their deceased
father’s house to draw up a contract for a new mineralogical firm, outlining their plans for
mining, excavation, and sales. Although their family had long looked to the sea for their
economic fortunes, now they turned decidedly to the ground. 78
And yet, commerce continued to play an outsized role in Jewish economic practices
centered in Livorno. Even though the port could no longer rely on playing a central role in
international trade, many family firms continued the practice of positioning different members of
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the family in various port cities in order to facilitate operations. In this way, the structure of the
family firm allowed Jews to continue to access international markets and build ties and networks
between ports. For example, the Franco family, involved in the trade of fez hats to the Ottoman
Empire, stationed two brothers in Livorno and two brothers in Constantinople to take care of
affairs, frequently exchanging letters and accounts amongst all of the brothers. 79 However, many
of the documents filed at the chamber of commerce indicated that firms were moving their
operations from Livorno to other rival port cities of the Mediterranean or to the major cities of
Florence or Rome in response to changing trade routes and economic conditions. Often those
who stayed in Livorno and those who left coexisted within the same family. In 1854, Moise di
Jacob Molco’s brother remained in Livorno, while he moved to Marseilles to direct their affairs,
and in 1865, Soria and Fratelli Bondi established a new branch of their firm in Florence that
would operate alongside their firm in Livorno. In other cases, the firms moved away from
Livorno permanently, for example, in 1863, Isaac Pereya de Leon left Livorno and transferred
his commercial firm and all of his affairs to Genoa. As Jews in Livorno structured their business
relations around expanding commercial opportunities elsewhere, migration became an important
aspect of the Jewish experience of daily life in Livorno.

The Movements of Livornese Jews around the Modern Mediterranean
In 1817, the Governor of Livorno, Spannocchi Piccolomini, wrote to the government in
Florence to ask how to handle a potential upswing in emigration after fifteen Tuscan artisans left
simultaneously for Cairo. Aurelio Puccini, the Presidente del Buon Governo, responded that
Piccolomini had done well to give the artisans their passports, for “Our laws do not prohibit
79
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emigration, nor does it seem to be in the interests of the government to stop it, however, unrest or
upheavals that render emigration more frequent or widespread ought to be prevented.” 80 With
this exchange, the Tuscan government acknowledged that migration was of fundamental
importance for the functioning of Livorno and its economy, even as it also carried with it the
danger of disturbing the economic and social order of the city, particularly at a moment when
Livorno was trying to find stability in the post-Napoleonic era. As a port, Livorno had long been
a city in flux; the ships crowding Livorno’s harbor signaled not only the circulation of goods to
and from Livorno, but also the circulation of people. However, political turmoil and fluctuations
in the Livornese economy accelerated the routes and rhythms of mobility around the
Mediterranean during the nineteenth century. For the Jewish community of Livorno, the
centripetal forces of tolerance and opportunity that had led to Livorno’s position as a destination
for Jewish migration seemed to be shifting, and the Jews of Livorno increasingly navigated the
tensions between the creative or disruptive possibilities of migration.
Despite growing economic uncertainty in Livorno during the nineteenth century, the
records of the Jewish community reveal many Jews who continued to immigrate to Livorno from
across the Italian peninsula and the Mediterranean. For many, Livorno still represented the idea
of economic opportunity – the chance to make a life and a living. For example, in 1853,
Emanuele Modigliani submitted his request for ballottazione to the Jewish community of
Livorno. He explained that he “had abandoned his domicile in Rome,” where conditions for Jews
were especially bad, and “come with his family to this city of Livorno with the firm intention of
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moving here and acquiring domicile. [He has] already acquired a property and has opened a
commercial house.” 81 Modigliani attached documents to his request that supported his “good
moral, political, and religious conduct, held constant both in Tuscany and in his last place of
domicile,” and offered 133.6 lire as a contribution to the Jewish poor in Livorno in honor of his
ballottazione. 82 Throughout the process of ballottazione, Emanuele Modigliani sought to assert
his potential as a productive member of the Livornese Jewish community.
Many others arrived in Livorno with the hope of being integrated into the Livornese
Jewish community and Livornese society more broadly without the economic resources of
traders like Modigliani. Ester Fermi, newly resettled in Livorno in 1866, found herself forced by
necessity to write to the leaders of the Jewish community for aid. As a trained midwife, Ester
Fermi had spent years working with the women of Livorno, “never eschewing her duties, never
leaving the city” even during the dire outbreaks of cholera in 1854 and 1855. 83 She had then
“moved to Egypt together with her family to establish herself in the city,” but not finding the
climate suitable for her health, decided to return to Livorno. Now she “found herself in an
unhappy state with a family [she] could not support,” and asked to be appointed to a post in the
community with some form of monthly salary to provide for her and her family. Like
Modigliani, Ester Fermi framed herself as a productive member of the nazione ebrea with the
potential to contribute to the community. However, her request for employment and aid is also
revealing of the uncertain economic position many found themselves in during the nineteenth
century. Ester Fermi was one voice among many struggling to support themselves in midnineteenth century Livorno.
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The historical records reveal that Livorno served as a critical juncture for larger patterns
of movement around the Mediterranean world. In 1853, the Jewish community reported that
Giuseppe and Giacomo Menasce, cousins from Constantinople, had arrived in Livorno on a
Spanish ship after passing through Smyrna and Malta. They were discovered on board because
their passports lacked the endorsement of the Tuscan consul, and they did not have means to pay
for their passage (about 80 franks). The unfortunates languished, “suffering from hunger…they
decided to come to Livorno believing that the relatives they had there could help them, but their
only relative, Roberto Cabib, was not in a state where he could be considered useful. They made
an appeal to the nazione ebrea in order to borrow charitable assistance and to pull them out of
their present sorrowful position.” 84 In their unsanctioned movements around the Mediterranean,
the Menasce cousins seemed to believe that making it to Livorno would offer them succor from
two potential sources, either from their cousin or from the renowned Jewish community. In their
desperate mobility, the Menasce brothers acted on the information and limited resources they had
access to. This incident is revealing not only of the misery that forced or encouraged movement,
but also the currents of information that circulated the Mediterranean through the node of
Livorno. In 1819, the chancellor of the Jewish community of Livorno reported to the Jewish
community of Urbino that Moise Emanuel da Fano had not passed through Livorno – they had
gathered the information that two years ago he had passed from Livorno to Tunis, and from there
to Tripoli and then to Alexandria in Egypt – after that his trail had gone cold. 85
While many historians, such as Jean-Pierre Filippini, Lucia Frattarelli Fischer, and Renzo
Toaff, have explored the expansion of the Jewish community of Livorno throughout the early
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modern period in detail, historians have left largely unexplored the demographic changes
experienced by the community during the nineteenth century. By 1841, more than 78 percent of
the Jewish community (3,738 individuals) had been born in Livorno; the Jewish community was
growing more through natural increase than through immigration. 86 And throughout the
nineteenth century, the Jewish population of Livorno steadily decreased; in 1861, the Jewish
community was made up of 4,308 individuals, whereas in 1841, it had been made up of 4,771.
Between the end of the eighteenth century and the end of the nineteenth century, there were
roughly a thousand fewer Jews in Livorno, even as the general population of Livorno continued
to grow. Historian Attilio Milano attributed the emigration of Jews away from Livorno to the
abolition of free port status in 1868, writing that “immediately, crowds of Livornese Jews set off
for all of Italy or moved to Tunisia or the Levant, wherever they had constituted agencies of
affairs before or they had any relations.” 87 In fact, Jewish emigration from Livorno had already
started some decades before the abolition of free port status. Moments of conflict, such as the
political revolutions of 1848-49 or the severe cholera epidemic of 1854-55, contributed to the
decline of the Jewish population of Livorno. But, perhaps the single most important factor in the
decline of the Jewish population of Livorno was the search for economic opportunities through
outward migration.
The Registri di Partenze for the Jewish community of Livorno from the nineteenth reveal
the intense and increasing mobility in the Jewish population of Livorno as rabbis, merchants,
shopkeepers, bankers, and craftsmen moved alone or with their families to Tunis, Marseilles,
Salonica, and Alexandria. The Jews who emigrated from Livorno were part of a larger pattern of
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migration from the Italian peninsula. Roughly two million people migrated from the Italian
peninsula between 1790 and 1870, and many Italian migrants during this period tended to come
from northern and central regions, and move to other parts of Europe or the Mediterranean,
rather than across the Atlantic. 88 Between 1825 and 1865, over 5,000 names were registered in
the Registri di Partenze of the Jewish community. During this period, 75.8 percent (about 3,615)
of the Jews emigrating from Livorno were economically active, or working in some capacity,
while about 24.2 percent (about 1,152) were inactive, or not working. 89 The Registri di Partenze
reveal a total of 2907 men (or 61%), 784 women (or 16%), and 1076 children (22.6%) leaving
Livorno. 90 A separate communal list of emigrants from 1837 supports the theory that migration
was much more common for men than for women. Of the 206 individuals leaving Livorno
during 1837, the vast majority were men, often travelling alongside their brothers, fathers, uncles
or cousins; there were only ten women on the list. 91 This suggests that much of the migration
from Livorno continued to be driven by commercial or economic activities. The Registri di
Partenze also demonstrated the intersecting phenomena of recurring movements through Livorno
and more permanent migrations away from Livorno. Names in the Registri di Partenze often
appeared several times over the course of years, sometimes multiple times in a single year,
revealing the frequent mobility in the lives of individuals, particularly as they pursued
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commercial affairs. Anna Sercia Gianforma has argued in her research that the data on age
distribution from the 1841 census indicates a spike in the amount of children aged 4 to 9 and 10
to 14 in the Jewish community, suggesting that it was common for entire families who had
moved away from Livorno to then reenter Livorno with their young children. 92 This pattern of
return can also be explained by the reason behind their initial migration; unlike Jewish migrants
from other parts of Europe fleeing religious intolerance or persecution, Livornese Jews left to
pursue commercial opportunities.
By the mid-nineteenth century, migration from Livorno was a growing economic strategy
for a range of individuals and families – from the truly desperate to the upwardly mobile. In
1833-1834, the Massari voted in favor of teaching multiple foreign languages in community
schools, asserting that “the knowledge of other languages would not only make finding
employment easier in Livorno, but it would also promote emigration, lowering the number of
indigents in the community.” 93 Indeed, outward migration was an important safety valve for the
community. Raffael Modigliano wrote to the Massari that he “found himself in a deplorable
state, [and so] decided to go with his family to Tunis where he hopes to better his conditions.”
However, because of his “lack of means,” he couldn’t put this plan in place, and he asked for
charitable support of his migration. 94 The community provided some aid to the impoverished
who wanted to move elsewhere. Others in less dire economic straits also ventured to developing
cities in the Mediterranean. In 1830, Moise Moreno set out for Tunis from Livorno with his wife
Grazia and children, invited by the bey of Tunisia to open a European-style pharmacy in the
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city. 95 In Livorno, Moise Moreno worked as a collection agent for recurring debts such as rents,
while also possibly working in the pharmacy of his wife’s relatives, and opening a pharmacy in
Tunis represented an enticing economic opportunity for the family.
Mobility was a familiar concept for many of the Jews of Livorno. Those who left Livorno
found their way eased by existing networks of exchange between Livorno and other ports of the
Mediterranean. Although the historical records are sparing in their information, they reveal
glimpses of the individual participants and protagonists of migration through and away from
Livorno. Many of these individuals traced not only their own paths across the sea, but also the
paths of their family before them. For example, on September 2, 1858, Clementina Canneo left
Livorno with her two children Enrico, aged 5, and Anna, aged 3, in order to reunite with her
husband, who had a commercial firm and home in Alexandria, while a young Giuseppe Cameo
testified before the leadership of the Jewish community that he had parents living in Alexandria
and he had been “called to them to exercise his trade and industry.” 96 In his studies of migration,
Charles Tilly noted that throughout the nineteenth century there were high rates of return
amongst European migrants; “the returnees reinforced the ties between origin and destination,
and thus facilitated further migration along the same lines.” 97 The experiences of artisan Angiolo
di Vita Funaro exemplified this pattern of departure and return from Livorno. 98 After the war of
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1859 and the successive economic crisis, Funaro moved away from Livorno to Egypt, where he
suffered and survived typhus. He then returned to Livorno in 1860 only to leave once more to
open a shop in Tunisia. However, after a crisis in the Tunisian economy in the mid-1860s, he
returned once more to Livorno, where he found his affairs worsening with the loss of free port
status. Funaro consistently sought to use his mobility to escape difficult economic situations, and
despite his struggles, Funaro wrote with the hopeful conviction that his itinerant life would lead
to the future success and happiness of his six children. 99 While the emigration registers reveal
how common mobility was in the lives of Livornese Jews, they obscure how potentially
challenging or disruptive migration could be on the level of individuals or families.
Increasing migration amongst the Jewish community of Livorno in the mid-nineteenth
century exacerbated certain social pressures within the community. When Vita Piperno
announced that he had been called to Tunis to exercise his profession as a woodcutter for perhaps
as long as a year, he informed the community that he had left his “family with means to provide
for their needs…for the period of time that he would be absent from the city,” so that they would
not become indigent and dependent on the community. 100 Piperno’s request alludes to the
disruptive potential of leaving behind a sick wife and two sons, and his wife submitted her
written consent for her husband to leave her in Livorno. Indeed, Jewish women had a relative
power to give consent for the migration of their husband or children as a form of protection
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against abandonment or bigamy. 101 On April 13, 1859, Abramo Varios presented himself in front
of the chancellery of the Jewish community, to state that his brother in law, Israel Procaccia, was
leaving Livorno for Alexandria, with the “full knowledge and consent of his wife,” she would
not become the responsibility of the community and would live in her father’s house. 102 This
perhaps shows the double bind of women: even though she was giving her consent, she was
spoken for by her brother and consigned to be the responsibility of her father. In another case,
Samuel Arbib, a merchant, presented himself personally to the massari to facilitate the departure
of Leone Bargas for Tunisia. Arbib promised to take in Rosa Bargas, Leone’s daughter, as a
domestic servant, arguing “this young woman is Livornese and Jewish, and therefore has the
right to the assistance of her correligionists.” 103 Despite Arbib’s statement, Rosa was from
Tunisia and not actually a native of Tuscany, and the community leadership debated whether or
not she had the “right to the assistance of her correligionists,” ultimately concluding that Rosa
could be taken in and treated as a member of the Jewish community of Livorno. Although they
recognized that Rosa was not from Livorno, they opened the boundaries of the community to
include her, implying the permeable nature of these boundaries. Accelerating migration created
enormous difficulties in determining who belonged to the Jewish community and the roles of its
members. The increasing economic difficulties of many members of the Jewish community and
the financial straits of the communal structure itself during the mid-nineteenth century meant that
these questions of movement, need, and belonging were ever more pressing.
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***

This chapter identifies several interwoven social, economic, and political dynamics in the
commercial culture of the Jews of Livorno. During the nineteenth century, the foundation of
commercial life in Livorno was more precarious than ever before. In pursuing commerce, Jews
saw continuing the tradition of family firms as a path towards both stability and flexibility.
However, family firms were also unstable and vulnerable; turning to newly formed merchant
institutions such as the chamber of commerce was one way to try to define and shore up these
ties. Through their private business dealings and family relationships, Jews formulated public
positions for themselves as merchants in the relation to the Tuscan state and a larger merchant
community in the city. While the commercial culture of Jews in Livorno functioned on the level
of individual relationships and activities in the port, it also functioned as a creator of wide
networks of people, goods, and information in the Mediterranean.
In 1842, economist Luigi Serristori observed, “For quite some time emigration from
Livorno has been notable, since this market is ceasing to be an active center of commerce…the
Jews of Livorno will go establish themselves wherever advantages will arise. Many will move to
Africa for the resources offered there and for the easy employment of youth with some
education. Others will establish new commercial firms in other markets.” 104 Beginning in 1821
and accelerating throughout the mid-nineteenth century, many Jews from Livorno followed the
paths of opportunity from the increasing economic uncertainty of the port of Livorno to the
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growing economic vitality of the port of Alexandria. From 1825 to 1865, about 1,370 men,
women and children, made their way from Livorno to Alexandria. The next chapter will focus on
tracing the development of Alexandria into a modern Mediterranean port city during the
nineteenth century, and examine the ways Jews in Egypt formulated economic strategies around
connections to Livorno and access to the consular court system.
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Chapter Three
Commerce in the Courts: Exchanging Goods and Negotiating Commercial Relationships

In March 1858, Joseph Pinkhas Piha, a Tuscan protégé living in Egypt, sent a letter to the
Tuscan consulate in Alexandria, levying serious charges against his former employer and
business partner, Angelo Tedesco. Piha outlined the specific contract violations and business
improprieties committed by Tedesco, before declaring: “Guilty! because [Tedesco] breaking the
laws of prudence, without precaution, has disregarded the ordinary pathways of commerce.
Guilty! because in his unadulterated desire to get ahead…. He has been taking risks, provoking
danger, and turning towards speculation.” 105 With these words, Piha forcefully asserted that
Tedesco had turned away from a shared understanding of honorable commerce in favor of
speculative gain, and he summoned the full force of the law to judge him. He scoffed at
Tedesco’s assumption that “no one would know the gravity of this misconduct,” and concluded
that “Civil, commercial, and penal laws, will all come together to condemn him.” Indeed, over
the course of 1858, the conflict between Piha and Tedesco traversed British, Austrian, and
Tuscan consular courts in Egypt as both men attempted to harness the legal power available to
them as individuals, as merchants, and as foreign nationals. Claiming these overlapping legal
identities allowed active and strategic individuals such as Piha and Tedesco to mobilize the
consular courts to support their economic endeavors and dissolve their business relationship.
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Alongside the shops, streets, and customs houses of nineteenth century Egypt, the
consular courts emerged as a central venue for negotiating commercial relationships and
articulating social and economic interests. Creditors and debtors, husbands and wives, business
partners and neighbors, all appear in the consular court records as legal and economic actors,
seeking ways to exercise power and agency over their everyday lives by playing the competing
legal systems in Egypt off of each other to try and settle their disputes. Within this commercial
culture, the consular courts functioned as both an institutional space and decipherable language;
competing courts, claims, and narratives created and dissolved commercial possibilities.
This chapter focuses on the intersections between commerce and legal practice for Jews
in Egypt. Although episodic by their nature, the records of the consular courts – the bankruptcy
proceedings, inheritance disputes, debt settlements, and criminal investigations – help reveal the
daily commercial practices of Jews in Egypt as well as the legal and cultural understandings at
their foundation. The history of Livornese Jewish merchants in Alexandria is part of a larger
Mediterranean story, connected to Jewish communities and port cities such as Tunis and
Salonica. Without losing sight of this broader context, this chapter focuses on Alexandria
because of the port city’s rapid economic and demographic transformations during the nineteenth
century, including the marked growth in the number of Jewish merchants from Livorno, as well
as the system of multiple legal regimes in the city.
As the Jews of Livorno created overlapping networks of mobilities, migrations, and
commerce in the modern Mediterranean, they became architects of a trading diaspora, defined by
Phillip Curtin as a group of merchants “linked to one another by several kinds of mutual
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solidarity: common profession, religion, language and so on.” 106 While some European Jewish
historians, such as Jonathan Israel, have characterized trading diasporas as a premodern
phenomenon, I argue that the Jews of Livorno in Egypt demonstrate how trading diasporas were
also a way to be modern. 107 The commercial strategies of Livornese Jews in Alexandria during
the nineteenth century reflected both continuities and changes. Livornese Jewish merchants in
Alexandria relied on older patterns of Mediterranean networks to create new trading
relationships, but in the process, reoriented these networks based on their geographic, legal, and
economic position in Egypt. In Alexandria, Jews traded with Muslims, Greeks, Maltese, British;
however, capital, business partnerships, and loans were often conducted within an ethnoreligious circle. The connections between Livorno and Alexandria did not pass unbroken,
generation to generation, but rather were a series of choices in terms of investments, divisions,
and alliances.
Using the framework of the “trading diaspora” for Livornese Jews in Egypt should not
imply a sense of rootlessness or transience, and this chapter illustrates the ways Livornese Jews
in Egypt became incredibly integrated in their Egyptian surroundings. In studying the role of
Swiss-German entrepreneurs in developing the cotton industry of nineteenth century Naples,
Daniela Caglioti has found that despite their economic investments in the city, the Swiss-German
entrepreneurs “simply did not integrate into the local society.” 108 This was simply not the case
for Livornese Jews in Egypt, who became “local” in their economic and social investments in
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Egypt. Deeply embedded in the political and economic landscape of Alexandria, Tuscan Jews
also relied on their transnational commercial connections with Livorno; Livorno served as a
touchstone of economic resources, information, solidarity, and political status. This becomes
even more striking when we consider that this trading diaspora did not just include Jews who
migrated directly from Livorno to Alexandria, but also those in Alexandria who traced more
tenuous links to Livorno after living for generations in the Ottoman Empire. While historical
sources often leave vague the precise geographical origins of individuals in nineteenth-century
Alexandria, “such criteria of classification and identification acquired increased importance in
the early nineteenth century as a means of network building and instruments for creation of new
solidarities.” 109 In particular, Jews moving through the Egyptian consular court system enacted
their individual movements across the Mediterranean and reinforced dense networks between
port cities such as Livorno and Alexandria.
Matthias Lehmann has pointed out that although a network can be enduring, it is also
unstable and dynamic, and it must be understood as “something that ‘happens’ rather than a
structure that simply ‘is.’” 110 This chapter builds on this conception of networks, focusing on the
consular courts as a site where networks are forged and broken apart. Alongside other economic
strategies, Livornese Jews in Egypt relied on the consular court to widen, solidify, and break the
commercial bonds that connected them to neighbors, family members, and strangers. Relying on
the Tuscan consular court became a shared economic space and practice, even if it was
simultaneously often a forum for conflict and disruption. Looking at the courts underscores that
shared origins or origin story, ethnicity, or religion did not guarantee bonds and how individuals,
109
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confronted the interconnections of trust and vulnerability in carrying out commerce. Conducting
commerce through the consular courts served to root Livornese Jews in their local context, while
also building and defining wider Mediterranean networks.

Alexandria: Mediterranean Port City on the Rise
Throughout the nineteenth century, Egypt emerged as an ever-more critical node in the
circulation of people and commodities across the Mediterranean. Eurocentric histories of Egypt
have often characterized the eighteenth century as a long period of “stagnation” and attributed
the transformation of Egypt to contact with the West, beginning with the brief period of French
occupation (1798-1801). More recent studies have conclusively argued that the period of French
occupation was too brief to have had any real impact on Egypt, and have undermined this stark
contrast between the Ottoman eighteenth century and the modern era in Egypt, tracing “the
existence of sophisticated commercial structures and practices in the economy before 1800,
which facilitated the rise of a more commercialized economy in the nineteenth century.” 111 The
elements of continuity between the Ottoman era and the era of Muhammad ‘Ali’s reign,
however, should not discount the nineteenth century as a period of broad economic, political, and
social transitions in Egypt.
While historians have debated the role of Muhammad ‘Ali (1805-1848) as “the founder
of modern Egypt,” Egypt changed in several critical ways during his long reign. 112 Muhammad
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‘Ali created and maintained a modern conscripted army, reformed systems of education,
taxation, and administration, encouraged foreign immigration, and developed irrigation and canal
systems. Beginning in 1809 and lasting through the 1820s, ‘Ali took control of agriculture in
Egypt; he dictated to peasants the type and quantity of crops to plant, bought the products at
artificially low prices, and then sold them to Europe at market price. 113 There was a marked
increase in agricultural production of exportable cash crops, such as long-fiber cotton, sugar,
indigo, and wheat. Agricultural exports accounted for as much as one-fifth of Muhammad ‘Ali’s
yearly revenues, and as early as 1825, profits from the sale of cotton made up 20 to 25 percent of
the total revenue of Egypt. 114 The role of agricultural exports, particularly of cotton, would play
an even greater role in the Egyptian economy by the mid nineteenth century. Muhammad ‘Ali
set up factories for weaving cotton, jute, silk, and wool, and protected the nascent industries
through tariffs. Even after Muhammad ‘Ali’s “command economy” was abolished in the 1830s,
agricultural exports were a key aspect of Egypt’s integration into the world economy.
Over the course of the nineteenth century, Alexandria developed into a booming port
city, based on its strategic location, infrastructural development, and productive hinterland and
markets. In 1820, the Mahmudiyya Canal was completed, providing Alexandria with fresh water
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from the Nile and helping connect the city with its hinterland, and in 1829, the Liman dockyards
were built and the harbor was deepened to accommodate larger vessels. 115 Historian May Seikaly
notes that Ottoman port cities such as Salonica, Alexandria, Haifa, and Beirut experienced
similar changes over the nineteenth century, including “sharp population growth, the assembling
of many religious and ethnic minorities employed in mercantile professions, and the emergence
of new social groups empowered by wealth.” 116 The population of Alexandria grew rapidly due
to accelerating migration to the city from both other parts of Egypt and from abroad, by some
estimates expanding from 16,000 in 1825 to 200,000 in 1868. 117
Alexandria was home to a diverse and growing number of foreign communities,
particularly from Greece, Italy, Malta, and other parts of the Ottoman Empire. In 1831, Consul
Fantozzi of Naples reported from Alexandria that “the number of Europeans in the city, whether
merchants, shopkeepers, artisans, or other classes has grown here for some years because of the
commercial relations that exist with almost all of Europe. They come, attracted and employed by
the local government in its new institutions, both civil and military, as well as for the numerous
ships, both war and mercantile, that frequent the port.” 118 No less significantly, the Ottoman
capitulations in place granted those who were classified as foreign subjects and protégés
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privileges such as tax exemptions and access to the consular court system. Between 1822 and
1838 the number of European firms carrying on business in Alexandria increased from 16 to 44.
During the 1820s, Egypt’s trade with Europe grew from two million Egyptian pounds to
fifty million Egyptian pounds, and Europe’s share of Egypt’s growing foreign trade rose from an
estimated fourteen percent in 1800 to about fifty percent by mid-century. 119 The conflict between
Muhammad ‘Ali and the Ottoman Empire between 1839 and 1841 disrupted Mediterranean
commerce and caused international controversy, particularly amongst those countries with
commercial interests to protect in the region. 120 In 1838, Britain and the Ottoman Empire signed
the Balta-Liman treaty as part of a larger British policy of “free trade imperialism” that aimed to
abolish “monopolies” throughout the Ottoman Empire, but especially in Egypt. 121 The BaltaLiman treaty opened Ottoman markets to European goods, particularly British textiles. In 1934,
Arthur Redford described the treaty’s profound impact: “The export of plain cotton goods to the
Levant had been greatly stimulated as a result of the Anglo-Turkish Commercial Treaty signed at
Balta-Liman in 1838; and by the middle of the century the Sultan’s dominions were taking more
Manchester piece goods than all the European countries put together.” 122 In exchange for raw
materials, manufactured goods from Europe flooded the Egyptian market. Despite the changing
dynamics of the import and export trade in Egypt, indigenous artisans making commodities such
as shoes, textiles, furniture, brass wares, and pottery still had a share of the market.
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Egypt experienced two economic boom periods in the mid-nineteenth century that
dramatically increased the demand for agricultural products from Egypt. The Crimean War in the
1850s created a strong demand for various cash crops, and cotton shortages caused by the
American Civil War in the 1860s led to increasing demand for Egyptian cotton. Egypt became a
major exporter of cotton to the West. While in 1854 Egypt had been listed as fifteenth as a
source of British imports, in 1864-65 it was third, behind only France and India. 123 Even after the
United States resumed exporting cotton after the end of the Civil War, Egypt’s output of cotton
continued to grow over the next decades. 124 Cotton accounted for over 80 percent of Egyptian
exports, and by the late nineteenth century, much of Egypt’s agriculture was devoted to longstaple cotton, which sometimes replaced food crops. As Roger Owen has posited, with the cotton
boom, each village became linked “directly to the world market, forcing it to live and breathe
according to the dictates of producers and consumers, bankers and politicians far away.” 125
Throughout the nineteenth century, Egypt became an increasingly important participant
in international trade and the world economy. Both Cairo and Alexandria served as critically
important junctures of international exchange and trade. 126 By 1867, Alexandria was served by
no less than fourteen shipping companies. In Alexandria, new jetties, wharves, docks, and
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warehouses were built between 1869 and 1880. Advancements in transportation fundamentally
changed the nature of commerce in Egypt; in particular, the growth of steam ship service in the
1830s and the introduction of a railroad line connecting Cairo and Alexandria in 1854, which
reduced the travel time between the cities to four and a half hours. 127 The increase in the speed
and reliability of communication was also a veritable revolution. A telegraph line was laid
between Alexandria and Cairo in 1854 and then to Europe by the 1860s. By the 1860s, postal
services representing Austria, France, Britain, Russia, Italy, and Greece were operating in
Alexandria in addition to the Egyptian post. In 1820, it took 53 days between dispatching
information from Alexandria and receiving or publishing that information in London; in 1860,
the number of days required dropped to 10, and in 1870 it took just two.128 Trade relations
between Egypt and Europe accelerated even further after the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869.
The Suez Canal, built under the auspices of the French, and taken over by the British in 1875,
dramatically reduced the distances between Western and Eastern ports, and played an especially
critical role in expediting traffic to India. As Egypt became a crossroads for international trade,
Livornese Jews became architects of trading networks that operated in both local and global
registers.

The Jews of Egypt: A Brief Overview
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In 1854, the Romanian Jewish traveler, J.J. Benjamin, recorded his observations of the
Egyptian Jewish community for his readers in Eight years in Asia and Africa from 1846 to 1855.
He wrote: “two Jewish communities exist in Alexandria, of which one is formed by natives, the
other by Italians. The African community consists of about 500 families, the Italian of about
150.” 129 On his visit to Cairo, he again described his discovery of two distinctive Jewish
communities, made up of 6,000 indigenous families and 200-250 Italian families. 130 J.J.
Benjamin overstated and simplified the boundaries that existed amongst the Jews of Egypt.
However, distinguishing between the “native” Jews of Egypt from “other” or “European” Jews in
Egypt was common amongst nineteenth century observers from Europe. In 1839, a group of
Scottish missionaries noted that in Alexandria, one hundred European Jewish families lived
alongside three hundred Egyptian Jewish families. 131 Describing their experience visiting the
“synagogue of the Franks,” the Scottish missionaries wrote, “we found there ten people, three of
which were born in Egypt and dressed in Oriental costume, the others were from Livorno,
Trieste and the other commercial cities of Europe.” 132 With this passage, the Scottish
missionaries pointed out their observations of differences in dress and custom amongst the Jews
of Egypt, and directly suggested the influence of commerce in driving the growth of the Jewish
community.
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During the nineteenth century, the Jewish community of Egypt grew rapidly through
migration from across Europe and the Ottoman Empire. In the mid-nineteenth century, the
Jewish community of Egypt numbered 6,000 to 7,000, growing to 25,000 by 1897. 133 As alluded
to by European travelers, in Egypt there were Jews of diverse origins, rites, places of residence,
languages of choice, nationalities, and occupations, though such differences were routinely
oversimplified. The Jews of Egypt included Jews indigenous to Egypt, a small number of Karaite
Jews, Ashkenazi Jews, and Sephardi Jews. The Sephardi Jews of Egypt included Jews from
southern Europe and the Ottoman Empire, and the Italian Jews made up a distinct subgroup. In
1854, the Italian Jews of Alexandria had even felt strong enough to try to form a communal
structure separate from the official Jewish community. However, they failed to win the necessary
support, and rejoined the Communauté Israélite d’Alexandrie a year later. This paralleled the
efforts of Ashkenazi Jews to found their own community in Cairo throughout the 1850s; these
efforts were finally successful in 1865. Not all of those considered “Livornese” or “Italian” Jews
came to Egypt directly from the Italian peninsula. In fact, many had come from other areas of the
Mediterranean and had acquired Italian nationality along the way or in Egypt; a phenomenon that
will be discussed further in a later chapter. 134 As the chancellor of the Jewish community of
Livorno pointed out to the Tuscan government in 1841, the Tuscan Jews of Egypt “have been
established in Egypt for quite some time,” some were “born there, some migrated directly from
Livorno, and some have obtained a Tuscan passport through their travels.” 135
During the nineteenth century, most of the Jews in Egypt tended to live in the main cities,
Cairo and Alexandria. Small numbers of Jews could also be found in the trading towns in the
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Delta, such as Tanta, Mansoura, Zagazig, and, after the opening of the Suez Canal, in Port Said.
In Cairo, almost all Jews from the Ottoman era until the mid-nineteenth century lived in the
Jewish quarter, the harat al-yahud, with more prosperous families living in larger houses and the
poorer families in crowded, rented apartments. Beginning in the 1860s, individual members of
the wealthiest families began to leave the Jewish quarter to settle in newly developed
neighborhoods to the west and north of the old city specifically designed for Europeans. By the
late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, it was common for the wealthy and middle
class to move to the newly developed suburbs of Cairo, such as Zamalek and Garden City. 136 In
Alexandria, the homes of members of the Jewish community were not concentrated in one
particular quarter as they were in Cairo. The Jews of Alexandria lived in neighborhoods based on
socioeconomic and occupational status, with the Sephardi or Italian Jews often living alongside
other members of foreign communities in the city.
In the early years of the nineteenth century, the Jews of Egypt were largely poor and
concentrated in certain occupations. Edward William Lane, a British Orientalist living in Egypt
between 1825 and 1835, described a Jewish community made up of: “sarrafs (or bankers and
moneylenders) …Some are goldsmiths or silversmiths; and others pursue the trades of retail
grocers or fruiterers, etc. A few of the more wealthy are general merchants,” while many were
paupers. 137 Jews were particularly involved in trading precious metals and stones, fruit, tobacco,
silk, cotton, and cloth, and later sugar, and many operated as money lenders, money changers, or
136
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pawnbrokers. In 1840, Moses Montefiore and Adolph Cremieux, notable representatives of
Western European Jewish communities, travelled across the Middle East after the Damascus
Affair in order to intervene on behalf of their brethren in the Ottoman Empire. Passing through
Egypt on his journey, Montefiore commissioned a census of the Jewish community of
Alexandria. 138 The Montefiore census focused on the economic status of the Jewish community,
classifying individuals into broad, subjective categories of either “rich, medium, or poor.”
According to the census, the rich accounted for only 3.3 percent of total Jewish population; 31.3
percent of the total population had “average wealth,” and more than 65 percent of the population
was considered poor. Although the data from the Montefiore census was vague, the census
clearly suggested the limited wealth and widespread poverty among the Jews of Egypt in 1840.
The economic activities and endeavors of the Jews of Egypt expanded radically in the
second half of the nineteenth century. In his account from 1854, J.J. Benjamin concluded his
section on the Jews of Egypt on this note: “with regard to the general condition of the Jews in
Egypt, I will only add that our brethren live happily there under the present Government and
enjoy every privilege. They trade with all countries of Europe – particularly with England and
even with the farthest parts of the world. There are many very rich bankers among them. I
believe they owe all the privileges they enjoy to the great influence of the European consuls.” 139
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, there were a few notable Jewish families, such as the
Tilches, the Aghions, and the Addas, that became prominent through the expanding trade with
Europe. This trend extended even wider as the century progressed. The overall growth in Egypt’s
economy attracted many entrepreneurs, merchants, and traders from across the Mediterranean,
including increasing numbers of Jewish immigrants. Many of these Jewish immigrants engaged
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in importing European manufactured goods and exporting Egyptian cotton and textiles. 140
During this period, some Sephardi families already established in Egypt such as the Cattaouis,
Mosseris, de Menasces, Suareses, and Rolos, were able to use their experience as humble
moneylenders to enter modern banking and international trade. 141 In the mid-to-late nineteenth
century, prominent Jewish families also invested in cotton gins, tobacco, sugar refineries, and
railways in Egypt. 142 Beginning in 1858, foreigners were permitted to acquire land in the
Ottoman Empire, which opened up many opportunities for investment; they tended to not
purchase large tracts of land, but urban property and real estate. 143 However, the large majority
of Jews in Egypt were not part of upper-class families of merchants, bankers, entrepreneurs, or
professionals. The Jews of Egypt also worked as shop owners, commercial agents, brokers,
craftsman, peddlers, clerks, or shop assistants. 144

Converging Networks: The Jews from Livorno and Trade between Tuscany and Egypt
In 1818, Champion, the Austrian vice-consul in Alexandria, mused to the Governor of
Livorno: “every day the arrival of Tuscan subjects grows, and by now they have built in this
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market various commercial firms.” 145 In a series of letters from 1823, Champion was able to
report to the Governor of Livorno that the commercial ties between Egypt and Tuscany were
growing stronger, writing that “major commercial activity between Egypt with Tuscany is
progressing, and Tuscan navigation has been advanced in Egypt as Your Excellency wished.” 146
He was optimistic that Tuscany could use Alexandria as a base for Tuscan ships and merchants,
and encouraged the Tuscan government to take measures that would facilitate the Tuscan
merchant marine’s full participation in a commerce of triangulation around the Mediterranean.
Although efforts to build up the Tuscan merchant marine met with limited success, a growing
number of Tuscan merchants established themselves and their commercial ventures in Egypt in
the nineteenth century.
From the early to mid-nineteenth century, Livorno served as an important node of
exchange for carrying out commerce in the Mediterranean involving Egypt. From data collected
by the port of Livorno, the early nineteenth century saw a dramatic increase in the number of
large trading ships arriving in the port from Egypt. While from 1780 to 1789, the annual average
number of ships arriving in Livorno from Egypt was twenty-one, in the period from 1816 to
1825, there was an annual average of ninety ships arriving from Egypt. 147 In 1838, Tuscan
consul De Rossetti reported that a Tuscan ship was engaging in regular maritime service between
Alexandria and Constantinople, leaving every twenty days and “transporting people and
merchandise and postal service.” 148 The success of this service led De Rossetti to order the
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building of two more Tuscan ships to engage in “similar service” around the Mediterranean.
Expanding commercial linkages between Tuscany and Egypt meant that Tuscany was also an
important participant in the growing import-export trade of Egypt. In 1823, the total amount of
Egyptian imports from Europe was 2,888,552 Spanish dollars, of which 131,222 was from
England, 300,157 was from the Adriatic, 504,690 was from Turkey, and the largest amount was
from Livorno – 769,801. 149 The total amount of Egyptian exports was 5,518,870 Spanish dollars,
of which 186,439 went to Great Britain; 593,286 to Marseilles; 736,721 to Syria; 949,520 to
Livorno; and 1,252,676 to Constantinople. There were certainly fluctuations in the trade between
Tuscany and Egypt; in his report to the British Minister of Foreign Affairs, John Bowring noted
a slight decline in their exchanges beginning in 1826. However, Livorno functioned as a center
of redistribution in Mediterranean trade. While the exchange of cotton or grain for manufactured
goods played in important role in the commerce carried out between Livorno and Alexandria,
there was in fact a wide variety of goods exchanged between the two ports. During an 1830
sailing of a brig departing from Livorno and bound for Alexandria, the goods onboard included:
hats, shoes, bundles of iron, wax candles, marble columns, tables, knick-knacks, black pepper
from Spain, wood, paper, and clothes. 150
Although the nineteenth century could be overall characterized as a period of growth for
the commerce of Alexandria, it was certainly not growth that was untempered. As Robert
Thurburn, the British consul in Alexandria, explained in 1838, “the trade of Egypt…has
experienced very great fluctuations, which have proceeded partly from political causes and partly
from the internal regulations of the local government.” 151 In particular, periodic outbreaks of
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plague or cholera had devastating effects on the activity of Mediterranean ports, bringing about
“a general languor” and “the serious deterioration of commercial affairs.” 152 Outbreaks of
cholera in Egypt in 1831 and 1848 and of plague in 1834-1835 led to a staggering loss of life in
Cairo and Alexandria and caused the complete and utter stagnation of commerce. 153 The
correspondence between the Tuscan consuls in Egypt and the Tuscan government was dominated
by these concerns of public health, by reports of outbreaks of plague or reassurances that all was
proceeding normally. In 1837, the Tuscan consul De Rossetti, observed with some disbelief: “It
is truly incomprehensible that in Europe, with so many reports that should be able to thoroughly
explain the situation in Egypt, where one could say there is nothing other than misery, Europeans
generally believe that they will all die rich and well-to-do in Egypt. The dead son of the doctor
Luigi Minutelli left only a small amount of effects and goods that altogether were not sufficient
to cover his debts.” 154 De Rossetti observed that although Europeans continued to come to
Egypt even during difficult times in the hope of improving their personal situation, believing
they would gain wealth and fortune, it was far more likely that they would die with debts.
Records from the consular courts reveal migrants to Egypt caught up in the tension of
reconciling the struggle of daily life with their previous hopeful expectations, bumping up
against the boundaries of commercial risks and opportunities.
In Egypt, Jewish merchants, brokers, and bankers were at the forefront of establishing a
trade diaspora with ever-denser connections between Alexandria and Livorno. When Raphael
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Loria decided to move to Livorno in 1817 and establish a commissions firm under “my name
only” after many years of working for the Fratelli Loria and Tilche firm in Alexandria, he
declared that he still “conserved my established business relationships in Egypt,” and confidently
proclaimed that his contacts and experience abroad would guide his judgement towards
success. 155 Jewish merchants in Livorno often redistributed goods from Egypt through Livorno,
especially in serving as the partners or agents of foreign firms. However, it is important not to
distort the degree of Jewish presence in Mediterranean commerce; Jewish merchants were one of
several trading diasporas, particularly the Greek and Armenian, operating in Alexandria during
the mid-nineteenth century. According to Bowring’s report, the list of seventy-two merchants
active in Alexandria in 1837 included fourteen merchants who were Tuscan protégés or subjects,
eleven of whom were Jews, such as “the Brothers Castro, Levantine Merchants, Tuscan
protégés” and “Montecorboli and Co., Tuscan merchants.” 156
On April 20, 1830, prominent Tuscan merchants in Alexandria, many of whom were
Jews from Livorno, sent a letter to the Tuscan consul protesting “unfair” custom charges in
Egypt; there was a general tariff, common to Austrians and Tuscans, and then an extra tariff for
Tuscan subjects. The merchants asserted, “Tuscan subjects cultivate the richest part of commerce
of Egypt and form the majority of customs…we should enjoy same privileges as all other
merchants without distinction.” 157 In their petition, the Tuscan merchants inflated their
importance in the commercial activity of Egypt in order to strengthen their argument and
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encourage the Tuscan consul to intercede on their behalf. However, in their exaggeration about
Tuscan participation in Egyptian commerce, there were also kernels of truth – Tuscan merchants
made up a conspicuous commercial element in Alexandria. While most historians discuss the
system of capitulations in terms of privileging “foreigners” as a general category, this petition
shows that there was a regional dimension as well. The Tuscan merchants built their petition on
the understanding of themselves and their rights as specifically Tuscan subjects, and created a
link between their Tuscan status and potential economic opportunities.
Many of the commercial firms that Jewish merchants formed (and dissolved) in
Alexandria had explicit connections with commercial firms in Livorno. As Tuscan subjects
living in Egypt, Jews from Livorno were uniquely positioned to join “preexisting commercial
networks,” even if bonds of trust were not necessarily automatic among coreligionists. 158 In
1857, Moise Curiat and Aron Vitali submitted a contract to the Tuscan consulate in Alexandria
in order to establish a new joint business venture, a commissions firm with branches in Livorno,
Alexandria, and Cairo. 159 The members of the firm had different spending allowances; “in order
to balance the major deprivations of the sojourn and the major connections of Egypt,” Salomon
Vitali received 30,000 piaster for Cairo, and Moise Curiat and Aron Vitali received 15,000 each
for Alexandria, and 12,000 piaster went to Angiolo Garsin in Livorno. 160 The structure of the
Vitali Curiat firm implies that although the firm would conduct commerce in and between all
three cities, Alexandria and Cairo were prioritized.
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Relationships of family and commerce in Egypt often formed around past or present
connections to Livorno; as Tilly has argued, migration involved the “negotiation of new
relationships both within and across networks.” 161 Yet, the networks and connections of
Livornese Jews in Egypt could also dissolve or diverge. After Angelo Lusena closed branches of
his import-export firm in Livorno and Alexandria, he established a new commercial firm with
branches in Livorno and Trieste, focusing on opening up his trading networks to the Adriatic and
Central Europe through Trieste. However, he remained one of the principal shareholders of the
Leoncalvo commercial house in Alexandria, and he appointed agents in Alexandria to direct the
firm’s affairs “for all of Italy and Trieste.” 162 Records from the consular courts and the Chamber
of Commerce of Livorno reveal that Jews in Livorno often served as limited partners and
investors of capital for the firms of Jewish merchants in Egypt.
Despite the declining position of Livorno in international trade, Jewish merchants
throughout the Mediterranean relied on exchanges with Livorno as the basis of their commercial
pursuits. As a long-established center of trade in the Mediterranean, Livorno served as an
important source not only of goods, but also credit, capital, and insurance. During the 1820s and
1830s, there were a growing number of new insurance companies based in Livorno, and a large
number of commercial firms conducting international trade from Alexandria used Livornese
insurance companies. 163 Livorno was also a significant node in the circulation of bills of
exchange and promissory notes in the Egyptian market. The circulation of bills of exchange,
which often involved the exchange of two or more currencies between two or more markets and
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two or more merchants, was fraught with risks, uncertainty, and complications. In one of many
suits of payment in the consular court records, Meyer and Lieber, merchants in Livorno, sought
payment for a bill of exchange issued to Isaac Ventura, a Livornese merchant currently residing
in Alexandria. 164 Isaac Ventura protested that he had already paid the note through J. Belimbau
in Livorno, and argued that moreover, he was not a merchant by profession and therefore could
not be held accountable in the courts by the Code of Commerce for these practices. For his part,
J. Belimbau denied paying for the note, and Meyer and Lieber countered that Ventura was
indeed a merchant, having bought and sold goods, and a negligent one at that, for leaving
Livorno without appointing a representative for his obligations. The conflict between Meyer and
Lieber and Ventura hints at the vast financial infrastructure of Livorno and the crucial role
Livornese merchants and bankers continued to play in international commerce.
Although Jewish firms in Egypt traded often with Livorno, they certainly did not do so
exclusively. Jewish commercial firms in Alexandria often sought ways to establish themselves in
the routes that were acquiring more importance in Mediterranean trade, particularly in exploring
trade with England, either through Livorno or directly. Many Livornese Jews in Alexandria were
involved in commerce as brokers and commission agents, working both on their own behalf and
for other merchants. The inheritance proceedings of Tuscan merchant Sabato Montecorboli
demonstrate the confluence of entangled trading routes in Alexandria. While he was alive,
Montecorboli had served as representative for a British firm in Egypt, Linder and Carter. At the
time of his death in 1848, Montecorboli owed customs 5,311 Egyptian piasters. He had a
shipment of goods from Livorno, along with a shipment of goods from Liverpool, both for his
own behalf, and goods from Malta purchased on behalf of another merchant, all stuck in the
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customs house. In his sequestered warehouse, the consular assessors found a large quantity of
promissory notes, seventeen barrels of sugar, two barrels of tin, three casks of water, three cases
of paint, and tapestries, which gives a sense of the diversity of Montecorboli’s commercial
exchanges. 165

The Consular Court: A Site of Exchange and Commercial Practice
In Egypt, consular courts emerged as critical institutions for regulating, moderating, and
policing the marketplace. As Francesca Trivellato has pointed out, the market functioned both as
a “physical location” and an “ongoing process of negotiation,” that “created new opportunities
for encounters and cross-cultural fertilization.” 166 The consular courts acquired a meaning well
beyond their physical location as a forum of “negotiation” and “encounters,” a site of
possibilities and disappointments. In the consular courts, people with certain knowledge,
languages, and status often attempted to navigate the overlapping codes and laws of the courts in
order to reconcile and regulate their commercial transactions and relationships. As they went
about their lives in Egypt, many individuals would find themselves intermittently passing
through the space of the consulate, navigating the various seals, signatures, and procedures of
officialdom. Called in to testify in a case before the Tuscan consulate court, Sabato Soschino, a
young small-time trader, said, “I have no idea [why I am here]…I don’t have any debts and I
don’t have any complaints against me. 167 This small exchange captured Sabato Soschino’s basic
assumptions about the typical function of the consular courts as a place for resolving social and
165
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economic conflicts, particularly regarding the payment of debts. Sabato Soschino found himself
caught in the interrogatory crosshairs of a court case, which was not necessarily a comfortable
position, and his surprise as to his presence in the courtroom is indicative that the legal system
was not always a consistent point of focus in the daily lives of Jews in Egypt.
In recent studies of the modern Mediterranean, scholars such as Jessica Marglin and Julia
Clancy Smith have pointed out how the existence of multiple legal systems opened up avenues
for individuals to “forum shop” or turn to competing legal authorities in order to potentially
attain more beneficial outcomes. 168 In Morocco, Jessica Marglin has found that Jewish
merchants felt comfortable using Islamic law and appearing before the shariʽa court as well as
the consular courts and Jewish court; Jews had “privileged access to the full range of institutions
that made up Morocco’s legal system” during the nineteenth century. 169 In Egypt, there was a
remarkably complex system of overlapping legal authorities in place. In addition to the numerous
religious courts and consular courts, mixed commercial courts were instituted in 1826 and
reconstituted in 1842 to adjudicate commercial disputes between indigenous merchants or
between indigenous merchants and foreign traders. The mixed commercial courts ruled based on
a version of French commercial and civil law, and were not presided over by a qadi, but by a
board of local and foreign merchants and chaired by a state functionary. 170 While traditional
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interpretations of the mixed commercial courts assumed that they replaced shariʽa law, more
recently, historians such as Khaled Fahmy, Rudolph Peters, and Liat Kozma have shown that
beginning in the 1840s, a parallel system of modern police stations, commercial courts, and
councils supplemented, but did not fully replace shariʽa law in Egypt. 171 The main struggle of the
mixed commercial courts was to establish their jurisdiction amongst the various legal authorities.
In one case, an Ottoman plaintiff suing a French protégé was awarded a payment of 38,000
piasters by the court. The defendant fled to the protection of the consul, and the court had to then
ask the French consul to hand the defendant over to the police, because it was impossible to
override the authority of the consulate. 172
Although “forum shopping” can sometimes imply rational, seemingly omnipotent
historical actors, Jessica Marglin and Ido Shahar each point out the contingency and uncertainty
involved in this process; individuals did not always know the outcome of their legal affairs or
which court would best support their interests at the outset. 173 In Egypt, Jewish merchants most
often relied on the consular courts to pursue legal action in commercial affairs, so long as they
could establish their foreign protection or nationality, a process which will be discussed in
greater detail in the following chapter. Jewish merchants frequently turned to the consular court
despite the time, expense, and uncertainty involved. Jews also held a prominent role as
merchant-assessors in the Tuscan consular court. Access to the consular courts also gave foreign
subjects and protégés the legal recourse to bring suits against the local government, particularly
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with regard to the payment of customs. Since many merchants bought and sold on credit and
exchanged bills of exchange and goods across great distances, the court system played a crucial
role in underpinning the risks of international commerce.
In the marketplace of the consular courts, merchants frequently debated the price and
quality of goods, protested damages to goods during transport, and contested delivery
arrangements. For example, when Leone Dello Strologo brought a suit to the consular courts
against Elia Vita Halfon for the rejected delivery of an order of eighty-four handkerchiefs of
Indian silk, Halfon brought forward a countersuit that the handkerchiefs were not made of silk
from India, but rather a mixed blend of silk and cotton from France – the lower price they would
fetch in the market did not justify the formerly agreed upon price. 174 And after a few men made
away with a cart laden with a bale of Indian textiles worth 13,000 piasters and conspired to sell
the stolen goods, the assessors of the consular court worked to gather testimony and track down
the stolen goods. 175 In 1831, broker Jacob Nunes Vais complained to the consular courts that he
was still waiting to be paid from a lawsuit from the previous year, objecting that “neither jewelry
nor gold nor silver nor mortgages, rental agreements, nor transfer in receivables; neither in
goods, coffee, iron, paper, manufactures, silk, linen, or indigo”; this list of possible forms of
payment alludes to the wide variety of goods that could be exchanged through the consular
courts alongside the market. 176
In the wider marketplace, Jews in Egypt navigated different social groups, power
relations, and rivalries. Their appeals to the consular court often captured the complex alliances
and divisions created during frequent exchanges among economic actors. In 1855, Rahamin
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Cesana, who we’ve seen inherited his status as a Tuscan subject from his father, relied on the
consular courts to resolve the entanglements of several contentious commercial relationships.
Based in Alexandria, Cesana established a commercial firm for the “buying and selling of
products of Egypt for commissions and for his own benefit,” and recruited Ibrahim Romano, a
Jewish Austrian protégé living in Tanta, a town located on the railway line connecting
Alexandria and Cairo, to assist him in this venture.177 However, according to Cesana, Romano
violated their contract fairly quickly; Ibrahim Romano was obliged to send cotton to Cesana right
away, and then after thirty-one days, he was to come personally to Alexandria to give a
reckoning of accounts for all merchandise sent and to receive accounts of all the articles sold. 178
Cesana took to the consular courts to liquidate their affairs, since Romano had not fulfilled either
of his duties, sending only a small quantity of cotton to Cesana and never arriving in Alexandria.
Romano protested that the contract should not be dissolved, insisting that he was in the process
of setting off for Alexandria when he was struck by an illness and could no longer travel. 179 This
incident reveals the delicate and necessary relationship between agents in the countryside and
merchants in Alexandria in order to support a commercial venture in the port city; merchants
relied on their brokers as “crucial links through which networks of information, market
opportunities and personal contacts flowed.” 180
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Many of the Livornese Jews in Alexandria made up part of this network of brokers or
commission agents in Egypt. Conducting commerce in either local or foreign markets depended
on making judgements about international patterns of supply and demand and understanding
broader fluctuations in prices of currencies and commodities, and commercial firms needed
“trustworthy” brokers or commission agents in order to navigate their varied and complicated
transactions. The client or firm commissioned the buying and selling of merchandise or currency
of interest to him, and then the broker carried out these orders, charging credit and issuing bills
of exchange in his client’s name, and keeping the agreed commission. 181 Historian Elena
Frangakis-Syrett describes a process of overlapping chains of brokers by which the sales of
imported goods, generally made on credit, were conducted by the European merchant’s broker,
who then dealt with the street or Ottoman buyer’s broker. 182 A good broker understood local and
foreign markets, and relied on not only their knowledge and judgement, but also on their
personal relationships and distant contacts in order to carry out their exchanges.
Following the traces of one commission agent, Jacob Nunes Vais, through the consular
courts in 1830, sheds light on the complicated role of commission agents as commercial
intermediaries in Egypt. In 1830, Nunes Vais protested the actions of the firm Loria and Tilche.
Nunes Vais had expected the delivery of a large shipment of coral to him in Alexandria, which
he would then send to Cairo on behalf of Graziadio Suares. Instead, Loria and Tilche had sent
the coral directly to Cairo. 183 The consular courts ruled that Loria and Tilche were “within their
rights to send the coral to Cairo, as long as they informed [Nunes Vais],” since Cairo was a more
suitable market for a large order of coral, and it would have been ill-advised to send it to
181
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Alexandria and then to Cairo considering the risks of navigation. Perhaps the most damaging
conclusion the consular court reached was that “Suares and Nunes Vais seem to lack total
expertise in the trade of coral.” Amidst the risks and uncertainties of commerce, brokers operated
at a critical juncture in the exchange of goods and information. A few months later, Nunes Vais
once more found himself in a defensive position in the consular courts. Emanuello Rosselli,
acting on behalf of David Ventura in Cairo, protested that he had not received large pieces of
marble he had imported from Livorno for a fountain. Nunes Vais had received the eleven boxes
containing the marble and deposited them outside the customshouse to await transport, only to
find later that two of the large packages had disappeared. Nunes Vais, denied responsibility,
calling in multiple merchants and brokers to testify that packages of large weight and volume,
especially those destined for Cairo, were typically left outside of the customs house, which was
generally understood to be more secure than an interim private warehouse. 184 Rosselli countered
by arguing that Nunes Vais had committed a cardinal sin, for according to the Code of
Commerce, a broker should give goods in his possession “all the care for their conservation as a
diligent father for his family.”
In sorting out business entanglements and relationships, the consular courts helped create
and set the expectations of a commercial culture and its operations in the market. In his conflict
with Nunes Vais, Rosselli complained that he was sick of “libel after libel, copy after copy, case
after case, and demand after demand.” In fact, the duration and complexities of court cases could
be a drain on the resources, finances, and relationships of merchants. Yet, the ability to use and
appeal to the court systems was a formative aspect of the commercial culture of European Jews
in Egypt during the nineteenth century. Between 1853 and 1859, a contentious fight between the
184
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firms of Hakim Figli, Tuscan bankers, and Fratelli Busnach, French merchants, swept across
Tuscan and French consular courts in Egypt and various courts of appeal in Aix, Marseilles,
Lucca, and Florence. In the court case(s), the delivery of a large quantity of grain from the
warehouses of the viceroy of Egypt became the frontispiece for examining the parameters of
carrying out commerce in Alexandria. 185 On December 16, 1852, Hakim Figli left an order with
their warehouse to deliver the quantity of grain to a buyer, Servadio; however, Servadio, facing
insolvency, transferred the order to Casdagli, which was then transferred to Fratelli Busnach.
When the merchants of the Busnach firm tried to retrieve the quantity of grain, they were
rebuffed time and again. Busnach asserted that not only commercial codes had to be taken into
consideration, but also “customs of the market of Alexandria.” For Hakim, the fact that the goods
came from Abbas Pasha, rather than from a different seller, meant that if it was unclear if the
order was transferrable; however, Busnach, in his case, provided testimony from bankers,
merchants, and brokers of Alexandria about the common and well-acknowledged practice of
transferring a contract of sale or an order to another merchant or broker in order to settle a debt.
Typically, deliveries were carried out without a care in this situation, although there were
exceptions, such as when the “cession is not accepted by the first seller” or “when the first buyer
hasn’t already paid the price or signed the delivery,” then the seller wasn’t obligated to turn over
the goods because the buyer had contracted a debt with him. Significantly, custom in the market
of Alexandria stood alongside legal doctrines in untangling the actions and responsibilities of
Hakim and Busnach. In determining whether the order was or was not transferrable, the courts
debated the extent to which exchanges were a function of money and thus always fungible, or the
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extent to which they were embedded in and determined by unique relationships. For the courts,
the crux of the issue was determining what role Hakim played in the transaction, whether he was
acting as the seller or as an agent. Based on the evidence and testimony, the consular courts
finally ruled that Hakim was acting for the seller, Abbas Pasha, as a broker, and therefore was
obligated to deliver the grain to whoever was holding the order; declaring that “it is well-known
in this market that the same person can often be a banker, merchant, and broker.” With this
ruling, the courts acknowledged the multiple roles and experiences commercial actors could have
in different transactions, or even in the same transaction, as they carried out international trade.

Narratives of Commercial Conflict: Agency, Reputation, and the Breakdown of Trust

The legal conflicts between Jewish merchants in the consular courts reflected and caused
fractures in commercial relationships. While economic historians have considered the growth of
impersonal markets as the hallmark of economic development in the modern era, the consular
court records reveal that extended family and kinship networks continued to be an important
source of trust, information, and capital in commercial enterprises in Egypt throughout the
nineteenth century. 186 Jews in Egypt traded with and pursued legal action against people across
boundaries of religion, ethnicity, or nationality. However, they often continued to create business
partnerships and exchange capital along ethnic and religious lines. This “ethnic ecosystem” was
never exclusive and unchanging, as participants in networks both supported each other and fell
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out with each other. 187 Trust was a practice that was undergirded by the possibility of betrayal,
and the consular courts became a space of narrating these conflicts. 188
In fact, legal action against family members was not uncommon. In 1859, Isaac Ventura
approached the consulate with a series of legal actions against his brother, David, claiming a
large debt based on various commercial operations he had mishandled. David was living in
Alexandria, and serving as an agent for Isaac in Livorno in an import and export firm. 189 Isaac
Ventura explained to the courts that he had “approached [David] multiple times directly and
through friends,” but “he has maintained an incongruous silence.” While Isaac had tried to
appeal to resolve the conflict outside of the court system, he felt constrained to bring their
conflict before the court because he could no longer prolong his stay in Alexandria due to “the
caprice or eccentricity of David Ventura.” In building his case against David, Isaac Ventura
submitted a private letter he had sent to his brother, in which he inquired after specific goods he
had sent to Egypt, noted that David had “[sold goods] without consulting me,” and found that he
had made intentional errors in his accounting. 190 David’s silence and accounting mistakes
compounded the already risky business of exchanging goods between two markets, and for Isaac,
the brothers were no longer functioning as either brothers or business partners working for their
“mutual benefit.” Although Isaac did not shy away from mentioning family connections between
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him and David, he subsumed this relationship under their business partnership, flattening the
complicated elements of their relationship into a legally intelligible difference of accounts. 191
In the consular courts, Jewish merchants searched for strategies to navigate and explain
difficult times. On July 6, 1855, Graziadio Suares wrote a heartfelt letter to the consulate:
“Because of the terrible losses that I have had in commerce…I have decided to leave Alexandria
for the moment… I am extremely regretful to have left my affairs in this state, but I have been
obligated by the fear and continuous torment of my creditors, and above all the hope of finding
in Livorno the support that will free me from my misfortunes. My hope is that my creditors will
wait for my news.” 192 By sending a direct letter to the consulate, Suares framed himself as an
honest and desperate merchant battered by changing fortunes. For Suares, who was part of an
established Livornese Jewish merchant family, returning to Livorno offered him the potential
access to credit and goods that would allow him to gain financial solvency. However, by leaving
Alexandria, he relinquished any role he might play in the bankruptcy proceedings. Suares’
bankruptcy illustrates how individuals could struggle with and against legal customs, for
although he confessed his financial difficulties to the consulate, he also exercised his personal
mobility to escape the consequences.
By leaving Alexandria, Suares physically moved himself outside the purview of the legal
regime in Egypt. The tribunal convened by the Tuscan consulate concluded: Suares “has
distanced himself from his obligations and duties…His irregular accounting, as well as his
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departure from Egypt shows an evidently intentional attempt to defraud those who had placed
their faith in him - Suares doesn’t deserve anything.” As Suares’ business relationships fractured
and dissolved, so did his marriage, and Rosa Solal came forward against him in the courts as a
creditor. Although her initial claims were rejected by the appointed manager of the bankruptcy,
she continued to bring lawsuits and appeals to the consular court for over five years in order to
claim the large dowry and precious jewelry she had brought to the marriage. As we have seen,
for Jewish merchants from Livorno, marriage strategies went hand in hand with business
strategies as sources of capital and business connections. 193 When the manager claimed that a
Jewish divorce could not have been granted without settling the question of the dowry, the head
rabbi of Livorno, Abram Piperno, testified that the dowry’s restitution had never taken place, and
the consulate court ultimately ruled in her favor. 194 Rosa Solal had legal recourses available to
her as a woman and wife, but her voice in court was represented by her father, and she occupies
a liminal place in the consular records.
Jewish merchants often navigated the labyrinth of lawsuits and appeals of the consular
court system to posit self-representations as social and economic actors. As Francesca Trivellato
has argued, even though “ethno-religious networks facilitated circulation of information and
credit,” an “individual’s creditworthiness and business proficiency (rather than religion) dictated
his standing.” 195 Even as transnational trade widened and personal knowledge of one’s business
partners became more tenuous, a merchant’s identity was built upon his reputation for being
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capable and trustworthy. In this environment, a merchant’s reputation carried with it tangible
value in the marketplace and could be attacked or buttressed in the courts. In a prolonged lawsuit
between Angelo Tedesco and a dismissed employee of his bank, Elia Montefiore, both imbued
vitriolic attacks on the other’s personal and economic character with legal meanings. Montefiore
noted furiously the high stakes of this court case for him, since Tedesco had charged in private
correspondence, public arguments, and consular documents that Montefiore did not know how to
conduct business correspondence, handle accounting, or approach commerce with the “right
attitude and habits.” 196 Montefiore claimed he had been wronged not only on the basis of his
employment contract, but also because of Tedesco’s public and damaging accusations of
“incompetence.” Montefiore insisted vociferously on his capability; pointing to his experience
managing “different commercial ventures with satisfaction.” He asserted that “even without
being an eminent banker,” he was capable of managing a bank, and that Tedesco was the one
with the “difficult character” for he was not the only employee dismissed only six months after
the bank had been established. 197 Even though he was an employee of a bank and not an
“eminent banker,” Montefiore felt justified in using the courts as a forum for self-defense and
refused to accept his adversary’s dangerous characterizations.
As the arguments that had taken place in the bank were transposed into legal skirmishes in
court, Tedesco also sought to wrest control of the case. He claimed that Montefiore had filled the
accounting books with “errors on top of errors” that had endangered the future prospects of the
firm. Consular court cases were adjudicated in courts of the defendant, and because Tedesco was
a native of Trieste and an Austrian subject, the case initially appeared before the Austrian
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court. 198 The Austrian court examined the books and papers of the firm, but since they couldn’t
find enough errors to prove the incapability of Montefiore, they ultimately ruled (in Italian, one
of the official languages of the Egyptian legal system) that Montefiore had a right to an
indemnity for his dismissal but not for moral damages suffered. However, when Tedesco brought
a countersuit against Montefiore in the Tuscan court, the Tuscan consulate ruled against him.
From examining the consular court records, it seems that the court systems did not rule
dramatically in favor of their own subjects, but were rather fairly equitable, since many
defendants tended to lose. 199 After Tedesco lost his suit in the Tuscan courts, he attempted to use
any other legal recourse available to him. He filed an appeal in front of a tribunal in Trieste, and
said the ruling in the consular courts was invalid, since he was actually an “English subject and it
is never said that a judgement of this consulate can condemn a subject belonging to another
nation.” As a native of Trieste who frequently brought made use of the Austrian consulate in
Alexandria, his pretense to English subjecthood was dubious. After also losing this appeal,
Tedesco claimed that the crux of the case was actually “libel and defamation,” and filed a motion
against Montefiore in a criminal tribunal. Perceiving his commercial practices to be attacked on
all sides, Tedesco employed strategies of forum shopping made possible by the court system in
the Mediterranean in order to defend his interests. Both Tedesco and Montefiore’s legal
arguments rested on the idea of reputation, and merchants used the court system with a frequency
that was in tension to the court’s potential to expose an individual to criticism or conflict. While
it remains unclear from the sources what impact Tedesco’s had on his relationships, they seem to
be part of a larger bundle of unfortunate affairs; in 1859, he declared bankruptcy.
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***

The transnational connections that linked Livorno and Alexandria as nodes of migration
also reinforced ties between the two port cities in commerce. In the consular courts, the legal and
economic practices of Livornese Jewish merchants intersected. In Alexandria, the consular
courts emerged as a place to negotiate commercial relationships and redefine, dissolve, and
create trading networks. Examining Livornese Jewish merchants within this space allows the
historian to capture the unstable nature of ethnic trading networks, as well as the selfrepresentations of Jewish merchants in Alexandria. The consular court system and the way it was
used by merchants was built on an understanding of access and status. The next chapter will
untangle the complicated and overlapping political, legal, and economic systems in Egypt, and
examine on the meaning of claiming citizenship and foreign status in the Egyptian context.
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Chapter Four
Boundaries of Belonging: Livornese Jews and the Meaning of Italian Citizenship in Egypt

In 1892, the governor of Suez, Rashed Mohammed, issued a direct ultimatum to the local
Italian vice-consul: produce documents within twenty-four hours that proved the Italian
citizenship of Moise Scemess, or else “an Italian citizen will become a local subject.” 1 Moise
Scemess, a small-time trader, first came to the attention of local authorities when he sold salted
fish imported from Europe; local authorities disputed the amount of duties he paid because his
status as a “foreigner” in Egypt was questionable. The governor of Suez argued that according to
a decree issued in Egypt in December 1888, those “dependent on a foreign power did not ‘have
the quality of a foreign protégé’” if they were not in possession of the right documentation. He
then further insisted that “Schemess cannot be considered Italian because he is Jewish…it would
be as illogical as it were wrong.” 2 The Italian vice-consul responded forcefully to both charges.
For one, Scemess was not a protégé but an Italian citizen (cittadino), and as an Italian subject
(sudditto), he possessed a certificate of nationality and had been inscribed without issue in the
consular registers, which ought to be proof enough of his status. Moreover, the vice-consul
asserted, “if he is of the Jewish religion it is no reason to argue that he is not Italian. There have
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been many Jews living here for many years who are Italian and never before have they had to
prove their nationality with documents.” 3
In this tug of war, local authorities and consular officials wrangled over the status of a
single person, Moise Scemess, and struggled over who had the right to define Scemess and his
legal identity. Classifying an individual as either “local” or “foreign” in Egypt had direct
economic and legal implications, as did questions of the precise meaning of terms like protégé,
citizen, and subject. In the debate, both sides mobilized Moise Scemess’ religion as evidence of
his “status”; his Jewishness was either proof that he could be firmly declared Italian or a sign that
his origins and attachments were indeterminable. Throughout the skirmishes over his status,
Moise Scemess’ voice remains opaque, his life and experiences flattened into the legal language
of authorities. The case of Moise Scemess was one of many such affairs of “contested
nationality” involving Jews in nineteenth century Egypt. Individuals, communities, and political
authorities repeatedly grappled with the social, economic, and legal significance of nationality
and citizenship, while the flexibility of these categories allowed individuals to use them
instrumentally and situationally in their everyday lives.
In nineteenth century Egypt, the boundaries among different groups of people were often
fluid and ambiguous. Historian Shana Minkin argues that while studies of Egypt often place
terms such as “foreign” and “local” in sharp dichotomy, in actuality the meaning of these terms
changed constantly depending on an individual’s situations, circumstances, and choices. 4 In
some movements or activities around the city, individuals could be neither local nor foreign,
while in others they could be both at the same time. Minkin posits that it is helpful to define
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“local” beyond the categories of nationality, and rather understand it in terms of being
economically or socially invested in Egypt. 5 Robert Vitalis defines “local capital” as “investment
originating inside Egypt whose relevant horizons are primarily the Egyptian market,” and asserts
that individuals could be defined as “local” even though they many have carried difference kinds
or passports or claimed a variety of national identities. 6 Based on this definition, Italian Jews
were “local” in their commitment to building a life in Egypt – to pursuing their businesses, work,
property, and relationships within their surrounding environment. And yet foreign status was an
undeniable thread in the fabric of the daily life of many Jews in Egypt and provided many
advantages. If Jewish individuals or families could at times ignore or cast aside their “foreign”
status, they could also parlay the status into action or rely on it indirectly as security or
insurance.
Scholars of citizenship in Europe have often focused on understanding citizenship as the
formal membership of an individual within a modern nation state, often deeply connected to both
inclusionary and exclusionary impulses. 7 Citizenship was not only a category defined by the
state, but also a series of relationships between the state and individual citizens, individual
citizens with each other, and citizens with outsiders. Citizenship could be “thin,” involving few
rights and obligations, or “thick,” including a substantial amount of transactions, interactions,
rights, and obligations. 8 Scholars such as John Torpey and Gérard Noiriel have stressed the
connection between identity, citizenship, and documentation with the rise of the “passport
5
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regime” in the years surrounding World War I, arguing that identities must be codified in order
to become socially significant. 9 As Noiriel writes of immigrants, “It is often overlooked that
legal registration, identification documents, and laws are what, in the final analysis, determine
[their] ‘identity.’” 10 However, in their focus on Europe during the twentieth century, these
scholars in fact overlook how the phenomenon of connecting citizenship to requisite
documentation was occurring throughout the Mediterranean over the course of the nineteenth
century. As many recent studies have pointed out, studying citizenship and nationality beyond
the European context transforms our very understanding of these concepts. 11 In Egypt, Jews
from Livorno were actively engaged with finding legitimate proof and documentation for their
status, and in turn, using this status to create social identities and open up spaces of economic
and legal belonging. For Livornese Jews, foreign nationality was an inherited quality, but it was
latent, and had to be acted upon in order to have meaning. After unification in 1861, Livornese
Jews became Italian and confronted even further the connections between status, documentation,
and national identity in the era of the modern nation state.
In Extraterritorial Dreams, Sarah Stein contends that examinations of citizenship in
Jewish history must be pushed beyond the context of Jewish emancipation, or the granting of
political and civil rights by the modern state to Jewish men as individuals, and argues that
focusing on Jews in the Mediterranean and their “extraterritoriality” illuminates the
“‘discrepancy between nationality [as it was] defined by states and citizenship [as it took shape]
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through local relations and daily life.’” 12 Indeed, examining citizenship in the Mediterranean
illustrates that “citizenship [was] a spectrum” rather than a singular identity. 13 While Stein
successfully examines the history of Jewish protégés when the systems of foreign protection and
capitulations fell apart during the early twentieth century, she leaves an earlier story of the
formation of Jewish citizenship in the Mediterranean not fully explored. This chapter will turn its
focus on the mid to late nineteenth century in Egypt, when migration, economic development,
the rise of the nation state, and the expansion of informal and formal empire, transformed the
experience of extraterritorial citizenships for Jews.
In this chapter, I will use consular records from Egypt as a case study for examining how
Jews living and working in the Mediterranean during the nineteenth and twentieth century made
and mobilized claims of Italian citizenship. For Jews in Egypt, citizenship was a web of
commercial pursuits and social and cultural assertions that could be navigated, redefined, or even
ignored in everyday life. In registering or rejecting Jews in the consulate, state officials
confronted their own understandings of the commercial and legal meanings of status. As
historian Donna Gabaccia has suggested, “‘We can write the story of nations from their
borders’” and studying emigration can help us understand “how nations and states and identities
are constructed, not just ideologically or linguistically, but socially, administratively, and
juridically.” 14 While some Jews left the Italian peninsula directly for Egypt during the nineteenth
century, others traced more circuitous paths around the Mediterranean in movements that
spanned generations. Jews in Egypt who sought Italian protection or subjecthood supported an
understanding of citizenship and belonging that did not correlate to territorial boundaries nor
12
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even necessarily to the unified Italian state. And yet their pursuit of status often connected Jews
in Egypt to the imaginary space of Livorno, as many exploited historic ties between Alexandria
and Livorno to legitimize claims that either they or their family had Tuscan origins.
The overlapping legal regimes and sources of political authority in Egypt meant that
multiple ties and interactions were at the heart of understandings or misunderstandings of
citizenship. Under the system of Ottoman capitulations in place, foreign protégés and subjects
were exempt from most local taxation, protected from prosecution before the local government,
and granted access to the consular court system. Protégé status was extended to non-nationals
who offered service to the capitulatory state, such as employees of the consulate (translators,
clerks, guards, dragomans, and servants), and functioned much like foreign status. 15 Other
categories of protection included subjects of states without representation, imperial subjects, or
non-Muslim religious minorities. In practice, the legal lines around protégé status and subject
status were often quite amorphous.
By undertaking the process of being declared a foreign protégé or subject, the Jews in
Egypt had “access to a culture of legal pluralism—that is, to a culture of multiple, decentralized
legal orders,” and could manipulate multiple jurisdictions to settle everyday conflict or use
multiple sources as cultural and social influences. 16 For Jews in Egypt, citizenship status could
intersect or diverge with other elements of their identity, including their economic interests,
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gender, ethnicity, and religion. Alongside many others who were also navigating the mobility of
the nineteenth century and the categories of protection and nationality, Jews in Egypt used the
consular court system to validate a multifaceted and shifting set of cultural allegiances and
economic pursuits; the interconnections between legal pluralism and commercial networks in
Alexandria reveal a cosmopolitanism beyond cultural and linguistic diversity that existed in the
city.
In Egypt, nationality functioned on two levels as both a legal category and a category of
practice, sometimes ignored and sometimes brandished. As a category of analysis, nationality
can be used to describe or characterize an individual in society, while as a category of practice, it
also constituted part of the social world, used to make and remake an individual’s experience in
society. 17 The significance of nationality was constantly being negotiated on all sides, from
world powers trying to wield influence in the era of expanding empires to individuals struggling
to get by and make a life for themselves. For Italian Jews in Egypt, status as an Italian citizen
did not necessarily imply patriotic feelings or attachment. However, many Jews did find meaning
in moving around Egyptian society as foreigners broadly and as Italians more specifically. In
becoming Italian outside the new Italian nation state, Jews in Egypt had to construct a sense of
citizenship that reconciled their experiences of transnational migration and their everyday local
interactions, and many looked for opportunities to express their italianità through their
commercial practices, linguistic choices, or cultural affinities. This chapter will explore the
power and limits of foreign citizenship in the Egyptian context, and examine how Jews imbued
their status with legal and economic meanings.
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An Individual’s Claim of Nationality: The Legal and Commercial Value of Status
In early to mid-nineteenth century Egypt, Jews were uniquely positioned to claim status
as Tuscan subjects. For Jews from Livorno, the Tuscan privilege of ballottazione continued to be
an important signifier well into the nineteenth century, allowing Jews the ability to move through
the Mediterranean as Tuscans or more generally as “foreigners.” 18 During the eighteenth century,
Livornese Sephardi merchants trading in the Ottoman Empire had often pursued foreign
protection, in particular from France, in a mutually beneficial “collaboration between a stateless
diaspora and state commercial power.” 19 As Tuscany began to station its own consuls in the
region, some Livornese Jewish merchants who had been established in the Ottoman Empire for
generations underwent “legal transformations” from French protégé to Tuscan subject “without
ever leaving the Ottoman Empire.” 20 Although Tuscan Jews living abroad could potentially
come under the protection of the Tuscan consulate without too much trouble or effort, at salient
moments in their lives Tuscan Jews had to directly confront or contend with issues of their
status.
In Egypt, subjecthood was not just a label that was conferred, but rather a position to be
claimed, and individuals frequently entered the space of the consulate in order to pursue status or
put it to instrumental use. Requests for Tuscan nationality poured in to the consulate, often
framed by the language of “protection” and supported by somewhat tenuous connections to
Livorno. In 1830, Joseph Salame embarked on a lengthy and difficult process of proving that he
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did indeed “enjoy Tuscan protection.” 21 After a number of delays in compiling the relevant legal
proof, Joseph Salame finally submitted to the consulate a notarized document from the
leadership of the Jewish community of Livorno, attesting that: “Joseph Salame, living in
Alexandria and established in commerce, is the son of Salomone Salame and from an ancient
family of the Grand Duchy. His grandfather left Tuscany to make his way in the Levant where he
established himself without losing his legitimate Tuscan nationality.” Therefore, Josef Salame
should retain the rights to Tuscan nationality “as the living son of a true subject of His Royal
Highness the Grand Duke of Tuscany, who always demonstrates and respects his European
character even if he is far from his home country.” With these words, the witnesses suggest that
Salame’s subjecthood was not only justified as a matter of birthright, but also because he
possessed a rather amorphous, innate “European character.” In response, the consulate ruled that
“even considering that Joseph Salame was born and living in Egypt, he has not lost his legitimate
Tuscan nationality, for a son born of a Tuscan in a foreign land is still a Tuscan.” 22 Emerging
from Salame’s request for recognition was an expansive definition of nationality, for even
though Salame’s family, like many other Livornese Jews, had lived for generations outside of
Livorno, they could still be recognized as legitimate Tuscan subjects. And embedded within the
debate over Salame’s true status was the sense that his commercial practices as well as his
allegedly distinct behavior as “a European” served as additional evidence for his claim.
In Egypt, claiming nationality often functioned as a commercial endeavor, carrying
particular weight in the pursuit of transnational trade. In 1837, all but one of the seventy-two
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merchants engaged in foreign trade in Alexandria had foreign citizenship or protection. 23 In a
legal move that was not uncommon, two Tuscan merchants, Tedeschi and Cammeo, flaunted
their foreign status by using the Tuscan consulate to sue the local government for trying to
charge them additional duties on imported liquor. They wrote, “the liberty of commerce which
Europeans enjoy here cannot permit these vexations…we are supported by the justice of our
inquiry and the certainty of the protection that the honorable Consul always grants in favor of his
subjects.” 24 Flattering the consul in his role as the “protector” of their privileges, Tedeschi and
Cammeo clearly linked their status as Europeans to the success of their commercial practices.
The Tuscan consular records of Egypt reveal many others who confronted the confluence
of commercial opportunity and nationality. In 1843, Haim and Moise Aboros presented
themselves in front of the consulate to assert that they had been recognized by the government of
Livorno as Tuscan subjects in 1828. With some degree of urgency, the brothers “begged
fervently” to be registered as Tuscan subjects, declaring, “Up until now we have not profited
from this benefit because of our ignorance of this status…but we are now interested in enjoying
the privileges and advantages granted by our citizenship.” However, scrawled across this request
is a note from the consul general to reject the Aboros’ claim, for “the document they produced
did not prove either their origin or their Tuscan naturalization.” 25 In the 1830s and 1840s, the
consulates rejected petitions for protection unevenly, usually based on whether or not an
individual was able to produce a witnessed document from Livorno of their family origins.
While it remains uncertain how or why the Aboros brothers finally emerged from their
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“ignorance,” it is clear that they were aware that being officially classified as a Tuscan served as
a conduit for economic and social advantages.
The legal categories relied on in the European consulates did not necessarily have
coherent or relevant meanings for individuals as they went about their daily lives. Some, such as
the Aboros brothers, went years before trying to substantiate their claims of nationality legally.
However, nationality could have ramifications in the streets of the rapidly expanding city as well.
In “Foreignness and Localness in Alexandria,” Will Hanley describes the everyday and ordinary
intermingling of life across Alexandria in markets, taverns, and apartment buildings, and argues
that various categories such as wealth, culture, and nationality were “not constant…and could be
misrecognized, forgotten or replaced.” 26 In the streets of Alexandria, nationality could be
confused or disregarded, only to reappear in unexpected moments as a “common language for
sorting, identifying, and making one’s way.” 27 When British subject, Francesco Abram, angrily
stabbed Alfredo Petruskel in the streets during an argument, Petruskel shouted: “Be aware that
you are dealing with an Austrian and not with a Maltese.” Abram replied: “What do you mean by
saying you are an Austrian? You are not an Austrian, you are not recognized as such by your
consulate. You are simply considered an Arab.” 28 While Petruskel performed his nationality in
the streets by proclaiming himself an Austrian and pointed to the legal protection and security
supposedly extending from this status, Abram punctured his claim with dismissive words and his
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dagger. 29 This violent confrontation highlights the expression of everyday tensions in the rapidly
growing port city.

Between the Port and The Consulate: Gateways of Movement and Status
Throughout the nineteenth century, Alexandria emerged as a dynamic and growing port
city; in 1879, the New York Times described the “extraordinary prosperity of Alexandria,
produced by the unusual fine crops of cotton, grain, sugar, and beans...the harbor is crowded
with merchantmen, the railway is blocked with [loaded] trains.” 30 The city expanded rapidly due
to migration from other parts of Egypt and abroad, and between 1825 to 1868, the population
grew from about 16,000 to 200,000 people. 31 Migration to Egypt included large numbers of
Maltese, Greeks, Italians, and Syrians, and was comprised of not only merchants, shippers, and
bankers, but also engineers, domestic servants, artisans, and unskilled laborers. 32 Alexandria’s
development as both a city and a port were inextricably linked; Alexandria attracted migrants
because of its increasing importance in the global economy, and Alexandria became a central
port because it was attached to a vital city where people lived and worked. As the city of
Alexandria began to grow dramatically, the port represented “a space of interconnections
between Alexandria the home and Alexandria the transit stop.” 33 The port stood as a locus of
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entry and exit, of trade and commerce, of authority and disorderliness. It was a key site of
encounters between people of diverse origins, religions, and nationalities, and a riot of different
languages, attires, and activities.
While Alexandria’s port functioned expressly as a space of mixing and intermingling,
there were spaces in the city that implicitly or explicitly reified nationally oriented definitions
and distinctions among individuals, such as the consulate. In 1847, Murray’s Handbook for
Travellers in Egypt explained that “the Frank quarter stands at the extremity of the town, farthest
from the new port; which is in consequence of the European vessels having formerly been
confined to the eastern harbor; and the consuls and merchants having built their houses in that
direction. It has, within the last seven years, greatly increased in size by the addition of the large
square.” 34 The consulates in Alexandria were situated around the Place des Consuls, a square
bustling with hotels, cafes, and stores, and people going about their daily lives in the city often
spent time in the square or crossed through it as they passed from one neighborhood to the
next.35 And yet, on occasion, individuals found themselves within the four walls of a consulate,
adapting to the particular processes and specific language governing each space. In his
observations on Alexandria, one European traveler remarked on the sense of authority conveyed
by the very buildings of the consulates: “when the flags of the respective nations are waving
above the [consulates], the scene is somewhat imposing, especially when the sun is shining upon
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them from an Egyptian-blue sky.” 36 At various points in time, the consulate served as courtroom,
bank, and shelter, and the consul could serve as judge, advocate, or diplomat. At their
foundation, the consulates stood as a central nexus of representations and definitions of
nationality. The lines of nationality, although oftentimes blurred, defined the purview of the
consul’s actions and duties. The consul administered justice based on the laws of the state he
represented and protected its nationals and protégés at all costs, and for Tuscans in Egypt, the
consulate represented an important potential safeguard of their economic interests, legal
privileges, and physical safety. 37
At the outset of the nineteenth century, Tuscan subjects and protégés in Egypt found
themselves under the protection and jurisdiction of the Austrian consul. Both in Tuscany and
abroad, Tuscan merchants fiercely advocated for separate Tuscan representation, for being under
Austrian authority “was certainly not very favorable for Tuscan commerce and the Tuscan
merchant marine, which could not possibly hope to obtain all the efficacious assistance and
protection needed, which would certainly be given to them by their own consul.” 38 In 1828,
separate Tuscan consulates were established in Alexandria and Cairo, and Carlo de Rossetti, a
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prominent merchant in Egypt, was named to the post of Tuscan consul. 39 Carlo de Rossetti
characterized his role as such: “It is our duty to protect all who can legally prove themselves to
be true and legitimate subjects of the Grand Duke.” 40 While de Rossetti’s responsibilities could
be easily summarized, in reality they were not always easy endeavors, particularly the task of
ascertaining who was or was not a “true and legitimate subject.” For example, in 1831, de
Rossetti struggled to understand how to classify Hai Guetta since he held a passport that declared
him to be a Tuscan protégé and another document that declared him to be a native of Livorno.
The consul and those involved in the court case were troubled by the seeming contradiction of
Guetta’s status as revealed by his official papers, for if he was born in Livorno than he ought to
be defined as a subject rather than a protégé. Ultimately unable to unravel the puzzle, the consul
concluded that the contradiction should be left as is. 41
Throughout the nineteenth century, the Tuscan consulate became increasingly involved in
issuing, verifying, and controlling documents that legitimized the legal identities of their
nationals and protégés. In 1828, Jacob Politi presented himself before the Tuscan consulate in
Alexandria with some measure of distress. On his recent voyage from Livorno to Alexandria,
Jacob Politi found himself set upon by a group of Greeks and robbed of the documents of
nationality he was carrying. As he arrived at the port with his wife and three young children,
Politi did not need to show proper documentation to enter the city. However, their future was
unknown, and Politi desperately wanted to establish himself and his family in the city on secure
grounds. Documents were considered things of value, and the traumatic loss of his papers meant
that he had to struggle with the consulate to recognize him as a Tuscan subject and reissue his
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documents. As proof of his story, he presented sworn testimony from three prominent members
of the Tuscan Jewish community in Alexandria, who confirmed that Jacob Politi was a thirty-sixyear-old silk worker with connections in both Livorno and Alexandria. 42 In his quest for
documents of nationality, Jacob Politi presented proof of his character, ability to find work, and
relationships with local subjects; grounding his identity in these elements allowed him, in an
official way, to access belonging to the Tuscan community of Egypt.
The nineteenth century was a “veritable revolution of globalization” and with the
widening scope of migration, governments became more concerned with finding ways to
authorize and control population movements. 43 Egyptian authorities saw an ever-greater need to
regulate the growing population of Egypt’s main cities, and sought ways to exclude those
perceived as dangerous to the public order or public health of Egypt. In an 1849 circular, the
Egyptian Minister of Foreign Affairs, Artin Bey, informed the European consuls that an
individual could only establish residence in Egypt if he possessed a passport that had been
approved by the Ottoman consul from the port of embarkation and if the nation’s consul in
Alexandria assured local authorities of the individual’s good conduct and means of support. 44 In
1849, local authorities also established a passport office in Alexandria; an officer was stationed
in the western harbor to go through the papers of all disembarking Europeans “in order to
safeguard the country from every potential disturbance.” 45 In 1858, local authorities in Egypt
once again put restrictions on movement in place; all foreigners needed to be issued passports of
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permit by European consuls and registered in the consulates, and they needed internal passports
in order to move between Cairo and Alexandria.
Despite the growing number of regulations on migration and movement, there were many
in Cairo and Alexandria who moved around without passports or proper documents. In 1843, two
Jewish men, Levi and Tivoli, were arrested in Egypt. One lacked official consular protection and
the other was “armed with a Tuscan passport that was judged to be irregular. The latter was not
released, not even after the protests and justifications put forward on his behalf by the Tuscan
vice-consul, Bruni.” 46 It remains unclear what caused local authorities to question and
subsequently reject the legitimacy of Tivoli’s passport, yet Bruni sprang to his defense regardless
of his ambiguous passport. Despite the fact that passports were “simply papers…requesting
laissez passer for their bearer,” possessing a passport represented a certain security in legal
personhood; in moving to and around Egypt and many such as Jacob Politi or Tivoli found value
in carrying them. 47 In fact, passports were often used to validate less than clear claims to
nationality. 48 As local authorities and consular officials sought ways to categorize and regulate
the populations of Cairo and Alexandria, individuals embarked on a wide range of endeavors to
claim or enact nationality.

A Community’s Claims: The Meaning of Foreign Status, Protection, and Belonging for
Jews in Alexandria
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In Alexandria, Jews not only made their way in the world as individuals, but also as an
ethno-religious community. The members of the Jewish community of Alexandria (or Jewish
communities) sought to create a secure position for themselves in the Egyptian landscape,
maneuvering within various zones of authority. For one, Tuscan Jews in Egypt thought of
themselves as part of a Jewish community in Livorno that extended to other parts of the
Mediterranean. Tuscan Jews, whether in Livorno or in Alexandria, believed in their legitimate
right to appeal to Tuscan authorities for aid as Jews based on the principles of commercial utility
and mutual benefit that undergirded their status as subjects. During the conflict between Egypt
and the Ottoman Empire from 1839 to 1841, many Tuscan subjects living in Egypt left
Alexandria for Livorno, and while the Tuscan consulate helped pay for the voyage for many poor
subjects, it suggested that poor Jews leaving Egypt should be supported by the Jewish
community of Livorno. In response, the Jewish community complained that it “goes against the
tendency of our century and the benign provisions with which the government has treated us
favorably, because it differentiates between us and other subjects…the Royal Treasury should
provide for their expense, doing for Jews the same as it does for Catholics.” 49 The Jewish
community of Livorno argued that Jews abroad should be entitled to the same treatment as other
Tuscans abroad, and that Jews were the responsibility of the Tuscan state, rather than the Jewish
community. This appeal of the Jewish community suggested an understanding of concentric
circles of belonging for Jews as individuals, as members of an ethno-religious community, and as
subjects of a state.
Throughout the nineteenth century, the Jewish community of Alexandria grew rapidly to
include Jews of various origins, rites, languages of choice, nationalities, and occupations.
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Nineteenth century travelers to Egypt often divided the community into “native” and “foreign”
Jews. This dichotomy, however, tended to oversimplify the diversity of the Jews in Egypt. On
occasion, conflict amongst various subsections of the community boiled over. In 1839, two Jews
from Algeria, the brothers Baruk, were pulled from services in synagogue and beaten up because
they had been seen working in a warehouse on the Sabbath. 50 After this moment of violent intracommunal conflict, the main opponents retreated to their own consular authorities for protection;
the Baruk brothers appealed to the French consulate while Behor Rosso brought a complaint
before the Tuscan consulate. 51 The French consulate observed that a large number of warehouse
workers were Jews who were troubled by the obligations of their job to work on Saturday, but
asserted that the Jewish community as a whole had to solve the religious and social conflict
without insults, threats, and physical violence.
In their daily lives, Jews had occasion to participate in certain activities specifically
framed by the bonds of religion, such as attending services or giving or receiving charity, and
often their economic pursuits reinforced networks and connections with their coreligionists as
Jews. Yet, at times, Jews in Egypt were also concerned with attaching identifying labels of
nationality to their religious practices. In 1832, a case was brought to the Tuscan consulate to
discuss intensifying divisions between “European” and “Levantine” Jewish communities in
Alexandria. 52 The European community wanted to establish a separate synagogue for European
nationals; however, others protested that formalizing divisions would only hurt the Jewish
community as a whole. However, the exact boundary lines between these two factions were
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unclear. All of the individuals involved had foreign subjecthood; the Levantine faction was led
by Loria, Suares, and Morpurgo, while the European faction was led by Valensin, Azulay, and
Fernandez. 53 Ultimately, the leader of the European faction stated that they “want to establish
harmony between Jews regardless of their origin and did not have an interest in courting
controversy,” and would therefore set up their own synagogue, but would set aside a certain
amount of money to support the communal institutions and charities of the entire community,
which suggests they were perhaps a wealthier subgroup of the community. Despite growing
divisions, the Jewish community remained under a single communal structure throughout the
mid-nineteenth century. In 1854, the Italian Jews of Alexandria attempted to form a separate
communal structure; however, they failed to win the necessary support and rejoined the
Communauté Israélite d’Alexandrie a year later. In the 1850s and 1860s, Ashkenazim in Egypt
also tried to establish their own separate community, and, although these efforts initially met
with limited success, in 1865 they succeeded in forming a separate community in Cairo. In 1872,
the communal statutes of the Jewish community, written in Italian, proclaimed: “all Jews living
and domiciled in Alexandria, without distinction of language or nationality or custom form one
community.” 54
While many Jews in Egypt found it occasionally useful to gesture towards their foreign
status as individuals, they also had to make claims of foreign status and protection as a
community. In 1855, the Jewish community of Alexandria requested and was granted the
protection of the Austrian consulate. But in 1872, a rift in the Jewish community of Alexandria
brought tensions over communal protection to the surface. With the community dividing into two
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factions, the breakaway group tried to stay under Austrian protection, while the other part of the
community sought protection from the Italian consulate. Segrè, business manager to the Italian
consulate general and member of the Jewish community, reported to the Italian foreign minister
that “the number of notable Italian Jews in Alexandria is growing much faster than notables of
other nationalities… In the current communal committee, the president, vice president, secretary,
and treasurer are all Italian, and nineteen out of thirty-six council members are Italian citizens.” 55
Segrè stressed that the Jewish community was “made up of people of all nationalities, including
a majority of indigenous people,” yet it needed to have protection of a single European
country. 56 For Italy, extending protection over the Jewish community of Alexandria could
potentially help the country expand its influence in the region, especially at the expense of
Austria. However, the appeal for Italian protection was never answered, and when the factions of
the community reunited seven years later, the community remained under the protection of the
Austrian consulate.
In particular, protection from European powers was vitally important for the security of
the community. Although Jews often interacted with people of different faiths, languages, and
nationalities in their daily lives, there were moments of tension and occasions of violence in
Alexandria that brought distinctions of religion and nationality to the forefront. There were
notable blood libel accusations in 1844, 1870, and 1882, and in 1881-1882, Greeks attacked Jews
in what was virtually a pogrom. 57 At these times, the Jewish community’s ability to appeal to
the power and influence of specific foreign authorities was particularly significant. In the blood
libel case of 1870, Abram Sasson of Aleppo, “a poor old Jew of about sixty years,” was walking
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through the streets of Alexandria when he was accused by a Maltese man of trying to kidnap his
young daughter and subsequently imprisoned. However, the testimony of the Maltese was full of
inconsistencies and contradictions, and from the first moments the evidence pointed to the total
innocence of Sasson. 58 The heads of the Jewish community intervened quickly, not sparing any
attention or cost, appealing for help from various consular authorities as well as support from
broader networks of Jewish solidarity such as the Alliance Israélite Universelle in Paris.
Meanwhile, “the Maltese fortified themselves with the assistance of the English dragoman sent
with a special letter from the English court as the protecting authority of the Maltese.” 59
Although the Maltese community in Egypt fell under British protection, the leadership council of
the Jewish community presented a petition to the British consul asking him to write a letter to
local authorities to release Sasson from prison. 60 In navigating the occasionally precarious
balance of ethnic, religious, and national communities in Egypt, the Jewish community
consistently tried to present themselves as a diverse community nonetheless united, and they
frequently appealed to foreign authorities to support this narrative and to protect them.

Navigating the Overlapping Legal Regimes of Egypt
Over the course of the nineteenth century, rapid economic expansion, increasing migration,
and conflicting imperial rivalries led to a particularly complicated legal landscape in Egypt. In
1897, The Times of London published a series of articles advocating for judicial reform in Egypt,
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contending that the system of Ottoman capitulations had “led to a multiplicity of jurisdictions,
confusion of laws, endless delays, expense in appeal, and in short, to judicial anarchy.” 61 In fact,
this “judicial anarchy” created an environment of legal pluralism that presented legal, social, and
economic opportunities. Jews, Christians, and Muslims could all bring suits before Islamic courts
based on shariʽa law, while designations of “foreignness” or “localness” dictated access to the
consular courts, mixed commercial courts, or after 1876, the Mixed Tribunals. 62 Decisions to use
the various court systems was typically not about making larger political or legal statements, but
rather about pursuing the more personal interests of individuals, families, or small groups. For
example, according to French law, a tenant could be expelled upon the lease’s expiration, but in
Islamic law as practiced in Alexandria, the tenant could offer a ten-percent increase in rent and
retain the dwelling as long as owners did not wish to occupy it. Therefore, tenants preferred to
make use of Islamic courts, while the owners of buildings often brought their suits before foreign
courts. In an act of legal strategy, foreign tenants facing eviction could temporarily transfer
possession of the dwelling to someone of a different nationality, in turn forcing the owner to
present another lawsuit in a different court system. 63 In Egypt, Tuscan Jews could move among a
multiplicity of legal codes and courts, engaging with questions of law and status in order to exert
their agency as individuals, and the choice to rely on the consular courts, religious courts, or
Mixed Tribunals at salient moments in life could have a profound and lasting impact on an
individual’s personal and economic future.
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As discussed in the previous chapter, the consular court system was a crucial channel of
political, legal, and economic support for transnational trade, particularly as the number of
Europeans in the city expanded from the 1830s to 1870s. 64 This section will examine how the
records of the consular court capture moments of social conflict in which individuals navigated
the significance of legal or personal status in their daily lives. The language and procedures of
the court systems could be at times incomprehensible, daunting, and confusing; however, they
also had the potential to be powerful tools and shared modes of communication. Cases were
often lengthy and spanned multiple consular courts; in cases between foreigners of different
nationalities the consul of the defendant tried the case, and there had to be a fresh action brought
before the courts for every counter claim. 65
In 1828, David Forte, an Austrian protégé and moneychanger in Cairo, brought a bitter case
forward against Jacob Robas for the payment of a large debt; Forte claimed that Robas did not
have proper documentation of his debt because he was planning on defrauding him. 66 At the
heart of the legal arguments presented before the Tuscan and Austrian consular courts was
whether or not Robas could be considered a Tuscan protégé at the time he contracted the debt
and which legal standards were therefore applicable. The Italian consul insisted that Robas was a
recognized Tuscan protégé and should be judged according to the laws of the Tuscan patria
rather than Ottoman or Austrian law. However, Forte and his advocates did not consider the
questions of legal jurisdiction to be answered quite so easily, asking somewhat sarcastically,
“Does Tuscan protection get to be applied retroactively? And which state’s law should be used to
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judge Tuscan subjects? With the history of Tuscany, Robas could just as well be judged by
Austrian law.” 67 Forte repeatedly attributed Robas’ improper and allegedly deceptive
commercial behavior to the fact that he was a “raya” or Ottoman subject and discounted the
witness testimony in the case of other Jewish moneychangers who “didn’t enjoy the social class,
credit, esteem, or purity of character required by testimony of this nature.” The conflict between
Forte and Robas clearly linked commercial practices and legal positions, and in their appeals to
the consular courts, Jews in Egypt often explored the multivalent bonds and fissures that existed
between law and commerce. Brushing up against, passing through, or deploying the complicated
legal mechanisms of the consular court system offered Italian Jewish merchants a chance to
access foreign status, wrangle social standing and conflicts, and develop their economic
networks.
As Egypt became a major Mediterranean node of trade, credit, and capital, an individual’s
ability to access the consular court systems became ever more important. Historian Roger Owen
contends that being able to rely on the consular court system helped Europeans feel more
comfortable investing their money in the Egyptian economy during the nineteenth century. 68
Increasing European intervention across North Africa and the Middle East also validated the use
of European consular courts as sources of authority and power. 69 In 1856, the British consul
general described this desire to fall under the jurisdiction of the consular courts, whether as a
subject or protégé:
Hitherto no merchant has been able to carry on extensive export transactions in the products
of this country without some powerful foreign protection. Without it they cannot obtain
justice in questions with the natives, and they are unable to secure their property from
67
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violence and arbitrary acts of the Government and of its provincial authorities. The
consequence is that the Greeks, whether rayas [Ottoman subjects] or Greeks by birth, seek
every opportunity of putting themselves under a foreign flag that is respected, and as their
commercial relations are chiefly with England, they seek in the first instance English
protection. 70

During the nineteenth century, competition amongst European and Egyptian authorities over
establishing jurisdictions created layers of legal ambiguities, and small or seemingly
inconsequential conflicts often “intersected with larger political, legal, economic, and
demographic transformations that expanded the reach of European empires from below or from
the margins.” 71 Many Alexandrians acquired legal protection from multiple consulates, shifting
their legal identities in attempts to advance their social and economic interests. 72 Jews did not
exclusively claim Tuscan nationality; they could also pursue subjecthood or protection from
other European states such as France or Britain. Jews from Genoa sometimes moved to Gibraltar
to build up claims for British protection, while Jews in Egypt with business connections to
Liverpool or Manchester could also look to Britain for protection. Yet even though Tuscany had
somewhat limited strength as a foreign power, many Jews in Egypt continued to seek Tuscan
subjecthood and legal authority, consistently finding value and identity in using the Tuscan
consular court system to protect and support their interests. Jews might have relied on the Tuscan
consulate because they could more easily prove their claims of subjecthood through the history
of Livorno. While the Tuscan and French consulates did not seem to be demanding for those
claiming protection or subjecthood, the British consulate checked every claim thoroughly,
particularly for those who said they were from Gibraltar, Malta, or another British possession.
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As consular officials struggled to define the legitimate boundaries of their jurisdiction in
court cases in Egypt, they repeatedly validated the use of religious law as the basis of their
judgments. The consulates frequently asked for the rabbis’ expert opinion on Jewish law for
cases involving questions of divorce, marriage, and patrimony. 73 And although religious courts
retained power over personal status in Egypt, Jews often chose to turn to the consular courts to
rule on these matters and enforce their judgments. 74 In 1844, after the sudden death of Fanny
Cammeo less than a year after her wedding, her father, Salomone Cammeo, sued her husband,
Graziadio Fernandez for the inheritance of her dowry. 75 The terms of the marriage were
stipulated in the Jewish marriage contract, or ketubah, which explicitly stated that the “home
should be governed by the laws of the Torah, the inheritance by the laws of here”; the ketubah
served as a binding legal document, laying out which legal forum had jurisdiction over which
issues. For his part, Fernandez argued that the case should be judged by an arbitration led by the
rabbi, rather than the Tuscan consular courts, for if the inheritance was determined “according to
the laws of here,” then “why should it be regulated by Tuscan law?,” adding sarcastically,
“Perhaps Tuscan laws were created and spread in Syria?” 76 Cammeo indignantly insisted on his
right to bring Jewish matters before the Tuscan court, pointedly asking, “Is he not Tuscan? Is the
Tuscan consulate of Egypt not his civil tribunal?” and discounting the use of religious tribunals,
because “whoever knows how to read Italian will see that in the translation of the ketubah, there
is never any mention of rabbinical arbitration or religious tribunals.” 77
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In her case study of Abraham Ankawa, Jessica Marglin describes a similar confluence of
events in Algeria in 1861, as it became common for Algerian Jews to be married under both
French civil law and Jewish law. In a rabbinical responsa over deciding inheritance in these
cases, Ankawa ruled that French law should take precedence over Jewish law. This meant that
the “colonial state's preservation of Jewish personal-status law was effectively overruled.” 78
However, in 1861, Algeria was under French colonial rule, while in mid-nineteenth century
Egypt, the sheer number of legal regimes and authorities added a layer of complexity to how
consular courts and religious courts related to each other. In some cases, consular courts could
assert their dominance over religious courts, while in other cases they deferred to them. In their
final ruling in the Fernandez-Cammeo case, the assessors of the consular court cited an 1814
Tuscan decree abolishing the jurisdiction of Jewish tribunals in Tuscany proper – thereafter the
“individuals of the Jewish nation were put absolutely and indistinctly under the laws and orders
of the Grand Duchy” – and therefore asserted the legal authority of the Tuscan consular court in
Egypt over all issues that could be considered religious matters. 79
Tuscan Jews often pursued a hybrid legal system between religious authorities and
consular courts. Embarking on a business partnership, Isaac Curiel and the Castro brothers
signed a private contract in Hebrew “as good Jews and with a deep respect for God.” 80 When the
relationship soured, both sides turned to the consular court; Curiel insisted that although the
contract was not registered at the consular courts, it was stipulated before the rabbi, who was “for
both of us a competent authority,” and therefore it was legally binding, while the Castro brothers
78
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referenced the French Civil Code to dispute the validity of the contract. Jewish merchants with
cases before the courts could appeal for “judgment from the religion they both belong to” even if
the case did not deal with issues of personal status or religious matters. 81 For example, in an
1847 disagreement between David Joel and Rahamin Cesana over money owed, the chief rabbi
of Alexandria, Shlomo Hazzan, was named as the mediator of the case. 82 Hazzan ordered the two
men to deposit the sum in question for safekeeping at the consulate, examined the relevant
documents, and listened to each man’s position. As part of his ruling on the case, Rabbi Hazzan
made both Joel and Cesana acknowledge their responsibility in pursuing legal action; Joel
formally forgave Cesana for the dishonor caused by originally bringing the claim before the
consular court, while Cesana summarized the final compromise for the consulate.
In order to access the various court systems in Egypt, individuals first had to present their
life experiences within a set of linguistic tropes that were intelligible to authorities; the
perception or attribution of clear legal identities determined the boundaries of legal jurisdiction.
The ability to make use of the various court systems varied considerably with age, social class,
nationality, and gender. 83 While local subjects most often had access to Islamic courts or mixed
commercial courts, they could occasionally bring suits before the consular court against foreign
defendants, with the hope that the consular courts had the potential to issue a clearer judgment or
stronger enforcement. In 1846, Hassan el-Medani found documents among his dead father’s
belongings indicating that he had loaned a Jewish merchant, Giacomo Tilche, 8,210 piasters in
1836. After trying through “every friendly means to procure the repayment of the large sum,” he
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appointed a Tuscan lawyer, Giolitti, and brought a suit before the Tuscan consulate. 84 Tilche
defended himself by discounting the validity of el-Medani’s claim, pointing out that the receipt
lacked an expiration date and arguing that el-Medani had not come forward as a creditor during
his 1836 bankruptcy proceedings but had rather waited until an uptick in his fortunes. 85 Both
sides relied on broad and stereotypical understandings of the other’s behavior; el-Medani’s
lawyer claimed that Tilche never planned on repaying him, because “he gave an Arab a ticket in
Italian, without telling him on which value it depended and when it would expire,” while Tilche
responded by arguing that “everyone knows that Arabs, not only in negotiating economic affairs
but in all circumstances, don’t have faith in or friendship for Europeans.” 86 After losing his case,
Tilche appealed the decision, asserting that el-Medani was an Ottoman subject, therefore his
representative was Ottoman too, and he should not, nor could not, directly advance his claims in
the Tuscan consulate. While Europeans generally preferred consular courts as a legal venue, in
his quest for a more favorable outcome, Tilche insisted that the judgment of the consular court
should be nullified, and that the case should be retried before the mixed commercial courts. 87
Tuscan consular officials insisted on their jurisdiction over the case, for even though el-Medani
was indisputably a local subject, the time for Tilche to object to the legal terms of the case and
the legitimacy of el-Medani’s suit had long passed. Indeed, consular courts did not always favor
their own subjects, and European defendants certainly lost in their consular courts. 88
Throughout the nineteenth century, local authorities made multiple attempts to revise the
admittedly confusing system of courts and legal jurisdictions in Egypt. With the economic
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transformation of Egypt during the 1860s and 1870s, there was a prolonged debate over how to
reform the legal systems of Egypt. 89 The prime minister of Egypt, Nubar Pasha, proposed
creating new Mixed Tribunals that would have jurisdiction over all civil, commercial, or criminal
crimes whether they were committed by Egyptians or foreigners. However, the European powers
fought hard to hold on to their legal privileges. Despite the divisions among various European
communities in Egypt, they felt united in arguing that consular justice was considered not just a
privilege, but a right. 90 Ultimately, the Mixed Tribunals were reserved for cases between
Europeans and Egyptians or between Europeans of different nationalities, and the consular courts
retained jurisdiction over civil and criminal cases between foreigners of the same nationality. 91
The Mixed Tribunal relied on a mixed code that borrowed heavily from the Code Napoléon, with
a majority of foreign judges. Although the Mixed Tribunals were created to simplify the legal
order of Egypt, legal matters remained complicated and disputed. 92 According to the Italian
consul in 1892, the Mixed Tribunals of Egypt “always sought to further extend their jurisdiction”
89
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however it was of “great importance, not only for us, but for all foreign states that have colonies
in Egypt” to push back against any “grave damages to European interests and to the detriment of
the prestige of foreign judges.” 93 Having recourse to the consular courts was a conspicuous line
dividing “foreigners” from “locals,” however the line was not always clear. Jews with Tuscan
nationality often operated in legal gray zones, relying on multiple forms of legal authority even
as they insisted that their national status represented legal clarity.

From Tuscan Subject to Italian Citizen: Italian Unification, Migration, and Changing
Meanings of Nationality
In 1860, a new flag was raised over the Tuscan consulate building in Alexandria –
Tuscany was now part of the modern Italian nation state. However, just as the process of Italian
unification proceeded unevenly on the Italian peninsula, so it did abroad, and raising a flag over
the Tuscan consulate was not the simple conclusion to Italian unification in Egypt, but rather the
beginning. Consular officials grappled with how to navigate the unification of separate
consulates, consular courts, and legal identities. In a report from 1860, the Tuscan consul
described the urgent need to alert the Tuscan colony through the press that claims and suits
against Austrian subjects and protégés would subsequently be handled by the Sardinian
consulate. 94 Yet, there initially also continued to be elements of an administrative separation
between the Tuscan and Sardinian consular courts to prevent potential confusion or abuse.
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Namely, appeals of the decisions made by the Tuscan consulate could not be submitted to the
Sardinian consulate for new or revised judgments. 95
Alongside the shifting legal jurisdictions, Italian unification signaled a literal shift in
definitions of nationality, for with one stroke Tuscan protégés or subjects were transformed into
Italian protégés or subjects. After 1860, the drawn-out lawsuit against Giuseppe Coen moved
from the Tuscan consulate to the Sardinian consulate, and he was officially labeled as “now a
subject of His Royal Majesty, Vittorio Emanuele.” 96 However, since every region of the Italian
peninsula had historically defined subjecthood and its requirements differently, the unification
process involved creating new definitions of citizenship and nationality for the Italian state. Laws
of nationality and citizenship were not applied uniformly until 1865. According to the 1865 civil
code, Italian citizenship was based on a flexible interpretation of the jus sanguinus principle;
citizenship was transmitted through “family links” and “the pater familias.” 97 This understanding
meant that children of Italian nationals were born as Italians, whether they were born in Italy or
abroad. After unification, Italians in Italy and abroad often used sudditanza (subjecthood) and
cittadinanza (citizenship) interchangeably. 98 Historian Ester Capuzzo has noted a subtle
distinction between the terms – sudditanza implies a sense of dependence while cittadinanza
implies a sense of belonging – and argues that these slight differences in meaning became clearer
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demarcations in Italian colonial contexts.99 In their petitions to the Italian consulate, Jews often
referred to themselves as both citizens and subjects in different parts of the same letter.
During the nineteenth century, men, women, and children moved to Egypt from all parts
of the Italian peninsula and “became Italian.” Even before unification, emigration had the
potential to link disparate people in new categories. As early as 1822, the minister of foreign
affairs of Egypt, Jouseff Baghous, wrote of his concern over the disruptive potential of European
migration to Egypt, explaining, “These people, who have been expelled by European
governments because they are thought of as dangerous to the social order, are from the moment
that they set foot in Egypt, considered to be transformed into good citizens.” 100 With these
words, Baghous described the transformative process of migration. Whether a European left his
or her homeland by choice or by force, to sojourn or to settle permanently, just by being in a new
land they were converted into good subjects and the proud property of the state. During the
1830s and 1840s, many “Italians” who arrived in North Africa and the Levant were political
exiles or patriots, motivated to leave by political turmoil and conflict on the peninsula. 101 Once
in Egypt, economic and political interests could intersect, for even while many Italian speakers
focused their energies on making a living in their new surroundings, some also continued to be
involved in a network of political activities abroad, such as supporting Mazzini or joining a
masonic lodge. 102 Giacomo di Castelnuovo was one notable example, having been forced to flee
Livorno for Egypt in 1841 after becoming involved in patriotic causes. He moved between Egypt
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and Tunisia, serving as a doctor for the bey of Tunis and the viceroy of Egypt, yet he also
founded the first Italian newspaper in Egypt, Lo Spettatore Egiziano, and participated in the
Italian wars of independence by organizing volunteers and donations from Egypt. 103 Italian
anarchists and political dissidents also formed part of the stream of Italian immigrants to Egypt
in the late nineteenth century, creating local and international networks based on their personal
connections and shared vision. 104
Beyond individual patriots or anarchists, an Italian “crowd” could assemble in the streets
and assert forceful, and sometimes violent, forms of Italian belonging. Part of the fabric of
dynamic urban environments, the “collective action and collective violence on the part of
workers and crowds manifested a competition for resources and for relative status,” and crowds
became formidable actors in the streets of Cairo and Alexandria. 105 In 1849, “amidst the frenetic
spirit of turbulence and political rancor,” Tuscan sailors in the port of Alexandria protested
against Austria and its occupation of Italian cities. 106 Abandoning their ships, the sailors and
their captains marched in the city waving flags and brandishing pistols, skirmishing violently
with Austrians in the streets. In 1859 and 1860, fierce protests in Alexandria and Cairo again
broke out in support of unification and the annexation of Tuscany to Piedmont. 107 In fact, street
demonstrations of nationality were not always politically motivated; common drunken brawls
and street conflicts often had the effect of binding together groups of people and cementing
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definitions that were otherwise not clear. For example, in May 1865, several drunken Italian
sailors beat up several Egyptian donkey drivers, and a large crowd of Arabs and Europeans
became involved in the fight. The local police took the side of the Egyptians, seizing the sailors
and wounding several Italians. Even after the Italian consul demanded reparations for these
actions from Egyptian authorities, four hundred working class Italians surrounded and broke into
the consul’s house, calling for “a stronger satisfaction” for the insults against them. 108 With
numbers and forceful actions, Italians abroad could demand that their voices be heard and their
interests safeguarded. Whether or not they were associated with current political events, the
“crowds” of Alexandria, defined as Italian or Greek or Maltese and acting together, had the
potential to express or reinforce nationality.
Being Italian or becoming Italian was a distinct process for Italians abroad, where the
surrounding environment and local relationships were decidedly different than the national
context. As Julia Clancy-Smith has pointed out, the Mediterranean was a “borderland” in flux,
and movement between Europe, North Africa, and the Middle East created “new social
formations arising from constantly improvised communities forged by successive dislocations,
settlement, and assimilation to varying degrees.” 109 In 1882, there were somewhere between
50,000 and 60,000 foreigners living in Alexandria, making up thirty-four percent of the overall
population of the city. Among them were 18,800 Italians. 110 The growing Italian community of
Egypt was by no means monolithic, but rather extremely “textured,” varying by region of origin,
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gender, age, employment, skills, politics, time of departure, and community. 111 It included
increasing numbers of artisans, laborers, clerks, domestic servants, shopkeepers, small traders,
and professionals who were attracted by expanding economic opportunities in Egypt after the
cotton boom; Jews with origins in Livorno formed an early and distinct part of the Italianspeaking community in Egypt. 112 The identities of Italians in Egypt were transformed by pursuit
of economic stability, their decisions to return to Italy or settle abroad permanently, and their
daily interactions with others. While outward migration from Italy had certainly begun well
before unification, it became a subject of intense national debate and concern as it accelerated
between 1876 and 1914, creating lingering questions about where Italy began and ended and
who was Italian consistently relevant. 113 Understanding Italian emigrants and their place in the
national community was at the heart of “larger process of defining citizens (and their
obligations), national character, as well as the notion of a cultural nation.” 114
In late nineteenth-century Egypt, the existence of “multiple, overlapping sovereignties,”
particularly through the expansion of empire, created an environment of “multi-level citizenship”
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in which conventional understandings of citizenship based on European and American models
founder. 115 In the 1870s, Egypt defaulted on the repayment of several European loans, and
Europeans took financial control over Egyptian debt in 1876. In 1882, Britain responded to
financial uncertainty and upheaval in Alexandria by occupying Egypt with a military force and
establishing a “veiled protectorate.” 116 While historians have long viewed the establishment of
British imperial rule in Egypt as a dramatic “rupture,” more recent historical studies have instead
understood this period as an acceleration of long-term economic and political trends. 117 Indeed,
throughout the last quarter of the nineteenth century, Egypt was drawn even further into the
world economy, particularly through the export of agricultural products such as cotton and the
import of manufactured goods from Europe, and there was an overall “intensification of colonial
pressures” among the European powers in Egypt. 118
After 1882, Egypt’s position between the Ottoman Empire and the British Empire was
characterized by two key fictions, for “public discourse pretended that the Ottomans retained a
measure of control over Egypt and that Egypt retained a measure of independence from
Britain.” 119 Egyptian nationalist historiography has characterized Egypt as independent
throughout the nineteenth century, and the British occupation of Egypt ironically reinforced
ideas of Egypt’s national independence. In Egypt, the British avoided direct intervention in
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political and legal structures of the country, leaving intact the Khedive, the yearly tribute to the
Ottoman Sultan, the capitulations (including the consular courts), the Caisse de la dette, and the
Mixed Tribunals. 120 In political affairs, an Egyptian council of ministers remained responsible in
theory to the Khedive, although in reality, Lord Cromer chose appointments to many principle
ministries and British policy suggestions were more like orders. The Ottoman Empire also
continued to play a role in determining the political culture of Egypt, and even as Egyptian
nationalist feeling grew in the 1880s and 1890s, local Egyptians remained legally defined as
Ottoman citizens. 121 Historian Eve Troutt Powell has also shown Egypt was itself an imperial
power in Sudan, contributing to the complex struggles for authority and power between
Egyptian, Ottoman, and British authorities in Egypt. 122
Even in the shadow of increasing British dominance in Egypt, because of the geopolitical
importance of Egypt, both Italy and France also continued to try to expand the realms of their
authority and spheres of influence. After Tunisia became a French Protectorate in 1881, France
withdrew protection from foreign protégés, suspended the capitulations, and pressured Italy and
Britain to close their consular courts. 123 In contrast, the British assured the other European
powers that they would keep the capitulations in place in Egypt. The endurance of the
capitulations as a legal framework in Egypt meant that the consulate and consular officials
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exercised a form of sovereignty that was “jurisdictional (applying to persons) rather than
territorial (applying to places).” 124 In the consular records, it was common to refer to individuals
with a combination of territorial and proprietary terms, for example: “at the time of Shalom
Gaon’s death he had his fixed place of residence in Alexandria within the jurisdiction of this
court.” 125 This refrain did not reveal anything specific about where Gaon lived in Alexandria, but
rather defined his position in the city in terms of belonging under the umbrella of the consular
court and its zone of authority. On the first day of Ramadan in 1892, a fire broke out in
Alexandria, and Michele Levi was “dragged like a dog and pig” from the area. 126 While Levi
furiously insisted “that he is an Italian subject, with all rights that that this status implies,” the
policeman shouted back at him “your consul is one of geese, of ducks, of maccheronis,”
bragging that only a few days before he had beat up a Greek, and he was not afraid of any Italian
or the Italian consulate. 127 In their insults, the policeman clearly targeted the power and
effectiveness of the consul to protect his subjects. The consul was incensed, for it was not just
the ill-treatment of Levi that was at stake, but rather the whole foundation of Italian influence
and the significance of claiming Italian nationality in Egypt. 128
In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, European authorities and local officials
became more concerned than ever before with clarifying the blurry lines between foreign
protégés, foreign subjects, and local Egyptians. The process of registering protégés became more
formalized and the number of protégés was limited. In 1863, a new Law of Protection eliminated
the hereditary nature of protégé status and specified that only persons currently serving in
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specific posts under consuls and ambassadors were eligible for protection. In 1891, the Egyptian
government proposed distinguishing between families of protégés that inherited their protection
and those that enjoyed protection because of their current service; the Italian consul protested
that while the distinction between “old” and “new” protégés seemed legal, they could not only
follow written law, but also tradition, and Italy should maintain the “prestige and power” of
naming protégés. 129 While access to protégé status seemed to be constricting, for European
states, such as Italy, protégés continued to represent an opportunity to express and expand their
interests in Egypt. 130
Throughout the nineteenth century, citizenship in Egypt was the combination of many
minor demands or assertions, and claiming a foreign nationality was reserved for “occasional
use” such as passports, consular courts, and census classification. 131 Having a “definite identity”
gave those classified as foreigners advantages, such as “relief from some taxes and tolls,
paperwork that eased intra and extra regional travel, a measure of legal protection, and a more
amorphous but still vital sense of political security.” 132 Even if foreign status was temporary or
limited, the perception of it could be extremely important. 133 Charles Hale, who served as the
consul of the United States in Egypt from 1864 to 1870, recalled of the role of the consulate:
It is of the utmost importance for every Frank who wishes the benefit of this privilege to
register himself at his consulate… He desires that the consulate should take notice of almost
every act in his life: he goes there to be married and to record the births of his children; and
‘after life’s fitful fever,’ it is through the consulate that a permit is obtained for the burial of
his body, and there his worldly estate must be settled. All formal communications between
129
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subjects of different nationalities are made by their respective consulates, and their
intervention is invoked in many matters of ordinary business.” 134
Will Hanley points out that while scholarship has disproportionately focused on the history of the
passport, there was a range of identification documents in circulation by the early twentieth
century, including travel passes, registration certificates, and protection certificates. 135 In 1887,
the British consul presented Isaac Bensilum with a document registering him as a British subject,
which stated: “Note – this certificate of registration must be carefully kept by the party in whose
favour it is issued, if he would avoid delay and inconvenience while resident or travelling in the
Ottoman Empire.” 136 In the document were both a clear warning against misplacing official
papers and a sense of the privileges they bestowed. Foreign status marked people in certain ways
in Egyptian society, and possessing nationality could shift, whether dramatically or ever so
slightly, lived experiences in Alexandria.
Occasional assertions of foreign status had far-reaching implications both for individuals
and their daily lives and for Italy’s national project. Every Italian male citizen who arrived in
Egypt was supposed to inscribe himself in the consular registries as a national living abroad
within six months. The Italian state guaranteed that emigrants and their descendants could keep
their nationality without restrictions or limitations. However, in 1903, only 12,818 Italians were
officially inscribed in the consular registers, despite the fact that in 1897, the Egyptian census
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recorded 24,400 Italians in the country. 137 Giacomo de Martino, the Italian consul, noted that a
full half of Italians did not feel obligated to register upon arrival, but rather entered the consulate
only later and on occasion. Moreover, the registers were only for heads of families, to the
exclusion of the many women, children, and youth in the Italian community of Egypt. Since the
legal status of women and children was recorded on the passports and document of the men in
their family, they were especially vulnerable to shifts and uncertainty in their legal status. 138 In
1908, Lord Cromer wrote in Modern Egypt:
The classification by nationalities, though important in many respects is misleading to the
extent, that when it said that there are 24,000 Italians, 14,000 Frenchmen, 7,000 Austrians
and so on in Egypt, it is not to be supposed that there are that number of Italians, Frenchmen
or Austrians in the country possessing the special national characteristics which are
generally held to belong to the inhabitants of Italy, France or Austria. Apart from the fact
that there are a large number of protected subjects, who are often Orientals, it is to be
observed that in many cases the Frenchman resident in Egypt is only technically a
Frenchman. 139
Contemporary observers and historians alike have noted that nationality mattered in Egypt, but
not necessarily nationalism. 140
Jews in Egypt often pursued evidence and support for assertions that they were “foreign”
rather than local. Documents such as passports bestowed individuals with singular identities and
supported the illusion of a legible citizen abroad. However, reality was more opaque. For Jews in
Egypt, it was not unheard of for family members as close as brothers and sons, sisters and
mothers to have different nationalities. For example, in the case of Rachel Bagdadhi’s
inheritance, all of her siblings were represented by different countries – two were British
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subjects, one was French, and two were Italian. 141 In their lifetimes, individuals could also shift
between various identities, choosing to emphasize one aspect of their experiences or another.
This phenomenon was common across the Mediterranean and the Adriatic, as individuals
claimed one nationality after another without ever moving. In 1851, Moise Valensin, a Jewish
banker living in Alexandria, demanded the rights attached to Algerian nationality from the
French consulate. Valensin contended that although he and his father were longtime residents of
Livorno, they had never officially claimed Tuscan citizenship, and therefore could not be
considered as having “lost his quality as an Algerian” and could be registered as a French
protégé. 142 While Valensin distanced himself from his decades spent in Livorno in order to make
his argument to the French consulate, other Jews in Egypt emphasized any fleeting or long-term
connection with Livorno in the strongest terms possible to link themselves with Italy. Livorno
became a real and imagined division between “foreign” and “local”; a narrative source of foreign
status.
During the last decades of the nineteenth century, debates over Italian nationality intensified
in Egypt. Increasing numbers of files regarding Jewish individuals and families were labeled
issues of “contested nationality,” to be wrangled over by local authorities, consular officials, and
individuals. In 1884, there was an inquest in Tanta of numerous and fraudulent inscriptions of
Italian protégés and nationals, and investigations were carried out in the years following to verify
the status of individuals and register them properly and officially. 143 For Egyptian authorities,
Jewish claims of foreign status were often suspect and seemingly opportunistic. Italian consular
officials tended to support Jewish claims of Italian nationality, but also found it extremely
141
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difficult to unravel how to validate subject or protégé status that had been passed down through
the generations. For example, it came to the attention of the ministry of foreign affairs that
Abramo Coen and Ezekiel and Giacomo Farag had been granted nationality when they had only
requested protection. 144 The possibility that this was a widespread occurrence, with others able to
parlay protégé status into nationality, was a subject of great concern. 145 In 1893, Elia Mallul
came to the attention of consular authorities. He was inscribed in the registers of the Tuscan
consulate in 1853, and then registered in the Italian consulate in 1876 and 1892, but without
presenting justification for his inscription. 146 He had not satisfied his obligation of the draft, but
Mallul insisted it was not for lack of patriotism, but because he thought as an only son he would
be considered exempt. Italian officials also struggled to determine what counted as proof of
nationality; while one individual was educated in Italy, he had no proof of being a national and
was stricken from the registers. 147
Italians in Egypt continuously asserted that belonging to the Italian nation state endured
despite separation from the patria, using various forms of documentation, standards of conduct,
or signals of Italian identity to substantiate their claims. Even if an individual’s origin story or
documentation lacked clarity, the gaps in clarity opened up spaces for Jews to prove and assert
their status. In 1891, the Egyptian foreign minister accused Jacob Levi Acobes of “pretending” to
have Italian nationality, for he and his family were alternately recognized as French protégés
from Tunisia or as local subjects. As proof, Jacob Levi Acobes traced his nationality back to his
grandfather, born in 1810 in Livorno, and submitted documents from the Jewish community in
Livorno as proof. Even though the exact trajectory of the Acobes family through the
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Mediterranean remained unclear, Acobes was successful in attaching his family history to a
broader history of Jewish merchants from Livorno. For Ibrahim Schinazi, showing that his
family in Izmir was originally from Livorno during the era of the Grand Duchy and inscription in
consular registries, was enough to show he was Italian even if he “even if his origins seem to
indicate that he is a local subject.” 148 Although labels of national identity on passports were at
times unimportant, they were also instruments for giving and solidifying identities; inscribing
themselves as Italians and carrying Italian papers gave Jews from Livorno the potential to
“become Italian.” 149
In 1911-1912, hostility between Italy and the Ottoman Empire over Libya had a ripple effect
throughout the Mediterranean and led to heightened tensions for Italian citizens living in the
Ottoman Empire. 150 During the Italo-Turkish war, many Italian subjects and protégés, including
many Jews, were expelled or fled from parts of the Ottoman Empire. Status as an Italian national
or protégé, once a privilege, was now a vulnerability. 151 Some italiani levantini expelled from
Beirut and Aleppo likely made their way to the Dodecanese Islands, while others made their way
to Egypt, where they could still hope for protection through the capitulations and Italian consular
system. 152 For example, in a panicked telegram to the consul of Alexandria, Ezra Pinto begged
for help and intervention on his behalf. Local authorities had sequestered his property and placed
a huge tax on it, and as an individual caught in the crosshairs of international conflicts, he was
148
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desperate. He tried to present himself before the consulate in a sympathetic light as a productive
subject connected by deep feelings of patriotism to Italy. He wrote, “I am an Italian subject, a
merchant, and property owner who was living in Aleppo when I was compelled by my feelings
[of] italianità to take refuge in Egypt with my family. I beg for the protection and support of my
native government against the arbitrary acts and damages they want to perpetrate against me.” 153
The Italian consulate in Egypt did its best to help those fleeing the Ottoman Empire. They paid
for passage for the poor who wanted to come to Egypt or repatriate, even if they couldn’t pay an
individual’s creditors or taxes. 154
Continued mass migration in the early twentieth century consistently provoked questions
about who could claim Italian nationality and what its economic, political, and cultural value
was. In 1912, a new nationality law modified policies that concerned Italian citizens living
outside of Italy, emphasizing the importance of both “juridical citizenship” and “cultural
nationality” in creating a national community that existed well beyond the borders of Italy. 155
According to the law of 1912, nationality could be revoked only by a willful act of a mature
citizen, and children born abroad could revoke their Italian nationality only when they achieved
the age of majority. 156 The law of 1912 also facilitated the rapid resumption of citizenship by
expatriates, establishing that even those who revoked their citizenship while abroad could easily
reclaim it if they returned to live in Italy for two years. In response to the widening population
movements and turbulence, in 1913 the Italian government also proposed changing the format of
the Italian passport that would require a photograph to be attached. The Italian consul in Egypt
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responded ambivalently, for while it would be smart to move towards a passport that was hard to
counterfeit, it was “inevitable that the photography would feel like a police fiche” and it was
critical that “citizens (cittadini) abroad should feel protected, not watched.” 157 The consul’s
position reflects both the importance that documentation of status had acquired over the course
of the nineteenth century in the Mediterranean, and his understanding of those documents a
framework for protection as well as surveillance.

***
By the late nineteenth century, Jews in Egypt were adept at claiming origins and
experiences that validated their claims of Italian subjecthood or protection. This chapter shows
the spectrum of instrumental and situational meanings of Italian citizenship abroad, particularly
in the words and actions of individuals and the space of the consular court. Livornese Jews,
strategically employing their status, extended the boundaries of Italian belonging beyond the
borders of the nation. Yet beyond an official legal identity, what did being an Italian Jew in
Egypt mean? Claiming citizenship for instrumental and commercial purposes could leave deeper
traces as identity, citizenship, and communal belonging repeatedly converged and diverged. The
next chapter will focus on exploring how Italian Jews living in Egypt during the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries created multiple cultural networks and built emotional ties that
transcended boundaries.
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Chapter Five
Mediterranean Networks of Culture, Influence, and Solidarity: The Case of Italian and
Jewish Communities in Early Twentieth Century Egypt

In his memoir, Out of Egypt, Andre Aciman recalled the chance encounter in a
marketplace in Alexandria during the early 1940s that brought his two grandmothers from
acquaintances to friends:
‘But why didn’t you ever speak to me?’ […]
‘I used to think you were French’ […]
‘French? And whatever made you think I was French? Je suis italienne, madame’ […]
‘As am I!’
‘Yes? Are you? But we are from Leghorn.’
‘But so are we!’ 1

Aciman’s re-creation of this first conversation between his grandmothers, while seemingly
simple, in fact reveals the complicated confluences and divergences of culture, nationality, and
identity in everyday life in Alexandria. For both of Aciman’s grandmothers, being Italian was a
point of pride, a matter that clearly distinguished them both from “native” Egyptians and other
foreigners in the city even as they were also forced to recognize that each had misperceived and
mis-categorized the other for years. Throwing her statement into high relief, one woman noted
that she was Italian by speaking in French, capturing the multilingualism common to Alexandria
and breaking apart pat associations of language and nationality. Both women traced their roots
directly to the city of Livorno, imbuing it with a sense of superiority and an association with a
glorious past and place in Jewish history. Livorno continued to be an important cultural
1
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touchstone for many Jewish families in Egypt, even for those who had remarkably loose or
uncertain ties to Livorno or those who had left the city generations before. Embedded in the
encounter between Aciman’s grandmothers is the sense that nationality in Alexandria did not
have a single or coherent meaning; rather, the significance of “being Italian” often shifted and
multiplied depending on context.
At the turn of the twentieth century, Alexandria was a dynamic port city, fulfilling a
central role in the flows of goods, people, and information around the Mediterranean Sea.
History, art, and literature have often depicted Alexandria during this period as a quintessential
cosmopolitan city. According to historian Kenneth McPherson, a cosmopolitan city either
signifies a place where people “adopt and adapt cultural forms drawn from other confessional
and national groups” or simply suggests “the presence of a variety of confessional, cultural, and
racial groups within a single urban setting.” 2 The struggle to define or qualify cosmopolitanism
has become a central feature of the historiography of the modern Mediterranean. Deborah Starr
points out that cosmopolitanism in Egypt was a “by-product of colonialism” and should be
analyzed within this framework, while Khaled Fahmy argues that descriptions of Alexandria as
open and cosmopolitan are “essentially predicated on ignoring and silencing the city’s Arabic
speaking population,” which always made up the majority. 3 Fahmy suggests that studying the
cafes, taverns, and marketplaces of Alexandria would reveal a “highly integrated society in the
process of rapid change” full of common, every day, and individual interactions, but not devoid
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of tensions between ethnic, national, and religious communities. 4 Recently, Will Hanley has
proposed the term “vulgar cosmopolitanism” as a counter-argument to cosmopolitanism; he
asserts that cosmopolitanism problematically tends to focus attention only on elites, and relying
on the term to understand cities means that class differences become less important than ethnic
or religious differences. 5 Within this framework, Jewish dockworkers belonged to the same
category as Jewish bankers, and separate from lower class workers of other communities, which
obscures some points of connection or division in order to privilege others. 6
Even as recent historical studies have questioned the reliance on “cosmopolitanism” as a
category of analysis or as a descriptive tool used by historical actors to represent themselves and
others, historians are reluctant to abandon it. Dario Miccoli has suggested that cosmopolitanism
can be understood as an “imaginary category” used by Jews in Egypt to describe themselves, and
acknowledges that it “did not necessarily reflect the everyday lives of Jews.” 7 However, even in
framing cosmopolitanism as an interior process of imagination, it is unclear how this mapped
onto the everyday experiences of Jews in Egypt. Without using the language of
“cosmopolitanism,” with all of its attending qualifications, this chapter builds off of an
understanding that Alexandria was a multilingual city of religious, economic, and ethnic
diversity, where individuals of different cultures and communities certainly interacted, but not
necessarily without discord or stress. 8 Much of the historiography of the Middle East takes
identities as singular and fixed, however in examining just a few of the many layers of the social
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and cultural landscape of Alexandria, this chapter demonstrates how the situational, fragmented
identities of “Italian” Jews of Egypt cannot actually be boiled down to a cultural essence or easy
categorization.
While individuals in Egypt often perceived foreign nationality in terms of its utility,
“being Italian” also had the power to influence and frame personal and communal experiences.
In business dealings and everyday affairs, boundaries of nationality or religion were frequently
crossed, ignored, or misperceived. However, foreign nationality also had the potential to mark
individuals with status as part of a particular community. As communities established their own
schools, religious organizations, and charities in Egypt, often labeled by nationality, religion, or
origin, they used these structures to signal a clear identity for themselves and for others. And
although these identities were anything but clear, participating in organizations and voluntary
associations offered individuals distinct spaces with which to affiliate and find meaning.
Citizenship in Egypt emerged as a linguistic and cultural affinity, associated not only with
economic or charitable endeavors, but with an emotional and affective force that is often
overlooked in historical studies. As Italians Jews navigated the complicated political and
cultural landscape of Egypt, particularly after the advent of the British protectorate, they were
not only shaped by their legal status as Italian citizens, but also the architects of different cultural
and social meanings behind this citizenship.
Although modern Jewish history tends to conceptualize national identity and ethnoreligious identity as distinct entities, the Jews of Egypt demonstrate how categories of belonging,
nationality, and identity were multilayered and contextual. The ways that nationality converged
with identity and the emotional weight this carried was by no means static or shared across
individuals. As historian Mary Dewhurst Lewis notes in the case of colonial Tunisia, “the
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fluidity of social identity made it possible for a single individual to belong to more than one
group in his or her lifetime or to invoke different identities in different circumstances.” 9 The
broader Italian and Jewish communities were incredibly diverse in terms of origins, period and
experience of migration, social class, religion, and gender. During the early twentieth century,
the Jewish community experienced notable upward economic mobility with an expanding middle
class. In his recent study of the Jews of Egypt during the twentieth century, Dario Miccoli argues
that bourgeois social practices and perspectives formed a fundamental part of the identity of Jews
in Egypt. Yet he mostly ignores issues of nationality that existed alongside religion and class and
the ways they were often bound together. 10 Italian policy makers and state officials often
perceived the Jewish community in terms of their bourgeois status, and hoped to harness their
social and economic position for Italian interests. In turn, Italian Jews often presented themselves
as distinct elements of both the Italian and Jewish communities, a notable vanguard in supporting
communal associations and demonstrating their national and religious commitments. In their
cultural choices and activities, Italian Jews created local communities that were rooted in the
Egyptian context while simultaneously framed by the idea of solidarity and buttressed by
transnational bonds.
This chapter refers to “Italian” Jews not as an absolute label, but rather to distinguish
certain, though by no means all, constitutive elements of a multidimensional identity. This
chapter focuses on how “Italianness” and “Jewishness” acquired meaning in specific moments
and spaces, and explores the ways in which Italian Jews of Egypt were “made of” multiple
interactions and contextual engagements. The first two sections of the chapter examine the social
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and cultural roles of “Italian” Jews of Egypt within the broader context of Italians in Egypt and
the articulations of the Italian state abroad. The following sections of the chapter explore the
culture of “Italian” Jews of Egypt and the social and cultural arenas in which they practiced their
Jewishness, both in the context of the broader Jewish community in Egypt and Jewish
communities Jews elsewhere in the Mediterranean, including Italy. The Italian Jews of Egypt
and their layered histories shed light on the emergence of contradictory and complex social
identities in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, when consolidating nation
states, colonial rivalries, and new social movements created an increasingly complex political
and cultural landscape. Italian Jews in Egypt relied on this complexity to build their cultural
lives, but they also responded to and were influenced by the projections that other groups exerted
on them, including the other Italians of Egypt, other Jews elsewhere, and European imperial
states.

Modern Italy and Mediterranean Power: The Search for Influence and the Quest for
Community in Egypt
In 1910, British author and traveler Douglas Sladen recounted his observations of
Alexandria: the western port “is a busy commercial port after the style of Genoa, with hardly
more Eastern life on its waters than an Italian port would have,” while along the Mahmoudiya
Canal “the decaying villas give the effect of one of those delightful back-canals of Venice, which
have palaces with gardens, if only Venice had mosques.” 11 Sladen ultimately concluded:
“Alexandria is an Italian city: its vegetation is almost Italian; it has wild flowers. Its climate is
almost Italian; it has wind and rain as well as fierce blue skies. Its streets are almost entirely
11
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Italian; and Italian is its staple language.” 12 Throughout his guide to Alexandria, Sladen seemed
to have a sort of double vision, superimposing images of Italy on his observations of his
surroundings. Indeed, Sladen was one of many European travelers during the early twentieth
century that portrayed Alexandria with an Orientalist lens, depicting the city as a unique blend of
“European life” and “Oriental life” where “nothing is foreign.” 13 Through his consistent
comparisons between Italy and Egypt, Sladen attempted to grant his European audience access to
a certain version of Egypt; however, the juxtapositions obscure more than they explain about life
in Egypt. Each of Sladen’s comparisons is tempered with distinctions, “if only” and “almost,” as
he erased the Arabic-speaking, Muslim population and surroundings from his midst. Although
Sladen’s blurred lines between Egypt and Italy were incongruous with everyday life in
Alexandria, his narration created a perception of a shared Mediterranean space for Italy and
Egypt to simultaneously inhabit. Like Sladen, many Italians believed that Egypt represented a
unique opportunity to create cultural connections and inroads of influence in the Mediterranean.
For Italian nationalists, creating a modern empire that spanned the Mediterranean Sea, or
“mare nostrum,” represented not only regaining the glory of the Roman era, but also forging a
path forward for Italy as a European power. 14 However, Italy’s imperialist hopes of creating a
“fourth shore” in North Africa and the Levant were dashed after the French declared a
protectorate in Tunisia in 1881 and the British seized control of Egypt in 1882. Italian
nationalists and policymakers subsequently focused their efforts on creating “zones of influence”
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in the Mediterranean world, rather than gaining political or territorial control. 15 In studying the
activities of Italian banks in Egypt, historian Saho Matsumoto-Best concludes that the imperial
rivalry between Italy and Britain in Egypt was essentially the “maneuvers of private enterprise
more than formal state diplomacy,” with uncoordinated actions led by a variety of public and
private Italian institutions and groups. 16 Although Italian groups in Egypt were motivated by
multiple driving forces, the ambition to expand Italian power in the Mediterranean emerged as an
important shared tenet. 17
Italians both at home and abroad believed that the ever-expanding Italian population of
Egypt, as individuals and as a community, represented a concrete channel to spread Italian
political, cultural, and economic influence. Even before Italian unification, Italians used the term
colonie to describe Italian communities outside the Italian peninsula, and linked Italians abroad
(italiani all’estero) to a larger project of empire building. 18 Italians abroad became the builders
of an informal Italian empire merely by living and working in a foreign territory. After Italian
unification and the rise in Italian outward migration, the role that italiani all’estero played in
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determining Italy’s fortune acquired even more weight. 19 Despite the diversity of Italians in
Egypt, Italian nationalists and policymakers projected the fantasy of a single national community
and believed national identity could survive migration, continuously seeking ways to bond the
growing number of emigrants to the Italian nation, so that they would not be “lost” and absorbed
into their surrounding environment. 20
In particular, Italian nationalists wanted to foster economic connections between migrants
abroad and the Italian peninsula. Economist, author, and future president of the Italian Republic,
Luigi Einaudi stated firmly in his 1900 work, A Merchant Prince, that “trade follows the
footsteps of the emigrant, but not all emigrants, only those who even after many generations
preserve relations of affection and interests and social customs with the land in which they or
their ancestors were born.” 21 In 1884, an Italian Chamber of Commerce was founded in Egypt in
order to “cultivate with Italian merchants a fruitful connection with brothers of the madre patria;
to give both sides all necessary information for trade; to indicate to merchants the goods of the
marketplace that have the most probability of selling; and in general to awaken the commercial
interests of Italy in the region.” 22 Built on a foundation of a long history of commercial relations
between Italy and Egypt, the Chamber of Commerce sought to mobilize Italians in Egypt to be
19
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the architects of economic growth and vitality through their local connections and international
networks. 23 Promoting commerce as a cultural tool, Italian nationalists believed that shared
material interests would be the foundation for forming a cultural community. 24 Jews actively
participated in the Chamber of Commerce, receptive to its mission connecting economic success,
commercial networks, and patriotic sentiment. 25 In 1906, Luigi Balboni reported that efforts to
expand trade had been productive. In first decade of the twentieth century, Italian imports in
Egypt had tripled; Egypt had emerged as an important market for pharmaceutical products,
liquors, dairy products, paper from Northern Italy, wine and olive oil from Tuscany, and bread,
fruits and other food products from the South of Italy, while Italy imported sugar, cotton, oil, and
tobacco from Egypt.
Within their mission of informal empire building, Italian officials perceived Jews as
potentially useful participants in the Italian national project abroad. In 1903, the Italian consul
general in Egypt reported that Jews from Livorno, a distinct part of the Italian colony in Egypt,
were not at the forefront of creating an Italian national culture in Egypt. However, his full
description belied that pat characterization, for Jewish Italians in Egypt were “an element of
order that represents notable force especially for their financial importance and for the vigilant
protection that they have always found under our flag, eliciting a devoted and affection worship
23
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towards the homeland and its institutions.” 26 The consul characterized Italian Jews as a
community that was not only important for their commercial activities, but also because they
were sincere in their attachment to Italy. In fact, Italian consular officials often viewed individual
Jews as instrumental potential subjects. In 1910, Rodolfo Mizrahi, a French protégé and
administrator of the Salonica Cigarette Company, presented himself before the consulate to
acquire Italian citizenship. The consul advised that “he would be a practical person to grant
Italian citizenship, because he is valued and appreciated and a part of one of the best families of
[the Jewish] colony.” 27 In another case, the consulate discussed how to handle the case of G.
Aghion, who although originally from Livorno, had not “opted for Italian citizenship” in time to
complete his military service. The consul eventually concluded that this oversight was not due to
malintent, and reasoned that because Aghion belonged to a notable and wealthy Jewish family,
“it was in our interest to acquire him for the Italian cause, especially with the various rivalries
fighting for the field of moral influence in this country.” 28
Jewish petitions for citizenship from the early twentieth century reveal how Jews
maneuvered within this perception of their utility for the Italian nation state. In 1913, an Italian
Jewish man working in the Sudan sent a letter of recommendation supporting the citizenship
request of David Frances, and opened his letter with “the spirit and assurance of doing something
good for our country.” 29 The letter writer explained that David Frances was born in Salonica and
worked for an Italian firm in Sudan, and had expressed a “vital desire to acquire Italian
nationality.” The letter of recommendation outlined several important reasons the consul should
support this request: his mother was Italian and educated him in “our language”; he has shown
26
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affection for “our country”; he is part of the Italian community in the Sudan; he will aid in
introducing Italian goods into Sudan. While David Frances did not have concrete ties to Italy, his
recommendation built up his profile as a potential citizen in terms of both deeply held feelings of
affection for Italy and more tangible economic benefits. For many who claimed Italian
citizenship in Egypt during this time, using the Italian language could represent an important
marker of Italian identity. Italian officials and nationalists often moved to interpret an
individual’s reliance on Italian for practical reasons as a “lingua d’uso” as an expression of
internal attachments or national identity as a “lingua del cuore.” 30 While use of Italian language
was generally not sufficient to prove Italian nationality, it was perceived as an important element
of these petitions, and the consul was inclined to grant Frances Italian nationality if he was able
and willing to renounce his Ottoman nationality.
Over the course of the second half of the nineteenth century and early twentieth century,
migration to Egypt from Italy accelerated and the growing Italian community of Egypt became
an increasing object of concern for the Italian state. 31 In the 1880s and 1890s, earlier waves of
migrants comprised of political exiles and merchants were joined by large numbers of skilled and
unskilled workers. 32 Despite the economic promise of Egypt, many Italian migrants to Egypt
faced enormous difficulties, namely poverty. In 1890, the Italian consul reported that “the
economic conditions of the Italian colony are, in some years getting worse” and described how
many working class migrants, particularly carpenters, masons, and other artisans, were not able
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to find work and were in a difficult position of competing with local workers who undercut their
wages. 33 In 1899, the Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs and the Minister of the Interior jointly
decided to no longer release passports for Egypt to those who did not have assured work or those
who could not demonstrate that they could provide for their eventual repatriation if necessary. 34
Despite this provision, the Italian community in Egypt continued to grow. In 1897, the Italian
community of Egypt numbered 24,454 individuals, and by 1907, it had reached 34,926. 35 In
1905, consul general Giuseppe Salvago Raggi described the economic makeup of the Italian
colony: half of the Italians in Egypt are workers, clerks of banks, employees of private
administrations, and shop assistants…a quarter of Italians in Egypt are merchants, construction
managers, lawyers, engineers, they earn quite a bit.” 36
The Italian state was actively involved in efforts to unite Italians at home and abroad in a
“Greater Italy,” a transnational project that concurrently sought to reify the power of the Italian
nation state. 37 Italians appealed time and again to the consulate and Italian authorities for
assistance in their daily lives, and the budget of the consulate devoted increasing amounts to
supporting impoverished Italians. 38 The Società di Beneficenza, subsidized by the government,
always struggled with lacking enough funds to support the large numbers of indigent Italians in
the city. 39 In order for Italians to access assistance from the consulate, they first had to prove
their Italian nationality. In turn, support from the consulate or Italian charities, whether it was aid
for repatriation or subsidized treatment at the hospital, gave the amorphous status of “being
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Italian” tangible weight, and carried the potential to create and solidify bonds among individuals,
their surrounding national community, and the faraway nation state.
Historian Shana Minkin argues that although charities in Alexandria were typically
labeled as “foreign,” such as “the Jewish hospital” or the Società Italiana di Beneficenza, in
practice, these charities often served to deeply embed these communities within the local
environment. Indeed, the “process by which these institutions bought land, built institutions,
negotiated tax breaks, and helped sustain and were sustained by Alexandrians, was a means by
which these same organizations redefined who belonged to the city, broadening the definition of
local to include their community and themselves.” 40 Jews from notable Italian families made up
close to half of the leadership council of the Società Italiana di Beneficenza. 41 In 1904, Augusto
Bismot, a Jewish merchant who traced his family’s past to Livorno, donated part of his property
to the Italian Società di Beneficenza to construct a health clinic for his neighborhood, expressing
through his charitable donation a desire to have an impact on his specific community and on the
broader fabric of the city. 42 In 1911, the Italian consulate reported that the Italian community in
Egypt supported three charitable societies, twelve mutual aid societies, one organization for
sanitary assistance, six educational organizations, two recreation societies, as well as a number of
political and commercial groups. 43
In this environment, Italian educational, cultural, and economic organizations sought to
create and maintain an Italian communal identity, even in the face of deep class, regional, and
religious tensions within the colony. By labeling themselves “Italian” and using the Italian
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language, these clubs, associations, and organizations helped create a sense of collective Italian
identity. 44 However, as historian Anthony Gorman has pointed out, Italian organizations were
certainly not uniform or singular, but rather often “served as a forum for internal conflicts that
reflected class visions, different social networks and varying commitments of loyalty to the
formal Italian state within the broader community.” 45 Often groups were organized around
particular interests or occupational status; there were a number of Italian workers’ organizations
active in Egypt, including the Fratellanza Artigiana Italiana in Alexandria (established in 1881)
and the Circolo Operaio Italiano in Cairo (established in 1896). 46 Above all, charities and
associations were spaces for sociability, designated arenas for building relationships with other
Italians. Even in groups as philosophically divergent as Masonic lodges or anarchist circles,
individuals could find themselves discussing “the international” in a room full of Italians. 47
The “Italian colony” often defined itself as a singular entity set apart from the various
other foreign communities in Alexandria, even when the boundaries were often blurry or
overlapping. In 1900, an article in Il Mattino castigated Cesare Romano, consul and head of the
Società di Beneficenza, for abandoning efforts to open an Italian hospital in Alexandria and for
suggesting that Italians could be treated at any of the local hospitals. They protested that they did
not want impoverished Italians to be sent to the Greek, German, and English hospitals, and
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particularly refused to allow Italians to be sent to the indigenous hospitals or the Jewish hospital;
poor Italians should be allowed the dignity of recovering “where they would recognize the
habits, customs, languages.” 48 The article posits supposedly clear boundaries of behavior – of
habits, customs, languages - for Italians in Alexandria, and suggests that these boundaries were
internally and externally intelligible and needed to be preserved by Italian leaders. Despite the
article’s strong opinion on the matter, Italians in Egypt continued to wrestle with how to actually
form an Italian community and the most beneficial ways to support its wellbeing.
In 1917, the Egyptian census reported: “The large Greek and Italian populations are colonies of
settlers, who, for long periods of years look upon Egypt as their home, whereas the
British…regard Egypt as a foreign country in which, by force of circumstances, they are destined
to spend a part of their lives, but do not, as a rule, look forward to the prospect of their children
establishing themselves in the country.” 49 Although generalized, this description highlights a key
element of the Italian community in Egypt as it developed during the nineteenth and twentieth
century – permanent. Certainly, there were individuals, including seasonal workers, who moved
back and forth between Italy and Egypt or who returned to Italy after time in Egypt. However,
both Italians and other observers described the Italian community as a fixture in the landscape of
Egypt, and Italian officials and nationalists sought to develop the “Italianness” of this community
rooted in Egypt.
Once again, the Jewish community of Egypt became a powerful target audience for
creating Italians abroad. In 1909, the position of chief rabbi of Alexandria came open, and
prominent members of the Italian community in both Egypt and in Italy hoped to bring an Italian
rabbi to Alexandria who would “bring honor to our country and prove useful in spreading our
48
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influence in Egypt.” 50 While there were several strong candidates for the post, Professor Raffaele
della Pergola emerged as the frontrunner. 51 Consular reports described him favorably as a “man
of fine appearance, dignified, a good speaker, cultured and of exquisite education,” who would
serve as an able guide for the Jewish community of Egypt towards progress. The reports
emphasized the idea that an Italian rabbi must be able to represent, both in name and in spirit, the
cultural achievements of Italy from his leadership position in Egypt. The report noted, “He loves
the patria italiana, however, for his current post in Gorizia he acquired Austrian citizenship. He
would certainly be delighted to retake Italian citizenship before becoming chief rabbi of
Alexandria.” 52 These details from the consular investigation reveal the ambiguities of
connecting nationality and citizenship, for even though della Pergola was no longer an Italian
citizen, he maintained his deep love for Italy, suggesting nationality could be somewhat
disregarded; however, if he were to become Chief Rabbi he would need to regain his Italian
citizenship in order to expressly formalize his ties to Italy. Indeed, after becoming the chief rabbi
of Alexandria, della Pergola was recognized as an Italian and a European in his role as the leader
of the Jewish community. 53 He gave his sermons in Italian and demonstrated his connection to
Italy, frequently returning to Italy for an extended period over the summer. 54
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In the context of imperial rivalries in Egypt, France, Britain, and Italy all looked to the
Jewish community in attempts to expand their cultural influence. 55 In 1909, the Italian
government and Dante Alighieri Society embarked on a prolonged endeavor to support Italian
education in Jewish schools in Egypt. Italian had served as the principle language of instruction
in the Jewish community schools of Alexandria until 1905, when it was switched to French. In a
1909 letter, the Italian Consul De Martino chronicled his efforts to bring Italian language
instruction back into the Jewish communal schools of Cairo and Alexandria, asserting that “this
will be valuable work of Italian affirmation in this country and advantageous to increasing our
moral influence.” 56 For De Martino, reaching a Jewish audience had specific value, pointing out
their prominent place within the Italian community in Egypt as Italian citizens and in wider
Egyptian commercial, social, and political circles. Particularly with the dramatic growth of
working class Italians in Egypt, the largely middle-class makeup of the Jewish community
became more appealing for Italian officials. De Martino stated firmly that “Jews of Italian
citizenship constitute a precious element of moral and material prosperity in our colony,” before
offering further support for his conclusions in the form of a hypothetical scenario: “Without a
doubt, removing Jewish Italians from our colony in Cairo and Alexandria would offer a much
smaller base of wealth and economic activity.” 57 De Martino came to the idea of supporting
Italian lessons in Jewish schools after a walk in a cemetery in the desert, where he observed that
the inscriptions on the tombstones were mostly written in Hebrew and Italian. He felt determined
to prove that this long connection between Italy and the Jewish community of Egypt was not
only consigned to the dead and the distant past, but rather continued to have relevance, for “by
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ancient tradition, and enforced by the enlightened policies of the Grand Duchy of Tuscany, Italy
enjoys to this day the vivid and sincere sympathies of the Jews of the Levant.” 58 As proper
instruction cultivated Italian speakers, they would subsequently develop Italian sentiment on an
individual level and support Italian culture and power on an international level.
Soon after, De Martino met with Moise Cattaoui, the leader of the Jewish community,
and discussed provisions for choosing and subsidizing an Italian instructor for the Jewish
schools. 59 De Martino’s believed that Italian financial support of the position would be a positive
factor because it was “a reason for interference in the school and we can monitor and make sure
that the teacher is teaching with a ‘true spirit of italianità.’” 60 On the heels of subsidizing Italian
instruction at the Jewish school for boys, De Martino planned to also introduce Italian instruction
in the Jewish girls’ schools both in Cairo and Alexandria. De Martino argued that reaching the
380 students in the “flourishing and well-organized school” was an opportunity that ought not to
be missed. As justification for his efforts, he again referenced the importance of the Jewish
“element” in Egypt, before musing that “many students in the schools are also of Italian
nationality.” 61 Underpinning De Martino’s strategy was the hope of giving meaning and
attachment to more instrumental notions of nationality. Even if not all the students in the Jewish
schools were Italian citizens, which in fact they weren’t, their endeavors would still be
worthwhile. There continued to be efforts to promote Italian courses in the curriculum of Jewish
schools, including Italian literature courses; the move to support literature classes was a clear
indication of an attempt to move from teaching a language for its utility to also teaching it for its
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cultural relevance. 62 In 1911, Breccia reported that the Dante Alighieri society had sent funding,
books, scholastic material, and maps of Italy to the schools of the Jewish community, including
the schools of the Alliance Israélite Universelle (AIU), even though the AIU was associated with
a specifically French “civilizing mission.”63 The leaders of the Italian and Jewish community
perceived Italian investment in Jewish schools as a positive development, although with some
subtle differences. Moise de Cattaoui was an Austrian subject, yet he rejected the offer of the
Austrian consul to subsidize German language instruction in Jewish schools and threw his
weight behind supporting the Italian curriculum. While De Martino conceptualized teaching
language in terms of nationalist sentiment and imperial influence, de Cattaoui’s actions suggest
that he saw Italian in terms of its usefulness for the Jewish community.

The Dante Alighieri Society in Egypt: The Fear of Decline and The Promise of Culture
In 1905, the Consul General of Italy in Cairo, Giuseppe Salvago Raggi, reported that a
number of the Italians in Egypt “are Italian in name only.” 64 In this context, the leadership of the
Italian community needed to find ways to bring depth and texture to Italian life in Egypt. The
following section will closely examine the activities and concerns of the Dante Alighieri Society
in order to highlight important elements of the layered cultural landscape of Italians in Egypt. In
the early twentieth century, the Società Dante Alighieri became a particularly prominent
advocate of mobilizing Italian language and culture to forge a path forward for Italians abroad.
The Dante Alighieri Society was founded in Rome in 1889 with an explicit purpose to “protect
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and spread Italian language and culture outside of the Kingdom of Italy.” 65 In 1895, Dante
Alighieri committees were established in Alexandria, Suez, and Port Said, and in 1898, a
committee formed in Cairo. The mission of the Dante Alighieri Society fundamentally connected
Italians in Egypt to Italy itself as well as to a wide network of Italian diaspora communities
worldwide. The Dante Alighieri committee in Alexandria was in regular communication with the
central committee in Rome, and was deeply concerned about the treatment of Italians around the
world. 66 The Dante Alighieri Society operated on intersecting geographic scales as a local,
national, and transnational organization, developing a notion of Italian identity in Egypt that
formed the framework of a diaspora community.
In the early twentieth century, a chorus of Italian voices in Egypt despaired about the
declining influence of the Italian language, and therefore, Italian culture and influence writ large.
During the nineteenth century, Italian functioned as a lingua franca throughout the
Mediterranean world, serving as an official language of the Egyptian court system, consulate
offices, merchant firms, and even the postal service until it was switched to French in 1876. 67
However, by the end of the nineteenth century, Italian observers repeatedly noted with concern
that the Italian language was losing ground to French and English in the city. In 1901, the Italian
consul in Cairo, Salvatore Tugini, wrote with some measure of dismay that “following the
British occupation, in spite of the decline of French political influence in Egypt, the French
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language remains the most used in administrative offices…the English language is also
beginning to be more in use.” 68 And explorer Federico Bonola-Bey recalled:
those who arrived in those times in Egypt [mid nineteenth century] found that the
language of government, family, market, uses, customs, and pleasures all gave the
impression that new Egypt was a son of Italy. But times change: new events, new
combinations created new influences, and Italy, absorbed with the work of national
reconstruction, did not give the colony any direction for its internal life, and it could not
retain the post. 69
According to Bonola-Bey, Italy had turned inward as a new nation state, rather than outward, and
its dominant place in the Mediterranean world seemed to be slipping away. However, BonolaBey concluded that this pessimistic report ultimately “did not mean that Italians don’t
individually feel proud of their past” and “uphold their feelings with actions when they can.” 70
In spite of the difficulties facing the Italian colony, or perhaps because of them, the Dante
Alighieri society in Egypt seized for itself the mantle of defending Italian interests and
promoting italianità, asserting that if the modern Italian state could not use military power to win
battles abroad, it should endow its people with the knowledge and culture that would
subsequently garner the sympathy and respect of others. 71 The letters of the Dante Alighieri
committee often alternate between viewing the Italian colony with a sense of decline from the
primacy of the past and viewing the colony as a yet-powerful conduit for expanding Italian
influence. In 1900, Francesco Fera, secretary of the local committee, lamented the stalled
progress of the Dante Alighieri Society in Alexandria, writing “these are sad days for Italian
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souls…particularly in comparison to past vitality.” 72 Yet, in 1904, local president Luigi Biagini
sent a report to the central committee in Rome that confidently characterized the Italian colony
as ready and waiting for the work of the Dante Society, explaining, “Italians [almost 60
thousand] even after many generations here, remain Italian by nationality, by language, and by
feeling, and they don’t run any risk of being assimilated or absorbed.” 73 Inflected with
exaggeration, Biagini’s report nonetheless reveals a conception of the interconnected areas of
nationality, language, and feeling, and their key importance for creating the hearts and minds of
Italians in Egypt. The Dante Alighieri committee promoted italianità through concerts,
conferences, libraries, publications, and schools; concerts and theater performances were
considered particularly valuable because of their broad appeal to different members of the
community, including women and families. 74
In Egypt, the members of the Dante Alighieri committee saw themselves as being on the
front lines of the struggle to establish the framework and foundations of the larger Italian
community. The leadership of the Dante Alighieri committee was largely comprised of welleducated men of high social standing. 75 They invoked a type of bourgeois “civilizing mission,”
fearing that new generations of Italians abroad, particularly the working classes, would lose their
cultural patrimony without their intervention. The Dante Alighieri Society focused their
attentions on using Italian language and literacy as the tools to establishing a national community
abroad and breaking down regional loyalties. Many Italian Jewish men were active in the Dante
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Alighieri Society and felt connected to its goal of spreading Italian culture; for example, at the
association’s 1910 congress in Perugia, five of the eight delegates were from prominent Italian
Jewish families. In Egypt, there were thirty-seven Jewish members out of 218 (or sixteen
percent), and in Tunisia, the proportion of Jewish participants in the Dante Alighieri society was
even higher. Jewish participation in Italian organizations such as the Dante Alighieri can at least
be partially explained by their generally higher socio-economic status in relation to the larger
Italian community in Egypt. Being part of an Italian civilizing mission in Egypt both for working
class Italians and local Egyptians was a message that resonated with a subset of the Jewish
community that was bourgeois and had longstanding familial and commercial connections to
Italy. For example, in 1912, G. Valensin, described by the president of the Dante Alighieri as
“one of the most well-established and notable co-nationals in Alexandria,” instituted an annual
prize for the best student of Italian among local Egyptian students. 76
Jews framed their participation in the Dante Alighieri society and other Italian cultural
organizations in terms of being Italian, and not as Italian Jews. In general, the Dante Alighieri
Society did not comment on whether or not another member was Jewish, except perhaps in
coded references, largely positive, to being “well-established and notable.” However, in at least
one instance, a leader of the Dante Alighieri committee demonstrated some ambivalence towards
Jewish participation in Italian causes. In 1902, Francesco Fera reported to the central committee
in Rome that the Dante Alighieri committee was struggling to find its footing and assert its
preeminence in decisions about Italian education in Egypt. He reported that G. Valensin, then
head of the Pro-Schola association, wanted a monopoly over all scholastic questions, and the
consul was currently “surrounded by a Jewish current” and inclined to support Pro-Schola’s
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positions.77 Fera’s concern over the power and influence of Jews in the Italian consulate had an
undercurrent of antisemitism. However, the archives leave this episode unresolved. Certainly,
Italian organizations abroad were often marked in general by internal conflict and tension among
different positions. Francesco Fera continue to be active in the Dante Alighieri committee and to
work closely alongside Jews in this capacity; in 1909, Anselmo Morpurgo, an Italian Jew serving
as the committee’s president, proposed honoring Fera and spent three pages enumerating his
many deeds of service to the Italian cause. 78
The Dante Alighieri centered its actions on developing Italian educational initiatives and
strengthening the network of Italian schools in Egypt. Nationalists in Italy and abroad had long
focused on schools as the fundamental training grounds of new generations of Italians. The first
“Italian schools” in Egypt were established by religious orders, a secular school was set up by
the masonic lodges in 1858, and another Italian secular school was founded in 1862. 79 However,
it was not until 1889 under the Crispi government that the first true network of Italian state
schools abroad was established. Crispi connected Italy’s imperial mission with its efforts to
maintain ties with Italians abroad, particularly through building Italian schools, and considered
Italian educators “as new apostles of civilization,” who through their examples and sacrifice
would “honor the moral greatness of their nation” and “conquer the hearts of the coming
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generation.” 80 Following Crispi’s focus on the Mediterranean, in 1901 only 1.10 percent of the
state subsidies for foreign schools went to Italian schools in the Americas while 9/10 (900,000
lire) went to Tunisia, Tripolitania, Egypt, Greece, and Ottoman Empire. 81
Although Italian schools abroad, and particularly in the Mediterranean, had long been a
focus of national attention, at the turn of the twentieth century, the Dante Alighieri Society
despaired over the state of the Italian education system in Egypt. Reports to the central
committee consistently complained that Italian schools in Egypt were suffering from a lack of
funding, educational materials, qualified teachers, and adequate buildings. 82 The letters of the
local committee often present stark images of Italian parents forced by the conditions in Italian
schools to send their children to foreign schools. It is important to note that school choice did not
necessarily reveal feelings and attachments of Italians; for even if elite Italians sent their children
to the Lycée Française, where they were taught in French, they could spend summers in Italy,
speak Italian at home, or develop other ties to Italy. 83 However, in the minds of the leadership of
the Dante Alighieri, education was the surest path to inculcating the idea of italianità in new
generations of Italians, despite the difficulties they faced. In 1901, Dott. Mauri, serving on a
committee for the reordering of Italian schools in Alexandria, noted that while foreign schools
80
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had made improvements to their buildings and course offerings in order to “attract the best
elements in Alexandria,” producing students who went on to attend French universities or
become doctors and lawyers, Italian schools remained “schools for the children of the people”
producing “modest employees and small clerks.” 84 Italian schools were growing, but only
numerically, Mauri lamented, “because the poor part of our colony is growing, growing because
of the 500 foreigners that attend, it is only poor foreigners because they are free… our schools
are considered the schools of the poor!” 85 The Dante Alighieri committee was concerned that
Italian schools were not appealing to the “best elements,” constraining their cultural influence
with alarming implications for the future of the Italian colony.
On the other hand, educating working class Italians in Egypt was central to the expansive
mission of the Dante Alighieri. The bourgeois leaders of the Dante Alighieri were increasingly
aware of the need to educate the working classes in order to harness their social and political
power. 86 They felt that working-class men, women, and children had less opportunity to pursue
learning and culture, and thus were more vulnerable to adopting other languages in use in
Alexandria or retaining regional Italian dialects. The growing numbers of the working class in
the city meant that their needs could not be ignored. Unlike French cultural institutions abroad
that only focused on elites, the Dante Alighieri Society was particularly committed to sponsoring
night classes for working class adults that would be “effective in promoting national propaganda
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and culture in general,” with a special focus on expanding literacy. 87 The Dante Alighieri also
sought to reach the working classes by funding classes on technical skills and practical subjects,
such as training in artisanship, draftsmanship, and accounting. In 1902, committee member
Mondolfo reported to the President of the Dante Alighieri in Rome about the free school of
applied art and industry, Leonardo da Vinci, founded by Società Operaia in Cairo in 1890, where
they taught in Italian. A prominent Italian Jewish lawyer, Ugo Lusena Bey, served as president
of the local committee and director of the school. 88 In 1908, the night courses enrolled 252
students of all nationalities; however, many of the students were not Italian, but native Egyptians
with some basic knowledge of Italian hoping to improve their skills. The committee concluded
that even if not all the students were Italian, it was still worth the investment of time and money
for both the “sympathy that slowly grows amongst native Egyptians for Italy” and the potential
possibilities of furthering the education of working-class Italians. 89
A recurring matter of debate for the local leaders was whether or not they ought to
support schools under religious sponsorship; as an organization, Dante Alighieri Society
promoted laicism and secular education, but in Alexandria, this presented a logistical dilemma.
In April 1898, G. Verità, a representative of the National Italian Association for the Aid of
Catholic Missionaries, sent a message to the President of Dante Alighieri in Rome, Pasquale
Villari, acknowledging that Dante Alighieri was a secular organization, but asserting that it did
not necessarily have to be anticlerical. Casting the debate in the terms of imperial rivalries, he
pointed to French governmental support of schools led by religious orders as the reason the
influence of France had risen in comparison to Italy’s decline; these schools were widely
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recognized as “good schools” and therefore enrolled many Italian students, by some counts over
five hundred. 90 The local leadership in Alexandria was extremely divided on how to approach
religious schools. 91 In 1902, the committee decided to give financial support to the school of the
Roman Catholic Salesians. This first move opened the door to support for further religious
institutions, and the committee suggested also thinking about giving aid to the schools of the
Franciscans and the Jewish community since they were “institutions that are just as worthy of
benevolent consideration.” 92 As we have seen, the Italian state and Dante Alighieri did
eventually give subsidies and support to Jewish schools in the city.
However, this continued to be a subject of intense debate, concern, and reflection as the
Dante Alighieri struggled to determine what characterized worthy educational ventures and the
kinds of Italians that would emerge from religious schools. In 1905, delegates from Alexandria at
the Dante Alighieri Society’s annual congress reflected on the necessity of modern, efficient, and
completely secular schools in Egypt, “above all to reclaim for Italians in Egypt the liberty of
thought for their own children.” 93 Fera envisioned “absolutely lay schools... relying on texts that
are in use in Italy, and with the animating spirit of teaching sincerely Italian memory, history,
and geography; never to return to clerical style.” 94 For Fera, the religion of the patria and
patriotic feeling ought to be the dominant force in Italian education abroad, with all of the
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concomitant political, cultural, and economic implications of focusing on this type of
knowledge. 95
The Dante Alighieri Society, while focused on reaching students of Italian nationality,
also believed in expanding the reach of Italy outward to others, to exporting italianità broadly.
Improving Italian education in Egypt would have a positive impact by also “attract[ing] foreign
workers, with the advantage that italianità will create more understanding for the Italian
government.” 96 The committee noted that just as Italian students attended religious or foreign
schools, French, Austrians, Greeks, and Arabs also attended Italian schools. 97 In 1908, the
council reported that the budget allocated for next year had sums sufficient for introducing
Italian language courses in foreign schools. However, the Greek and German schools refused this
offer, since they already taught two or three languages in the curriculum and thought it would be
hard to fit Italian in the schedule; the offer was ultimately accepted by an Egyptian school
serving “local students.” 98 The Italian community was always one among many groups living
and working in Egypt, and various attempts to advance the influence of Italian language and
culture served not only to potentially connect Italians in Egypt to Italy, but also to inform how
they perceived their neighbors and interacted with their surroundings.
The leadership of the Dante Alighieri society consistently felt frustrated that years of
efforts to improve Italian education in Egypt had not yet brought enough positive outcomes. 99 In
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1910, an examination of Italian schools in Alexandria revealed that: “the ways that our schools
are now organized barely fulfill the purpose for which they were created. They don’t have
courses necessary for students to be admitted to universities in Italy, they don’t attract the native
poor or foreigners of other colonies, and they also force many Italians to send their kids to
foreign schools that have complete secondary courses… and only one free elementary school
doesn’t satisfy the needs of all the colony.” 100 The committee suggested the following reforms:
to institute a fee-based elementary school; to complete a secondary school with courses
necessary for university and make diplomas issued in Egypt valid for entry; to implement Italian
language and literature courses in secondary schools for native Egyptians; to start an Italian
school for girls. Examining these daunting propositions, the local President Evaristo Breccia,
stated “The Italian colony of Alexandria, roused recently from its long lethargy, shows interest
today in all the questions regarding the influence of Italian culture and language in Egypt, and
never has there been more propitious moment to take action with this demonstrated interested in
the associations.” 101 However, a month later, the committee of Alexandria expressed its concern
that the Italian parliament had not yet taken up the issue of reform of schools abroad, a
“scholastic betrayal,” for although the Dante Alighieri Society intervened energetically, they
were in danger not only because of the “continuation of current deplorable conditions, but also
because it signaled a loss of faith in the government and the associations that assumed the
protection of the schools.” 102 In 1913, the local Alexandria branch of the Istituto Coloniale
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Italiano, led by Italian Jews R. Lusena and A. Ambron, worked alongside the Dante Alighieri
Society and issued an official statement of purpose that proclaimed its disappointment in the
Italian government and reaffirmed the role of Italian schools abroad as the agents and symbols of
“political renewal, civil force, and renewal of national fortunes.” 103
Participating in the Dante Alighieri and other Italian cultural organizations offered Jews
entrée into a national community in a way that did not seem incongruous with their life in Egypt.
Unlike other Italian migrants to Egypt who often preferred to speak in regional dialects, Italian
Jews spoke Italian and often made use of Italian schools. 104 Many of the Jewish families
involved in Italian organizations were not new arrivals, but had lived in Egypt for centuries. In
some ways, being rooted and familiar with the Egyptian context allowed Italian Jews to act out
their Italian nationality. In a 1910 letter to Rome, Anselmo Morpurgo expressed his concerns
over the harmful divisions he saw in the Italian community in Egypt. He wrote, “I was born in
Alexandria and I have lived here forty years of my life,” before crossing it out to say “I was born
in Alexandria and I have lived here almost always.” 105 Positioning himself as a “local,”
Morpurgo also spoke as an Italian patriot, weighing in on the debates racking the community
over where to locate the new Italian school. 106 In proving how ambiguous or ambivalent national
categories were in Alexandria, historians such as Will Hanley often discount the affective
dimension of this status and the potential for these sentiments to have force in the lives of
individuals. However, in salient moments and spaces, Italian Jews experienced genuine
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connections to cultural and social meanings of “being Italian,” even as “being Italian” often
coexisted with other social and cultural allegiances.
The Social Spaces and Activities of the Jewish Community of Egypt
In the early twentieth century, Jews in Egypt navigated a rapidly changing economic,
political, and social context, renewing a commitment to communal institutions as spaces to
construct themselves as individuals and as a community. This next section will examine specific
expressions and practices of Jewishness in early twentieth Alexandria, adding to our
understanding of individual’s overlapping and multilayered understandings of religious, national,
and cultural belonging. In 1904, a teacher at the AIU school described the dynamic Jewish
community of Alexandria: “In Alexandria, where the mounting flood of immigrants becomes
more noticeable every day. A cosmopolitan environment par excellence, our city hosts a most
heterogenous population, where individuals of the most diverse origins cross paths… our
institutions [i.e. the Alliance schools] thus offer the spectacle of a little world of the strangest
diversity. The indigenous Arab and Syrian element has been joined by the European element,
made up largely of Spaniards, Italians, and Rumanians. Each group has a character of its own,
special features that make it easily distinguishable from the rest.” 107 Writing about the Jewish
community of Alexandria with a large degree of ambivalence and stereotyping, the Alliance
teacher nonetheless captured the diversity of social class, language, rituals, and origins
encapsulated in the Jewish community. 108 In response to an interview question about the
difference between “native Jews and Europeans” in Alexandria, chief rabbi Raffaelle della
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Pergola answered confidently but inconclusively that there was “hardly” any differences between
the two groups, “but in certain cases the difference is quite remarkable.” 109 The Jewish
communities of Egypt expanded dramatically in the early twentieth century, growing from
25,000 in 1897 to over 60,000 in 1920. Although Jews in Alexandria often framed themselves
and their identity within a single, local Jewish community, it was in fact much more complex
beneath the surface, often converging or diverging with ideas of citizenship and social class.
In a 1912 interview with the Jewish Chronicle, the headmaster of the Jewish Free
Schools, N. Carsenti was asked if the school limited admission to Sephardi Jews and responded
with dismay and outrage, “Oh no! We have a good number of Russian Jewish children, and we
make absolutely no distinction between German and Portuguese Jews.” 110 His mission was
larger than these divisions, to educate young Jews and “to kindle an ardent Jewish feeling in their
hearts.” 111 The community schools included free kindergarten and primary schools for the lower
classes of both sexes and the Ecole Fondation de Menasce, a school for poor Jewish boys
founded in 1885 by Baron de Menasce. In the interview, Carsenti emphasized that the
community chose to situate the new free school founded in 1907 in the European quarter, even if
it was farther from the students’ homes, because it allowed students to breathe healthy air and
observe the sights of higher classes, which would offer them improvement. 112 Students were
taught in French, Arabic, Hebrew, and Italian, and while Carsenti acknowledged that teaching
109
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English would be a good idea, he recognized that most of his students wouldn’t be able to pursue
the upper level or administrative jobs that required English. 113 Carsenti highlighted the
importance of giving his poor Jewish students a practical education, while also opening their
eyes to ideas of self-improvement and “kindling an ardent Jewish feeling.” In 1912, the Jewish
press in Egypt reported that the free schools of the community enrolled 1,950 students, and
although the school committee tried to accept highest numbers of students possible, it had to turn
away 250 students. 114
Alongside the free schools administrated by the Jewish community, the schools of the
Alliance Israélite Universelle were also part of the educational network of Jewish schools in
Egypt. The Alliance founded its first school in Egypt in 1897. A report of the 1909 exam of
students, described the “educational equipment” given to students, which “fully enables them to
make their way in the world.” 115 The curriculum included English, French, Arabic, Hebrew,
bookkeeping, and commercial correspondence. When the French consul examined the students
in arithmetic and sciences, they succeeded admirably. Because attending the Alliance Schools
required paying school fees, the students were mostly drawn from middle and lower middle class
families who could afford to pay the tuition. 116 While the AIU notably defined its mission in
terms of a complete transformation of the Jewish communities of the East in the image of the
French Jewish community, the Egyptian Jewish community was not solely a passive audience in
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this process; parents issued demands for the school to introduce improvements and specific
courses. 117
In 1909-1910, the very existence of the AIU schools became a subject of heated debate
over who was responsible for education in the Jewish community. Frustrated that the schools
were operating with deficits and the broader Jewish community was not doing more to support
the schools, the central committee of the AIU threatened to shut down its network of schools in
Egypt. For their part, the community argued that they already spent about 4,500 pounds for the
1,500 boys and girls attending community schools, and did not have enough resources to
contribute to the schools of the AIU. 118 Ultimately, the Alliance decided to maintain its schools
in Egypt to wide relief. The Jewish Chronicle claimed that if the schools had been shut down, “it
would have strongly affected Jewish sentiments among a good number of the younger generation
here. The Alexandrian better-class father would by no means suffer the degradation of sending
his children to the community’s free school, nor is the private tuition of the Lycée Française
within the reach of all.” 119 This statement is revealing of both the limits and possibilities of
Jewish schools in Egypt, and the ways that social class, even sometimes more than religious or
ethnic identity, played a role in educational choices.
Jewish families from the upper and upper-middle classes often financially supported
Jewish schools. However, they often chose to educate their children in foreign schools or with
private tutors. Jewish students in Egypt frequently attended British, French, and Italian secular
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schools, as well as explicitly Catholic missionary schools. They based their school choices on the
higher educational standards in many of these institutions, and being in a Jewish educational
space was not a priority for many families. In the 1890s, Meir Zebulon Levi wrote to the central
committee of the Alliance in Paris to ask them to start a school in Egypt, and offered as
persuasive data the statistics of Jewish students in foreign schools; the Collège des Frères
enrolled 250 Jewish students, the Italian school had 250, the Swiss school had 150, and the
Scottish school had 100, for a total of 750 Jewish students in foreign schools. The worrisome
impact of this education was more than just alarming numbers. In November 1891, the Jewish
Chronicle reported that the group of Jewish boys enrolled in the Jesuit school in Alexandria had
been refused time off to observe the Yom Kippur holiday, and after the Jewish students did not
come to school any way, the school administrators and teachers punished the students
severely. 120 The Jewish Chronicle reported that ultimately, the traumatic incident had re-inspired
a commitment to Jewish education, stating, “we must however, be thankful to them, for our
coreligionists who did not until now understand the gravity of entrusting their boys to such
persons, and education, have been aroused.” 121 Despite efforts to increase options and standards
of Jewish education in the city, Jewish students were still enrolled in a whole host of school
ventures. In the early twentieth century, Jews came to be particularly associated with the Victoria
College, especially because it espoused a secular and British education. In a 1906 list of
graduates of Italian schools who had gone on to have careers in the professions, six out of nine
lawyers (66%), one out of two doctors (50%), and ten out of nineteen businessmen (52%) were
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Jewish.122 Many upper-class Jews attended university or completed higher levels of education in
Europe. In 1907-8, 80.3 percent of all Jewish students in Alexandria attended foreign schools,
while, in 1912-3, their numbers declined slightly to 77.2 percent. 123
For Jews in Egypt, the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century was above all
characterized by “a process of sociocultural differentiation,” and social class became entangled
with choices in social activities and expressions of culture. 124 In the early twentieth century, the
majority of Egyptian Jews, or about 65 percent, belonged to the middle and lower middle class,
20-25 percent belonged to the lower class, while 10 percent of individuals belonged to the
elite. 125 The gap between the rich and the poor was very wide, while the emergence of such a
large middle and lower middle class was a defining feature of the community. In the twentieth
century, families who had arrived in Egypt by 1800, such as the Mosseri, Suares, de Menasces,
often became international bankers, and invested in transportation, infrastructure, and large-scale
agricultural ventures. Jews who arrived from Italy or the Ottoman Empire in the mid-nineteenth
century and had focused on importing European manufactured goods and exporting Egyptian
goods, were involved in the twentieth century with manufacturing concerns, urban development,
and commercial ventures, including department stores. 126 Jews in Egypt were also wellrepresented in the professions. And alongside the merchants, bankers, and professionals, there
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were also many in the middle, lower middle, and lower classes, including: small shop owners,
brokers, or commercial agents, clerks in firms or retail shops, administrators in banks, workers in
the cigarette and tobacco industry.
Historian Dario Miccoli points out that even though a large number of Jews were poor,
“‘it was [the] affluent, educated, and cosmopolitan middle and upper class […], that shaped the
image of Egyptian Jewry as a whole,’ both from an external and internal perspective.” 127
Egyptian Jews both identified themselves with a bourgeois socio-economic milieu and came to
be identified as such by others; this milieu determined dress, languages, educational choices,
dress, sociability patterns, and leisure activities. In private life, most middle and upper-class
families spoke Italian or French, and reserved English for business or official contacts, although
often individuals were comfortable speaking multiple languages depending on the context. 128 In
a portrait of the extended de Picciotto family from the early twentieth century, every single
family member, from male and female, young to old, wore European clothes – the grandfather
holding a baby in his lap wore a fez with his suit. 129 Jews moved into newly developed suburbs
in both Cairo and Alexandria where they lived alongside “foreigners” of similar class standing.
The new middle class often defined themselves in opposition to the older families of notables in
whom power and influence had been concentrated in the Jewish community for generations, such
as the Cattaouis or de Menasces. However, in fact, “the boundaries between these two groups
127
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were much more porous and at times barely visible”; and the struggles between new and old
elites did not expose diametrically opposed visions or identities, but rather revealed “a complex
and multilayered social arena within which the Mixed Courts, early Zionist ferments, Egyptian
politics, and bourgeois-like philanthropy managed to coexist.” 130
Beginning in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the Jewish social landscape was
characterized by a growing number of Jewish social and charitable associations. Upon arriving in
Alexandria, Raffaello della Pergola found the “numerous members [of the community] are proud
that they are Jews” with “several well-organized institutions.”131 In 1911, the Benevolent
Society reported that in the past year it expended about 75,000 francs, receiving a grant of
15,000 francs from the community and one of 1,250 francs from the municipality, as well as
donations at holidays and occasions of rejoicing or mourning. 132 The mission of the Benevolent
Society was “comprehensive” for “among other things, it makes regular allowances to poor
families, provides midwives for maternity cases, grants dowries to worthy young women,
distributes solid and liquid food, pays the travelling expenses of persons who wish to be
repatriated, and grants subventions to orphans and provides temporary shelter for new
arrivals.” 133 New charitable associations were also formed to help Jewish refugees from Eastern
Europe; although community leaders were generous in providing refugees with food, shelter,
clothing, and aid, they were also concerned about the financial burdens and potential problems of
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this massive influx, and attempted several times to divert the settlement of refugees to
Palestine. 134 While Jewish charities were often organized on the basis of the entire Jewish
community, disregarding differences in origins, at other times, associations emphasized
particular regional backgrounds for their members, such as the Società Israelitico-Corcirese di
Mutuo Soccorso, founded in Alexandria in 1913 and Association des Juifs Orientaux founded in
1916. 135 Jewish mutual aid societies provided a safety net for those who were struggling, while
also creating spaces for bourgeois sociability within the community. Charities and groups held
regular meetings and fundraising events; in one gathering, a costume ball was thrown with
everyone in “marvelous Oriental costumes” and “dancing in the light with exquisite grace… a
cinematographic dreamscape.” 136
Jewish communal spaces and events were distinct arenas for the Jewish community to
gather together as Jews, and yet they often became marked spaces of cultural interaction where
overlapping ties of nationality and religion could be displayed and performed. Every year,
consular officials and notables attended major events in the Jewish community. 137 The 1912
confirmation of fifty-six girls, all dressed in white, took place before a reported audience of
3,000 inside the synagogue and 2,000 in the courtyard. 138 In 1908, attendees of the award
ceremony for the free communal school at the end of the school year included the consuls of
France, England, Italy, and Belgium, a representative of Austria-Hungary, the governor of
Alexandria, the mayor, the commander of police, Chief Rabbi Hazan, and leaders of the Jewish
community. As school students received prizes and demonstrated their talents, reciting poems
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and singing songs in French, Italian, and Hebrew, they presented a vision of progress and culture
that would have been appealing to their audience. For example, at the school ceremony of the
Ecole de la Comunaute Israélite du Caire in 1909-1910, two of the readings were heartfelt poems
written by students dedicated to “Italia” or the “Patria Italiana,” and the Italian consulate
sponsored annual prizes for students in the Jewish schools that exemplified italianità. 139 The
synagogue became a key venue for Italian Jews in Egypt to express patriotic feelings. The Italian
national holiday, the Festa dello Statuto, was celebrated with great enthusiasm in synagogues
every year and when the Italian king, Umberto I, was assassinated in 1900, Jewish synagogues
throughout Egypt held ceremonies honoring him. Observing these expressions of mourning, the
consul contended that “because Jews weren’t exposed to hate in Italy as they are in other
countries, they honor and bring honor to homeland.” 140 This simple declaration actually suggests
complex extended loops of continuity between the treatment of Jews on the Italian peninsula, the
sentiments of Jews abroad, and the honor they then brought to Italy.
Encounters across ethnic, national, and religious communities, both deep and shallow,
occurred in all areas of everyday life in the bustling city. Khaled Fahmy argues that “instead of
stressing the infrequency of intermarriage to highlight the segregation of ethnic communities,”
historical studies must take into account “the all too frequent cases of illicit sex between
members of different ethnicities” and examine “how members of different communities ate,
drank and smoked together, and how recipes were exchanged and shared between different
communities.” 141 In 1893, Eliyahu Hazan, then chief rabbi of Alexandria, published a book
entitled Neveh Shalom (Abode of Peace) detailing the Jewish customs of marriage and divorce as
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they were practiced in Alexandria. 142 As Alexandria grew as a center of Mediterranean Jewish
life, so did the close interactions and intermarriages between Jews of different origins, and Hazan
suggested that Jewish traditions needed to be adapted and clarified in order to remain relevant in
the rapidly changing context of Alexandria. Almost every issue of the Revue Israélite d’Égypte
contained lists of Jewish couples getting married that fortnight. Marriages seemed to generally
develop within the parameters of the Jewish community with little to no regard for place of
origin, and were influenced, but not determined, by social class. 143
However, relationships of friendship or lust could happen beyond religious or national
boundaries; often Jews, Greeks, Italians, and other Europeans attended the same schools and
lived in the same neighborhoods. In 1911, Bruno de Bonnici, a cabman and Italian subject, was
charged with the attempted abduction of Anna Morgenstern, a Jewish British subject born in
Palestine, after a long illicit flirtation. 144 They exchanged amorous letters in Italian through
conduits, and arranged secret meetings. After her parents refused to consent to their marriage
because of their religious differences, Anna tried to run away. By the time Anna’s case was tried
before the British consul, Bruno was engaged to another woman, leaving her to cry out in
despair: “I am a poor girl, removed from my job, who has lost her honor, disobeyed her parents,
etc. and now sees the error of her ways.”
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Certainly, Anna Morgenstern’s broken heart and

desperate circumstances were not representative of all cross-cultural interactions in Alexandria;
however, her case does suggest both how easy and how difficult these relationships could be. 146
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Many of the elite of the Jewish community did not find it incongruous to participate
actively in the communal structures of both Italian and Jewish organizations. Notably, Jews with
Italian citizenship, played a prominent role as jurors and assessors in the Italian consular courts
and Mixed Tribunals. 147 In these positions, they were visible as influential members of the Italian
community and recognized as able representatives. Ugo Lusena Bey served as a judge for the
Italian consular tribunal in Cairo and as a professor of law and civil procedure at the Khedival
law school, as well as a president of the Dante Alighieri Society, and one of two European
council members for the Egyptian University. 148 His brother, Enrico Lusena, served as president
of Gioventù Italiana, an association that shared its mission with Dante Alighieri to “spread the
Italian language” among youth, and his nephew taught at an Italian school. The Lusena family
also captures the familial element of cultural allegiances and bonds for Jews in Egypt. In 1910,
the Italian government nominated several prominent leaders of the Jewish community, Baron de
Menasce, Moise Cattaoui Bey, and Edgardo Suares to be granted honorary titles for their work in
introducing Italian courses into the Jewish schools. The decision to grant Jewish leaders
honorary Italian titles was not unusual, yet examining this particular instance reveals the
dynamics of forging intercommunal and transnational connections through and beyond the
boundaries of citizenship. 149 Of the three men awarded, only Edgardo Suares was actually an
Italian citizen. In order to grant him the title, the consul had to verify his status as an Italian
citizen, writing to the prefecture of Livorno to inquire about Suares’ true origins and whether or
not he had fulfilled his military duties. Initially they had trouble locating his records, for he was
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registered and fulfilled his duties as Abramo Suares, leading the consul to comment that it was a
common Jewish tradition to use multiple names and switch between them depending on the
context. As for De Menasce and Cattaoui Bey, they were notables whose families had long been
a part of the leadership of the Jewish community. The Italian consulate noted especially
Cattoiui’s support of Italian instruction over German in the Jewish schools, even though he was
an Austrian subject. For De Martino, the honorifics were not about recognizing “good Italians,”
but rather about recognizing Jewish leaders as Jews and bringing them under an Italian umbrella
as such. 150
Although by their nature biographical summaries and obituaries of the elite are often
hagiographic in their praise and admiration, they can also shed light on the multivalent ways
individuals chose to spend their time, energies, and resources. For example, Abramino Tilche, a
banker whose family originated in Livorno and moved to Egypt around 1780, was very involved
in the Italian Società di Beneficenza, served as president of the Italian Chamber of Commerce,
supported Italian schools, and gave large sums for the construction of affordable housing for
Italian workers and clerks. He was also elected to various posts in the Jewish community and
understood as “one of the community’s most generous protectors.” 151 Raffaello Suares, born in
Cairo in 1845, was described as a “man of deeply Italian feelings, he is rightly considered one of
the true benefactors of our colony, he has carried deep enthusiasm for the land where his
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ancestors lived for many years, which he has by now visited.” 152 In his obituary in the Jewish
Chronicle, the newspaper noted, “M. Suares, your name… is closely associated with every
enterprise useful to the country”; flags were flying half-mast throughout Cairo on the day of the
funeral, and many financial institutions were closed for the day out of respect. 153 Implicit in his
biographical sketch is the sense that even before Suares had ever set foot on Italy, he was filled
with “deep Italian feelings,” and both the biographical sketch and the obituary imply Suares’
financial position and pursuits became a way for him to “honor” both Italy and Egypt.
While these examples highlight Jewish individuals acting upon feelings of connection to
Italy in an Egyptian context, this was certainly not the only response of individuals to the
complicated social, political, and cultural landscape of Egypt. Egyptian nationalist playwright
Yacʽub Sanuʽ was a compelling figure in this regard. Born in Cairo in 1839 to an Italian Jewish
family, Sanuʽ was sent to Livorno as a youth to finish his education. 154 He published thirty-two
dramas in Arabic, as well as some dramas in Italian and French, and became well known as a
prolific journalist, particularly of political satire. He was an outspoken critic of Ismaʽil’s regime
and the British empire; dedicated to the Egyptian nationalist cause, he coined the phrase “Egypt
for Egyptians.” In the period under consideration, only a few individual Jews became involved in
Egyptian nationalism, however, after World War I, more Jews joined the movement for Egyptian
independence. 155
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Jews in Egypt often situated their family history in a wider Mediterranean context,
creating networks of both imagination and reality that connected them back to Italy. Miccoli
points out that often families “envisioned their history and ancestors through a process of
embellishment and ennoblement of the past”; Livorno acquired particular force as the setting of
family origin stories. 156 Alexandrian businessman Silvio Pinto wrote a manuscript on the history
of his family to celebrate and pass on his family’s legacy, stating “the Pinto family came to
Livorno in 1500. In 1800, the Pintos had a factory in Livorno for the production of coral
objects…they also owned many buildings on one street, and there was a saying, ‘these houses
are not dipinte (painted)’ but di Pinto, or belonging to Pinto.” 157 This was a common thread
among other Jews in the Mediterranean world who constructed a sense of identity around a past
connection to Livorno. In August 1889, Aron Daniele Moreno sent a letter from his home in
Tunis to his fourteen-year old grandson, on the occasion of his first extended stay in Livorno and
tried to instill in his grandson a sense of deep roots in the city the family had left decades earlier.
He wrote, “I’m so happy to hear that you are making many acquaintances in Livorno, since this
is the purpose of your visit; while in other cities that you have visited and will visit in the future,
you can find many monuments and objects of beauty that are missing in Livorno, [in those cities]
you will find yourself completely isolated.” 158 The aging Daniele Moreno emphasized that more
important than seeing ruins, or fountains, or artwork on this trip to Italy was for his grandson to
cement his personal ties to Livorno. By the early twentieth century, the Morenos had been
removed from Livorno and Italy for over seventy years. And yet, they chose to send each
generation of sons back to Italy for their university education, and frequently exchanged letters,
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photographs, and visits with their wide circle of family and friends in Italy, revealing the dense
economic, social, and cultural exchanges that connected the Mediterranean world.

The Jewish Press, Mediterranean Networks, and Visions of Jewish Solidarity
The migration of Jews from Italy to port cities throughout the Mediterranean during the
nineteenth century created “‘multiple ties and interactions [linking] people or institutions across
the borders of nation states.’” 159 While Jewish communities had a long history of maintaining
connections with distant Jewish communities, in the nineteenth century these transnational
connections became bound up with new conceptions of Jewish solidarity. In turn, these channels
of contact became forums for representations and perceptions of individual communities. In the
years after emancipation, western Jewry had to reconcile their embrace of a national identity as
citizens with their retention of a Jewish identity. As Aron Rodrigue notes in his study of the
Alliance Israélite Universelle, a sense of international Jewish solidarity went hand in hand with
the integration and acculturation of French Jews; solidarity was a “dynamic reconstruction in
post-emancipation period” which allowed Jews to take “fierce pride in being French while
maintaining pride in and a strong sense of belonging to the Jewish people as a collectivity
throughout the world.” 160 For Jews in Italy, the nineteenth century brought new possibilities for
belonging to the Italian nation, while also reifying the bonds and relationships they created as
159
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Jews with other Jewish communities. The Italian Jewish newspaper, Il Vessillo Israelitico,
concentrated its issues on the moral improvement and edification of Italian Jews, with a
particular focus on teaching the values of being good citizens, yet it consistently also devoted
attention to making the case for Jewish solidarity in ways that were relevant to the lives of its
readers. 161 During the Franco-Prussian war of 1871, Leone Ravenna published an article in Il
Vessillo Israelitico urging Jewish communities to come together through the activities of the
Alliance Israélite Universelle no matter the political circumstances; rather than a schism based
on the politics of war – with each country’s committee for themselves and their own
communities – they ought to recall the foundational principles the organization, for “the idea of
Alliance about ‘cosmopolitanism’ not nationality.” 162 Il Vessillo Israelitico styled itself as the
architect of good Jews and good Italians – with no gaps or contradictions between the two
identities.
Notably, the Italian Jewish press devoted a lot of space and attention to reporting on the
activities and perspectives of Jews throughout Italy and around the world in efforts to produce
feelings of connectivity in Italian Jewry. The newspaper faithfully described the grave troubles
facing Jewish communities worldwide, including pogroms in Eastern Europe and the rising
number of blood libel accusations in North Africa and the Middle East, with the hope of raising
funds, awareness, and support for their suffering coreligionists. But the newspapers also reported
on more subtle tensions between communities in the Mediterranean. In an 1885 article, Il
Vessillo Israelitico reported that after an Italian had insulted and assaulted a French official, with
little punishment from the Italian consul, the French general had encouraged general punishment
161
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of Italians and of Jews, even though the Italian wasn’t himself Jewish. Fearful of violence, the
article protested this conflation of Jews and Italians forcefully, concluding: “Is it not ridiculous
for a French general to bundle all the Jews together as a nation even though in Tunis there are
Jews that belong to French, Turkish, Italian, and many other nationalities?” 163 By asking this
question, the article suggested to its readers the danger in misunderstandings of nation,
nationality, and religion. In 1908, Il Corriere Israelitico printed a correspondent’s letter that
noted an “anti-Semitic current among some members of the Italian community” in Alexandria;
Anselmo Morpurgo sent a petition to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to investigate the troubling
attitudes of Consul Marchese di Soragna, and two months later he was dismissed from service. 164
However, Soragna’s friends were seething with anger, and in elections for the local members of
the Delegazione Scholastica, the clerical faction had so much rage the elections had to be
delayed, and one of the local Italian language newspapers, Il Dovere, attacked prominent Italian
Jews with antisemitic invective as “anarchists and antipatriots.” 165 In depicting these incidents,
the correspondent depicted events in the Italian community of Egypt that paralleled political
currents in Italy itself.
However, the correspondence between the Jewish communities of Italy and Egypt were
often much more circumscribed. Il Vessillo Israelitico frequently printed descriptions of the
elaborate weddings or funerals of prominent members of the Egyptian community. For one,
these life cycle events possibly had a direct impact on members of Italian communities; when
Guido Montalcino reported on the deaths of Angelo Levi di Vita and Moise di S. De-Veroli that
touched the Jewish community of Alexandria, both men also had deep connections to the Jewish
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community in Livorno. 166 The correspondents from Egypt were deeply invested in presenting a
view of the community as “bourgeois,” since many Egyptian Jews conceptualized themselves as
“part of a social and cultural world that referred to a multilayered European(ised) model of
bourgeoisie.” 167 In the press, correspondents from Egypt not only depicted refined and elegant
social gatherings, but also the image of a Jewish community advancing towards “civilization”; as
an article proclaimed in 1871, “Hooray for the progress of Alexandria!” 168 In an 1881 article,
Leon Giusto, a Jewish educator in Alexandria, explained to Italian readers Jewish burial and
funeral traditions in Alexandria. While Alexandria and Egypt in general were once sites of
“barbarous intolerance and capricious persecutions,” they now have made “gigantic leaps
towards social progress” and are places that “allow for a true liberty of conscience, a true respect
for the dignity of human nature.” 169 Giusto offered as evidence the fact that regardless of
religion, individuals could form friendships and see them through even after death, at the funeral
and in mourning; this was a “great lesson for certain people considered civilized, or who would
like to be.” 170 Giusto repeatedly emphasized a vision of the Jewish community of Alexandria as
“civilized,” with social values and cultural practices that the Italian Jewish community could
understand.
In March 1912, a new Jewish biweekly newspaper, Revue Israélite d’Égypte, emerged in
Egypt, with the mission of imparting knowledge of Jewish history and literature to its readers
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and evoking Jewish pride. The newspaper was part of a wider movement in Jewish history
during the early twentieth century that promoted the creation of youth groups, cultural circles,
and classes in the name of an intellectual and spiritual renewal. In Egypt, one association of
young intellectuals founded in 1907 gathered newspapers and books on Jewish subjects, opened
a reading room and held evening classes in the Hebrew language, while another, Jeunesse
Israélite, opened a French language scientific and historical library. 171 By founding libraries and
meeting rooms, holding weekly lectures or concerts, these groups “[brought] together” Jews as
they engaged in “informal discussions on the vital problems of contemporary Judaism, studying
and amusement.” 172 The Revue Israélite d’Égypte was directly associated with the Pro-Cultura
Israelitica movement, which was founded in Florence in 1907 and had branches throughout
Italy. 173 The newspaper sought to edify and regenerate the Jews of Egypt through information
and culture, and formulated its mission in terms of finding a broad audience, for it wanted to be
“read by young and old, male and female” with articles in both Italian and French so individuals
could choose to read articles in whichever language they felt more comfortable in. 174
At the end of newspaper’s first year in print, Nissim Cardozo took stock of its
accomplishments and looked to the future of the publication and its role in the Jewish
community of Egypt. 175 Cardozo noted that although there seemed to be in Egypt “enough
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newspapers to satisfy the intellectual needs of the Jewish public, and that in general they profess
ideas and sentiments very liberal with regard to all religions and defend the interests of
Judaism…it is undeniable that the Jewish element lacks an organ that has a particular originality,
founded and directed with view towards a special public.” 176 Cardozo believed strongly that the
Jewish community needed a newspaper designed to speak to its particular needs and desires.
With this goal in mind, Jewish “men of initiative seized the opportunity to instruct, illuminate
and initiate in our colony,” and had promoted a program emphasizing Jewish philosophy,
literature, and above all, history. 177 Cardozo reflected that “this history is the history of the
people of Israel, a nation phenomenon among the nations…all the glory, all the sadness of our
race…having this knowledge will console us in the disappointments of present and reassure us to
be able to resist any assaults the future will bring.” 178 The newspaper emphasized the singularity
of the history of the Jews as a people, and ignored religion in favor of imbuing Jewishness with a
national, cultural, and historical meaning.
Indeed, the newspaper focused on introducing important Jewish philosophers, writers, or
historical figures, and giving their audience a sense of their cultural contributions. For example,
the newspaper profiled figures such as Baruch Spinoza and Max Nordau, publicized conferences
held on the Cairo Genizah or the origins of Jews and commerce, and helped sponsor a
community event where Evaristo Breccia, director of the Greek-Roman Museum and president
of the Dante Alighieri Society gave a lecture on the Jewish community in Alexandria in the
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period after Alexander the Great. 179 The newspaper devoted a lot of space to summarizing or
publicizing the current happenings in Alexandria and Cairo, from meetings to fundraisers to
weddings. Despite concerns over rising poverty in Egypt, the editors of the newspaper concluded
on the occasion of the Jewish New Year that “last year had to be considered one of best years in
the history of our institutions, not only for immediate results, but for the foundation it laid for
continuous progress” of our community. 180
The Revue Israélite d’Égypte reported particularly often on the B’nai Brith Lodges in
Egypt, frequently transcribing full ceremonies and speeches for their readers. At the installation
of new leaders of the lodge of Alexandria in 1912, the president of the community, Edgar Suares,
spoke in French, H. Barda spoke in Arabic, and David Idelovich gave a speech in Hebrew, in
which he pushed for Hebrew to become the language of the Jewish people and spoke out against
the emphasis on French by the Alliance. Despite Idelovich’s passionate argument, Chief Rabbi
della Pergola “prefer[red] to use his own language” and spoke in Italian. In the climax of his
speech, Idelovich declared that in the B’nai Brith, there were no American Jews, Russian Jews,
Spanish Jews, or German Jews, and everyone who “feels pride in this Jewish nation must knock
at the door of the lodge” and enter. 181 Idelovich put forth the space of the local lodge and the
international networks of B’nai Brith as a path forward as a single Jewish nation, rather than
divided by other nationalities. Above all, the newspaper concluded: “the crowd [was filled with]
emotion caused by the sight of a fraternity of most cordial and sincere feelings, and pride in the
vital forces that are surging and developing in the ancient Jewish race.” 182 In the multilingual
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milieu of the B’nai Brith lodge of Alexandria, the most important message that emerged was of
Jewish fraternity and regeneration.
The vision of cultural transformation promoted by the Pro-Cultura movement in Egypt
and the Revue Israélite d’Égypte was tangentially, but not fully, connected to Zionism. Zionism
was a relatively small movement in Egypt made up of some individuals who were committed
ideologically, but still more who were committed as a form of philanthropy or as a form of
support for Jews from other places fleeing persecution. 183 The newspaper did not often report
directly on the activities of the central Zionist organization or debate Zionist ideology, but it did
report consistently on groups such as the Maccabees, a youth group of “literature and sport” that
connected cultivating physical strength and culture to a spirit of renewal and to the Zionist
movement. Youth groups such as the Maccabees created communal space and common action,
and by printing reports on these groups the newspaper in effect extended this community. It
seems that perhaps Jews in Egypt were reluctant to fully embrace Zionism as their possible
future if it involved relinquishing their multiple frames of belonging, but they did not feel similar
ambivalence towards discourses around Jewish solidarity or fraternity.
The Revue Israélite d’Égypte demonstrated concern for refugees arriving in Egypt both
from Eastern Europe and other parts of the Ottoman Empire, and devoted a section of almost
every issue to exploring the situation of Jews in other parts of the world. In December 1912,
Nissim Cardozo discussed the recent expulsion of those holding Italian citizenship from parts of
the Ottoman Empire during the Italo-Turkish war, reporting that some of the refugees were
helped by consulate with free passage from Alexandria to Naples, where they were “welcomed
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by the mother-patria with every solicitude…the refugee is protected, treated like a brother in
distress.” 184 Cardozo noted that the Grand Rabbis of Naples and Rome are “equally devoted to
their coreligionists from Turkey...and consider them as family – Italian solidarity, have you ever
seen anything so beautiful?” 185 In describing the aid and care given to the refugees, Cardozo
layered a vision of Italian solidarity over a vision of Jewish solidarity, conflating the two. In the
Egyptian context, Jewish solidarity did not go hand in hand with emancipation as it did for the
Jews of Italy, since citizenship in Egypt was less about defining the political relationship and
obligations of the individual to the nation, and more about determining status and economic and
social utility. 186 In Egypt, the ideas and language of Jewish solidarity became a way for Egyptian
Jews to navigate and interact with longstanding Mediterranean networks in new ways.

***
Alexandria has often been described as a place where nationality mattered, but not
nationalism. 187 Certainly, Egypt was an environment where forms of European nationalism were
often disregarded or inconsequential. However, in examining layers of the cultural landscape of
Italian Jews in Egypt, this chapter has shown how the meanings of belonging to national or
ethno-religious communities could shift and vary depending on the context, but could also assert
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emotional weight. Italian Jews were often perceived by others as a distinct community, and
incorporated into the Italian imperial and national project in Egypt; Jews also maneuvered within
these understandings for their own purposes. During the late nineteenth century and early
twentieth century, the number of communal organizations and associations flourished as
individuals attempted to create community amidst the diversity of daily life in the city by carving
out social arenas and cultural activities. For these men, women, and children, it was not
inconsistent to live in ways that were deeply embedded to their local surroundings, and to
concomitantly envision and create connections to the Italian nation state and to other Italian and
Jewish communities throughout the Mediterranean.
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Conclusion

Walking alongside the sea after an afternoon in the archives in Livorno, I watched as the
waves of the Mediterranean hit the shore, and a ferry, a cruise ship, and sail boats all crowded in
the harbor. As I wandered back towards the city from the port, I passed over several fossi, the
system of canals crisscrossing the city that were once used to bring goods between the port and
the warehouses. A few streets behind the Duomo, a new modern synagogue built in 1962 stands
on the same site where the bombed, then looted, historic synagogue of Livorno once stood. The
concrete structure of the new synagogue, modeled after a tent in the desert, bears no resemblance
to its previous iteration, yet, like its predecessor, it stands as a visible and singular building in the
landscape of Livorno. Bombed heavily during World War II, many physical traces of Livorno’s
past have disappeared. But during my afternoon walk through Livorno, the port, the canals, and
the synagogue all loomed large as persistent symbols of Livorno’s role in a wider story of
Mediterranean exchange.
In tracing the history of Livorno during the nineteenth century, this dissertation considers
the “paths to modernity” for Livornese Jews at the intersection of local, national, and global
forces. During the nineteenth century, many Jews across Western Europe turned away from
commerce. The case of Livorno presents a stark contrast; indeed, because of the relative absence
of anti-Jewish sentiment and a “Jewish Question” that linked the need to “regenerate” Jews and
their economic life as a condition of emancipation, commerce remained central to the Jewish
community of Livorno. However, economic fluctuations and uncertainty in the port city of
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Livorno did rock the commercial foundation of Jewish life in the city during the nineteenth
century. Some Jews in Livorno were optimistic while others were despairing, in both cases, they
made decisions about their economic future based on their information and experiences, often
continuing to rely on extended trading networks and family firms. While some historians suggest
that these structures reflect early modern patterns of behavior, this dissertation asserts that
divisions between early modern and modern economic behaviors were not as straightforward as
often suggested. In formulating their economic practices with continuity, Jews in Livorno
navigated the formation of nation states, the expansion of empires, and the development of new
social and cultural movements. In doing so, they emerge as hybrid figures of modernity,
negotiating “in-between” spaces and categories rather than “either-or” ones.
Although they were deeply embedded in the economy and culture of Livorno, Jews
moved away from the city in growing numbers during the nineteenth century. This dissertation is
a story of mobility and migration, a story of crossing geographical boundaries and creating new
frameworks for belonging through economic and legal practices. While the historiography often
views emigration as flowing only in one outward direction, this dissertation shows how
migration was built on multidirectional contacts between places of origin and places of
settlement and had an impact on both societies.
This dissertation is also the history of two interrelated and linked port cities, Livorno and
Alexandria. While the sources did not allow me to fully follow the traces of individual historical
actors from Livorno to Alexandria, they did provide clear evidence of overlapping Jewish
families and communities. In comparing and connecting Livorno and Alexandria, Italy and
Egypt, nation and empire, the dissertation tells a broader story about the Mediterranean world
during the nineteenth century. By focusing on trading networks and examining carefully the
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spaces of the port, consulate, and marketplace, the dissertation is able to examine how
individuals and communities moved between nations and empires in their daily lives.
In Alexandria, Jews were a distinct, although not unique, group navigating the
multiplicity of legal codes and authorities operating in Egypt. Through a careful analysis of the
consular court archives, the dissertation integrates the history of the economic pursuits of Jews in
Egypt with the history of forum shopping and nationality. As Tuscan subjects, Livornese Jews
used their foreign status as an economic gesture and point of entry for exchanges and
relationships in the marketplace. After unification, many Jews in Egypt “became” Italian
citizens. However, they didn’t just become Italian automatically, but had to act on it, asserting
their status and mobilizing proof. Jews in Egypt were often able to claim their status as Italians,
not only by birth, but also because of their sentiment and their “utility.” In cases of “contested
nationality,” individuals, communities, and political authorities struggled to determine with the
social, economic, and legal significance of nationality and citizenship. In the case of Moise
Scemess, authorities debated whether his Jewishness was proof of his status as an Italian or a
signal of his local origins. Although Moise Scemess’ voice is absent from the historical record,
other individuals used the flexible nature of “foreign” status instrumentally and situationally in
their “local” lives. The evidence of the dissertation shows that categories that are often perceived
as stable, such as nationality and religion, were very much in flux in reality. Foreign status was
flexible and intermittent, performed in certain venues in the city such as the consular court. Even
as the dissertation captures this phenomena, it also leaves open further questions about what it
meant to be Livornese, be Tuscan, and be Italian and the conflicts of moving from one category
to another.
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The dissertation concludes that nationality functioned as a constellation of cultural,
economic, and legal perceptions and understandings in the lives of Jews in Egypt. Foreign status
and its various documentation often gave Jews an amorphous sense of protection in their daily
lives. While the evidence shows times when this protection was advantageous, it also captures
moments when this protection was fragile, such as the expulsion of Italians from the Ottoman
Empire during the Italo-Turkish War in 1912. The instrumental nature of citizenship in Egypt
displaces emancipation, or the granting of citizenship to the Jews, as the singular defining event
of the Jewish modern experience, and rather suggests that Jews in Egypt became modern in
navigating categories of nationality and citizenship in context. Being able to access foreign status
was a central feature in Jewish life in Egypt; in 1948, 30,000 Jews out of a total Egyptian Jewish
population of 75,000-80,000 held foreign citizenship. 1
Italian Jews who came to Egypt seeking economic opportunities often found some
measure of upward economic mobility. By the early twentieth century, commercial ties with
Livorno were not as important as they had been in previous years for Jews. Social and cultural
associations, such as the Dante Alighieri Society, emerged as new spaces for Italian Jews to
attach meaning to their status and to create a sense of community. Italian Jews envisioned their
future in Egypt and were deeply rooted in the Egyptian context, yet their cultural activities
suggest overlapping senses of Italian and Jewish solidarity. Without relying on the language of
“cosmopolitanism” that has dominated interpretations of Alexandria, this dissertation shows both
the flexibility and limitations of how identity was practiced in the Mediterranean. Jews in Egypt,
like many in the modern world, were “made up” of their shifting encounters and interactions in
Alexandria and the broader Mediterranean, embodying the layered and multiple identities that
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are the hallmark of modernity. As individuals and as families, Italian Jews in Egypt were local,
national, and global actors simultaneously or in different spheres of their lives.
This dissertation began as a project concerned about the isolation of Italian Jews in
modern Jewish history. In examining the Jews from Livorno through a Mediterranean frame, the
dissertation argues that local or national studies do not necessarily reveal the full story of Italian
Jewish history during the modern era. This dissertation suggests that there is much value in
bringing together European history and Mediterranean Jewish histories, and hopes that historians
will continue to study Mediterranean Jews within their local contexts and beyond them, taking
into account the complicated connections and divisions between various communities in port
cities.
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